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Abstract 

 

Human Thermal Sensation and Comfort  

in Transient and Non-Uniform Thermal Environments 

 

by 

Hui Zhang 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Architecture 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Edward A. Arens, Chair 

 

 

Most existing thermal comfort models are only applicable only in uniform, steady-state 

thermal environments.  This thesis presents results from 109 human subject tests that were 

performed under non-uniform and transient conditions in the UC Berkeley Controlled 

Environmental Chamber.  In these tests, local body surfaces of the subjects were independently 

heated or cooled while the rest of the body was exposed to a warm, neutral or cool environment.  

Skin temperatures, core temperature, thermal sensation and comfort responses were collected at 

one- to three-minute intervals.  Based on these tests, we have developed predictive models of 

local and overall thermal sensation and comfort: 

q Local thermal sensation for 19 body parts 

q Local thermal comfort model for 19 body parts 

q Overall sensation model 

q Overall comfort model  
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A separate set of tests was carried out in an automobile in a climate-controlled wind 

tunnel at the Delphi Harrison facility in Lockport, NY.  These tests simulated conditions found in 

vehicles during both hot and cold weather.  The subjects’ body temperatures, thermal sensation 

and thermal comfort were measured similarly to those in the UCB chamber tests.  The results of 

the Delphi tests were primarily used for model validation.  The validation results show that the 

models predicted the actual sensation and comfort votes well. 

The models will be useful for designing and evaluating non-uniform and transient 

environments in buildings, vehicles, and outdoors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There is a very old and simple experiment described by English philosopher John Locke 

in his 1690 Essay Concerning Human Understanding.  A person places one hand in a basin of 

warm water and the other in a basin of cool water.  After a short time, both hands are placed 

together in a third basin of water, which is at an intermediate temperature.  The hand previously 

in warm water feels cool and the hand previously in cool water feels warm even though they are 

actually at the same temperature.   

 

This thesis studies the subjective perception of thermal sensation in many individual local 

parts of the human body, and how it correlates with physiological parameters.  It intends to 

quantify human perceptions of thermal conditions, including the phenomenon observed by Locke 

regarding local thermal sensation in non-uniform and transient conditions. 

 

The thesis also addresses perceptions of thermal comfort.  For both sensation and comfort 

it proposes predictive models for both the individual body parts, and for the body as a whole. 

 

People are probably more often exposed to spatially non-uniform (asymmetrical,  we use 

‘non-uniform’ and ‘asymmetrical’ interchangeably) and transient (time-varying) temperatures 

than to thermal environments that are uniform and stable.  We experience transient and non-

uniform temperature conditions when moving between spaces – e.g., from indoors to outdoors, 

from sun to shade, from the outdoors to a parked car and then starting its air conditioner, and 

when occupying spaces with widely varying temperatures, e.g., an office that has large windows.  

In some cases, the variation in temperature is experienced as pleasant.  A person who is feeling 

warm inside a building may , for example, enjoy a cool breeze from natural ventilation that cools 
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exposed parts of the body.  In other cases the variation is a source of discomfort.  A person with 

cold feet is unlikely to be comfortable even if all the other body segments are pleasant. 

 

There are currently no models of human sensation and comfort for non-uniform, transient 

thermal environments.  This thesis reports on human subject tests undertaken both to observe the 

phenomena involved and to obtain data sufficient to develop models that predict local and overall 

thermal sensation and comfort in transient and non-uniform conditions. 

 

The thesis is divided into seven chapters.   

• Chapter 1 provides an introduction of the thesis. 

• Chapter 2 describes the background.  

• Chapter 3 states the objective for our work.  

• Chapter 4 describes the experimental method and setup.   

• Chapter 5 is subdivided and presents our observations and analysis of human physiology and 

subject responses during the tests 

• Chapter 6 describes the predictive models we developed.   

• Chapter 7 includes applications of the models, conclusions, and future work.  

• Several appendices present supporting information regarding detailed description of the test 

conditions, the skin temperature measurement location for the human subject tests, the 

comparison of three different core temperature measurement, a database developed for data 

analysis of this study, the skin temperature adaptation model, the core temperature prediction 

model, the influence of “body builder” on local sensation, and three published papers. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

The existing research on human thermal sensation and comfort has generally focused on 

steady-state, uniform conditions. Although a few studies have focused on asymmetrical 

conditions --  i.e., when some parts of the body are exposed to different conditions than others, 

the test conditions for asymmetrical conditions are either not complete (e.g. the test conditions 

only representing particular vehicle environments), or the human body conditions, such as 

metabolic level or clothing insulation, are limited.  Other studies have focused on transient 

conditions – e.g., movement from an environment at one temperature to another environment at a 

different temperature (step-change conditions).  The environments tested were uniform; so there 

is no special asymmetry.  Although a few predictive models have been developed for either 

asymmetrical or transient conditions, there are currently no models that address human responses 

to simultaneous asymmetrical and transient thermal conditions. 

 

Most human-subject studies in this field have evaluated the thermal sensation of subjects 

using voting scales that rate thermal sensation of the entire body (e.g., -3 cold to +3 hot with zero 

at the center of the scale representing “neutral” condition).  Studies rarely address local thermal 

sensation, i.e., the thermal experience of individual body parts.  Moreover, very few studies have 

addressed the distinction between sensation and comfort;  it is possible for part or all of the body 

to feel a sensation that might be rated as “warm” or “cool” but might be either comfortable or 

uncomfortable, depending on the context.  The issue of comfort is most significant in 

asymmetrical and transient thermal conditions. 

 

For more than 30 years, two models have been most commonly used to evaluate thermal 

sensation: Fanger’s PMV (Predicted Mean Vote) model (Fanger 1972), and Gagge’s two-node 

model with its indices of TSENS (Thermal Sensation) and DISC (Thermal Discomfort) obtained 
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from ET* (effective temperature) and skin wetness (Gagge, Stolwijk et al. 1970). Both are based 

on data from experiments conducted under uniform, steady-state thermal conditions (Nevins, 

Rohles et al. 1966; McNall, Jaax et al. 1967; Fanger 1972; Rohles and Wallis 1979).  The two 

models are very effective for evaluating indoor environments that are uniform, stable, and close 

to thermal neutrality, and have been extensively used for that purpose.  They do not attempt to 

model asymmetrical and/or transient thermal conditions. 

 

Researchers did not begin to study asymmetrical thermal environments until the 1980s.  

At that time there was a resurgence of interest in natural ventilation in buildings, and in new 

localized air-conditioning systems that permit individuals to control heating or cooling within 

their local work spaces (e.g. under-floor heating and cooling (Bauman, Johnston et al. 1991), 

desk-top heating and cooling (Bauman, Carter et al. 1998)).  In addition, the development of new 

thermally resistant glass and window products drew attention to the human experience of 

asymmetrical conditions.  The greatest push for study of these types of conditions came from the 

automobile industry because of the extreme asymmetries and transients experienced in vehicle 

interiors.   

 

Current indoor environment standards address asymmetrical conditions in building 

environments by establishing acceptable ranges for each type of temperature variation in space.  

ASHRAE Standard 55-1992 prescribes several limits for vertical and horizontal air temperature 

differences, radiant temperature asymmetry, draft air speed, and temperature change over time 

(ASHRAE 1992).  However, these are based on fairly limited laboratory tests. 

 

The automobile industry’s efforts to study the complex thermal environments in vehicles 

resulted in the creation of a number of different models.  Some are based on the PMV or the two-

node model. The industry has also relied on the equivalent homogeneous temperature (EHT) 
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model (Wyon, Larsson et al. 1989), which establishes temperature ranges for different areas of 

the body.   

 

The following sections provide a brief summary of the physiological bases and the most 

important models. 

 

 

2.1 Physical basis of thermal sensation 

2.1.1 Thermoreceptors  

When we perceive warmth or coolth, we do not actually sense the temperature of the 

room’s air or surfaces directly, but rather our nerve endings, the thermoreceptors which send 

signals to the hypothalamus at the base of the brain when stimulated.  The thermoreceptors are 

the sensors that signal the conditions of the space around us and permit us to feel those conditions 

as thermal sensations.   

 

Early sensory investigators, Blix (1884) in Sweden, Goldscheider (1884) in Germany, 

and Donaldson (1885) in America, reported that some spots on the skin register warmth or cold 

when touched with small (punctate) warm and cold stimulators.  Warm sensations can be elicited 

only from warmth receptors and cold sensations only from cold receptors.  Dallenbach 

(Dallenbach 1927) explored the skin with a small-tipped cool metal probe and found that much of 

the skin’s surface produces no sensation of cold when touched by the cold probe. He tested 100 

spots on a square centimeter of skin on the forearm in great detail, examining each square 

millimeter with a cold and a hot stimulus.  Only about 20 of the spots tested registered “hot” 

sensation and another 20 registered “cold” sensation.   
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Human beings can perceive different gradations of cold and heat, ranging from cold to 

cool to indifferent to warm to hot.  Three different types of sensory organs –cold receptors, 

warmth receptors, and pain receptors – allow the body to discriminate gradations in thermal 

sensation.  The relative degrees of stimulation of the nerve endings determine the person’s 

perception of the intensity of thermal sensation.  Each receptor is activated in a specific range 

(Figure 2.1). At high temperatures perceived as painfully hot, warmth receptors are inactive, and 

pain receptors are simulated.   The same is true for cold temperatures. Thermoreceptors are 

located mainly in the periphery of the body and in the hypothalamus, but are also found in places 

such as the spinal cord, abdominal viscera, and in or around the great veins in the upper abdomen 

and thorax.  

 

 

Figure 2.1  Frequencies of discharge of a cold receptor, a warmth receptor, and a pain nerve fiber 
at different temperatures (Guyton 1971).  (The responses of the cold and warmth receptors are 
modified from Zotterman (Zotterman 1953). 

 

The characteristics of thermoreceptors determine thermal sensation and comfort 

responses.  A thermoreceptor adapts to a great extent.  When it is subjected to an abrupt change in 

temperature, it is strongly stimulated at first, but this stimulation fades rapidly during the first 

minute following the temperature change, and then progressively more slowly as illustrated in 

Figure 2.2 until it reaches a steady response rate.  Thermoreceptors respond to steady temperature 

states at this lower rate.  As a result of this property of thermoreceptors, a person feels much 

colder when the temperature of the skin is actively falling than when the temperature remains at 

the same level.  This explains the extreme sensation of coolth or warmth felt when a person enters 

a cold pool or a hot tub.  When explaining his subjects’ overreaction during down-step transient 
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exposures (moving from a warm to cool environment), de Dear (de Dear et al., 1993) called it 

“overshoot”. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2  General properties of thermoreceptors.  Static and dynamic responses of warm and 
cold receptors to constant temperature and temperature changes as given by Hensel (Hensel 1981) 
 

Gagge (Gagge, Stolwijk et al. 1967) conducted an experiment in which subjects moved 

between rooms at neutral and uncomfortable temperatures.  Subjects  evaluated  their thermal 

condition as “comfortable” after entering the neutral room but before skin temperature had 

sufficiently recovered to warrant a change in thermal sensation to the neutral conditions.  Gagge 

calls this phenomenon “anticipation.” De Dear performed up-step tests (de Dear, Ring et al. 1993) 

and found that when subjects experienced a step change from a cold to a warm environment, their 

instantaneous thermal sensation upon entering the second environment approximated the final 

steady-state value for that environment. This suggests that the dynamic response of 

thermoreceptors to changes in temperature is capable of anticipating the body’s steady-state 

response to a new thermal environment well before the body’s heat content has time to alter 
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significantly.   

 

The thermoreceptors are located in the intracutaneous region at an average depth of 0.15 

to 0.17 mm for cold receptors and 0.3 to 0.6 mm for warmth receptors (Bazett and McGlone 

1930; Bazett, McGlone et al. 1930).  These depths suggest that the layer of cold receptors is 

immediately beneath the epidermis, and the site of warmth receptors is within the upper layer of 

the dermis.  The number of cold thermoreceptors far exceeds the number of warmth receptors.  In 

general, there are about 10 times more cold receptors than warmth receptors in skin (Guyton 

2002). 

 

2.1.2 Hypothalamus thermoregulation  

The hypothalamus consists of several divisions, two of which control thermoregulation: 

the anterior and posterior nuclei.  Benzinger described these areas as the “two centers” of 

thermoregulation, as shown in Figure 2.3 (Benzinger, Pratt et al. 1961). 

 

 

Figure 2.3  Hypothalamus and thermoregulation (Benzinger, Pratt et al. 1961) 
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The anterior hypothalamus (A), described as the “heat loss center,” provides 

thermoregulation when the body is too hot.  It combines the function of temperature sensor and 

controller;  any rise in temperature above the set point of the anterior hypothalamus causes it to 

send out efferent nerve impulses to initiate the body’s heat loss mechanisms of vasodilatation (v) 

and sweating (sw).  The set point is normally 37 °C but is raised during exercise or fever.   

 

The posterior hypothalamus (P) or “heat maintenance center” provides defense against 

cold.  Keller and Hare (Keller and Hare 1932) show that after destruction of the heat maintenance 

center, the heat loss functions (of the heat loss center) remain intact; therefore, we know that the 

heat loss function is independent from the heat maintenance function.  The heat maintenance 

center mainly receives temperature signals (sk) from the skin sensors.  The resulting efferent 

responses are vasoconstriction and shivering (m).   

 

The heat loss center was shown by Benzinger as having an impact on the heat 

maintenance center;  that is, when the heat loss center temperature increases, shivering and 

vasoconstriction catalyzed by the heat maintenance center are depressed.  This is shown by the 

partial loop “d” from point A (the anterior hypothalamus) to P (the posterior hypothalamus) in 

Figure 2.3.  

 

McIntyre (McIntyre 1980) suggests that the two centers inhibit each other, meaning that 

two-way activity passes through the partial loop at d on Figure 2.3.  In other words, a person who 

has an elevated core temperature will sweat because of the activity of the heat loss center; if his 

skin temperature is lowered by cooling, the posterior hypothalamus will be stimulated, inhibiting 

the anterior hypothalamus  so that sweating diminishes or stops.  Similarly,  the elevated 

temperature of the anterior hypothalamus will prevent shivering. 
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This theory regarding the heat loss and heat maintenance centers gives us some 

background about work that has been done on the brain’s interpretation of thermal signals and 

gives a general sense of how the brain might interpret thermal signals to create sensation and 

comfort.   

 

2.2 Models of thermal sensation in stable asymmetrical conditions  

2.2.1 Weighting factor approach 

Ingersoll (Ingersoll, Kalman et al. 1992).   A model developed for General Motors 

applied Fanger’s PMV model individually to three different body parts: head, torso, and feet.  It 

first uses the two-node model (Gagge et al., 1971) to predict physiological data for the three body 

parts individually, and then applies the PMV calculation to the three body parts.  The calculated 

PMV for each body part is weighted by its respective surface area, and a single, average PMV is 

derived.  There are two key problems with this approach.  First, PMV was developed to represent 

the whole body, based on regressions of temperature and subjects’ indications of the thermal 

sensation of the whole body.  Applying whole-body thermal sensations to individual body parts 

assumes that each of the body parts has exactly the same effect on thermal sensation as the whole 

body, which may not be true.  Second, the two-node model was also developed to represent the 

whole body, and contains no way to account for differences in the thermal sensation of individual 

body parts.  Using the two-node model on individual body parts imposes the same thermal control 

strategy and set points on each body part.  It also does not address heat exchange that occurs 

between body parts as a result of blood flow.  

 

Matsunaga (Matsunaga, Sudo et al. 1993).  Instead of simulating the temperatures of 

individual body parts and predicting their thermal comfort individually, the model of Isuzu 
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Motors uses an average equivalent temperature (AET) to calculate PMV.  The AET is a surface-

area-weighted average for three regions of the human body:  head (0.1), abdomen (0.7), and feet 

(0.2).  The equivalent temperature for each body region is calculated from thermal manikin 

measurements and defined as the temperature of a uniform enclosure in which a thermal manikin 

segment with realistic skin surface temperatures would lose heat at the same rate as human beings 

in a real environment. Because it is averaged, the AET can only evaluate the thermal environment 

of the entire driver or passenger compartment of a vehicle.  Although the AET-based PMV value 

for the entire environment might indicate overall comfort, localized areas of discomfort could still 

exist.   

 
Kohri (Kohri, Kataoka et al. 1995).  This model, developed for Mitsubishi Motors 

Corporation, applies the two-node model to 11 body parts (corresponding to the body parts of 

their thermal manikin) to calculate standard effective temperatures (SET*) for these body parts in 

the vehicle environment.  The SET* includes the effects of convection, radiation, and evaporation 

on the body.  The problem with this approach is as noted above.  Applying the two-node model to 

individual body parts ignores the heat transfer between body parts caused by blood flow. 

 
KSU clothing model (Jones and Ogawa 1992).  This model, developed by Kansas State 

University, combines a two-node model with a clothing model developed at Kansas State.  In 

order to overcome the limitation that the two-node model cannot predict human physical 

responses and thermal comfort in asymmetrical environments which often appear in vehicle 

environment, the KSU clothing model divides skin into many small sections.  The dividing of the 

skin into more smaller sections allows the model to look at the local impacts of the uneven 

environment and the uneven clothing insulation.  The core is not divided, so the model does not 

account for variations in core temperature as a result of the differences among the different areas 
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of skin; thus, the model does not account for heat exchanges between body parts or differences in 

thermal regulation of different body parts.   

 

The Ford sensation model (Brown and Jones 1997).  This subjective response model is 

based on regression analysis of human subjective data collected at Kansas State University.  The 

whole-body thermal comfort rating was based on a nine-category combined sensation and 

comfort rating scale which is similar to Bedford’s scale, ranging from cold  (1), cold/cool (2), 

cool (3), cool/comfort (4), comfort (5), warm/comfort (6), warm (7), hot/warm (8), to hot (9).  

The Ford model divides the body into sections to simulate physical parameters such as skin 

temperature and skin wetness.  However, the subjective thermal comfort votes are for the whole 

body, not for individual body parts.  Because the authors did not present the details of their 

thermal comfort model for reasons of confidentiality, it is difficult to determine the connection 

between their subdivision of the body for skin temperature and skin wetness and the use of a 

whole-body thermal comfort votes to obtain the prediction. 

 
Hagino and Hara (Hagino and Hara 1992).  The authors of the Nissan Motor Co. model 

criticize Matsunaga’s AET method.  They argue that applying the AET to determine PMV only 

permits evaluation of the thermal environment of the entire passenger compartment. Although the 

PMV for the entire environment might indicate overall comfort, localized areas of discomfort 

could still exist because of solar radiation through the windows or direct exposure to airflow from 

the air-conditioner vents.   

 

Hagino and Hara therefore performed a series of human subject measurements to 

determine the relationship between subjects’ votes about their local thermal sensations and their 

votes about whole-body thermal sensations.  The studies involved a mockup of a typical car body 

in an environmental chamber equipped with a solar simulator.  The airflow rates and discharge air 
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temperature were changed.  Six males participated in a total of 72 tests in which skin 

temperatures were measured and local thermal sensations surveyed for 19 body locations. The 19 

locations comprised the 12 points identified by Hardy-Dubois (referred in (Mitchell and 

Wyndham 1969)) for skin temperature, with the addition of seven points on the arms and legs, 

which were exposed to different local thermal conditions (see Figure 2.4). 

 

Figure 2.4  Skin temperature measurement points (Hagino and Hara 1992, Nissan Motor Co.) 
 

 

When they compared the whole-body Thermal Sensation Votes (TSVs) and area-

weighted average TSVs for the 19 body locations, the average TSV shifts toward more neutral 

values than does the whole-body TSV.  This means that the area-weighting does not accurately 

predict whole-body sensation.  

 
Because the setup of the experiment was similar to a vehicle environment, which mainly 

affects the sensation from forehead, arm (receives solar radiation), thigh and foot on the window 
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side, the authors found that the whole body thermal sensation votes were governed by the local 

sensations from these areas:   

 

TSV[whole body] = 0.42 TSV[forehead] + 0.38 TSV[upper arm on window side] + 0.2 

TSV [thigh on the window side] + 0.28 TSV[instep on window side] + 0.42. 

 

Because the test conditions focused on these specific body parts, it is only appropriate for 

conditions in vehicle passenger compartments.  

 

2.2.2 EHT and Piste 

Total and individual body part heat losses have been expressed in terms of Equivalent 

Homogeneous Temperature (EHT) (Wyon, Larsson et al. 1989).  The EHT is defined as the 

temperature in a uniform reference environment where the heat loss from a person or a body part 

is the same as his/her heat loss in an actual (non-uniform) environment with same clothing and 

activity level.  The air temperature and the mean radiation temperature are equal in the uniform 

reference environment.  There is no thermal gradient and no air movement, and the humidity is 

constant.  EHT is derived from the heat loss of a human body in an environment, as measured by 

a thermal manikin.  For example, if one part of the body is exposed to air movement, the heat loss 

from that body part to the environment may be greater because of the air movement.  Therefore, 

the EHT for that body part will be lower than for the rest of the body.   

 

Wyon (Wyon, Larsson et al. 1989) also developed the concept of the “piste,” a 

representation of the acceptable temperature range for each individual body part based on its EHT 

value (Figure 2.5).  Between the upper and lower temperature limits is the ideal profile.  Several 

researchers have used the piste concept in studies, and two EHT pistes are found now in the 
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literature, in addition to Wyon’s: Bohm et al. (Bohm, Browen et al. 1990), and Wahl (Wahl 

1995).  However, the piste developed for each study only applies to steady-state conditions and 

the clothing and metabolic conditions tested.  So, although the piste defines acceptable 

temperature ranges in asymmetrical environments, its use is limited to the specific conditions 

tested in the studies where it was applied. 

 
 

Figure 2.5  EHT piste and the ideal profiles for a driver in winter (left) and summer (right) (Wyon 
1989) 

 

Nilsson (Nilsson 2003) suggested comfort zones for the 16 body parts (Figure 2.6) by 

replacing the three lines (upper and lower limits and the ideal profile) in the piste with three zones 

(cold but comfortable, neutral, hot but comfortable),.  The paper is very brief and does not 

provide information that explains how the three zones are defined.  The details will be included in 

his thesis (personal communication). 
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Figure 2.6  Zone-like piste proposed by Nilsson (Nilsson 2003) 

 

2.3 Models of dynamic thermal sensation  

In contrast to thermal sensation models for steady-state conditions, dynamic thermal 

sensation models include a derivative that corresponds to sensations experienced in transient 

(changing) conditions.   

 

The dynamic response to transient conditions is correlated to the responses of the body’s 

thermal receptors, which respond differently to static and dynamic conditions. Under steady-state 

conditions, the thermoreceptors sense a static signal to the brain;  this signal is based on skin 

temperature and core temperature.  When conditions change, the thermoreceptors send not only 

the static signal based on skin and core temperature but also a dynamic signal based on the rate of 

change in both temperatures (the derivative). Hensel (Hensel 1982) proposed that warm and cold 

sensations can be expressed as a function of the temperature (Tskin) of the skin, the rate of change 

(dTskin/dt) of skin temperature, and the stimulation area (F).   
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   Thermal Sensation →f(Tskin, dTskin/dt, F) 

 

Ring and de Dear (1991) developed a skin thermal sensation model based on humans’ 

ability to instantaneously detect changes in the thermal environment from the cutaneous 

thermoreceptors.  Following Hensel (Hensel 1981), they developed a skin receptor impulse 

frequency model  based on the properties of the thermoreceptors.  In the model, the 

thermoreceptor response has a static and dynamic part; the response of the thermoreceptor to a 

sudden step change in skin temperature (T) yields a peak dynamic portion which decreases 

quickly in a few seconds until it reaches the static portion.  The static portion is proportional to T 

and the dynamic portion  is proportional to dT/dt.  Ring and de Dear also applied findings from 

the work of  Ivanov et al. (Ivanov, Konstantinov et al. 1982; Ivanov, Konstantinov et al. 1986) 

that the same thermoreceptor can give different responses to the same stimulus, depending on 

whether the stimulus is applied to the epidermis or to the subcutaneous tissue.  This is accounted 

for in the model by distributing the depth of the thermoreceptors throughout the cutaneous tissue.  

 

R(x,t) = Ks T(x,t) + Kd ∂T(x,t)/∂t     (Hz)   

 

where Ks and Kd are the proportionality constants for the static and dynamic parts 

respectively (Hz/K).  Term x is the depth of the thermoreceptor and term t represents time.   

 
The thermoreceptors in different parts of the body have different thermal sensitivities.  To 

connect the thermoreceptor response frequency  (equation shown above) to thermal sensitivity, de 

Dear et al. (de Dear, Ring et al. 1993) developed a Dynamic Thermal Stimulus Model (DTS) by 

assigning different thermal sensation Area Summation Factors (ASFs) to different regions based 

on thermal sensitivities (Stevens, Marks et al. 1974; Hensel 1981).  The ASFs are larger for 

warmth and cold thermoreceptors in sensitive skin regions (5 for thermoreceptors in face, neck, 

and hand) and smaller for those in less sensitive regions (1 and 2 for the rest of the body) in the 

model.  The DTS is the sum of all impulses accumulated from skin, multiplied by the appropriate 

ASF. 
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DTS = ∑ASFi Ri = ∑ASFi (Ks, i Tskin, i + Kd, i dTskin, i/dt)  

 

where term i represents different regions of the body. 

 

The receptor model provides a detailed model for skin but applies only to skin.  There is 

no information such as core temperature included to represent the whole body thermal state.  For 

the dynamic responses, the derivatives of the skin temperature provide good information.  

However, for the static response, when the whole body is warm or cold, the same local skin 

temperature can result in a different subjective thermal perception.  So local skin temperature 

alone does not provide enough information to define the whole body thermal state. 

 
Taniguchi et al. (Taniguchi, Aoki et al. 1992).  The authors found that in a vehicle 

environment the average temperature of face skin, and its change over time, is related to whole-

body thermal sensation votes.  The relationship is as follows:  

 

 TSV = 0.81 (Tsk – 33.9) + 39.1 deltaTsk. 

 

where TSV is the overall thermal sensation vote 

             Tsk is the average face skin temperature (°C) 

             deltaTsk is the rate of change of average face skin temperature (°C/s) 

 
The average face temperature was obtained from 7 measured data points on the face, 

shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7  Face Skin Temperature Measurement Points (Taniguchi et al. 1992, Toyota Central 
Research and Development Labs.) 
 

Taniguchi’s tests were conducted in a vehicle environment.  Only a limited number of 

body parts (e.g., face) were exposed to the transient thermal conditions, so sensation is only 

correlated with those body parts.  The application of the model from this study is limited because 

only a selected number of body parts was studied.    

 
Wang (Wang and Peterson 1992; Wang 1994).  Wang developed a model to predict 

thermal sensation in transient conditions.  She proposed that transient thermal sensation is 

composed of two parts: static and dynamic.   

 

Thermal Transient Sensation = U0 + ∆U 

 

The static term U0 comes from Fanger’s PMV model.  The transient term is obtained by 

regression analysis based on the subjective thermal sensation votes during temperature ramp 

changes by Griffiths and McIntyre (Griffiths and McIntyre 1974) and the predicted heat loss from 

the author’s physiology model, which is a 6-segmented (head, trunk, arms, hands, legs, feet), two 

layer (core and skin) model.  (The thermoregulation equations and the coefficients of the 
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physiology model are mostly from Gagge (Gagge et al. 1970), Fanger (Fanger 1972), and 

Stolwijk (Stolwikj 1971)).  The output of the thermal transient sensation model is Bedford’s 

sensation and comfort scale (it is not clear how the static sensation term U0 from Fanger is 

converted to the Bedford’s scale).  The transient term ∆U is based on the rate of heat storage in 

the skin. 

 

Fiala’s sensation model (Fiala 1998; Fiala 2002).  Fiala assembled a large amount of 

pre-existing human subject test data and by regression obtained a transient thermal sensation 

model in spatially uniform conditions that uses skin temperature, skin temperature change rate, 

and tympanic temperature  as input variables.  The author found that the derivative of the core 

temperature is not significantly related to the whole body thermal sensation.  The human subject 

responses that he used for the regressions are from the literature (Gagge et al. 1967, Gagge et al. 

1969, Nevins et al. 1966, Rohles 1970, McNall et al. 1967).  He obtained the human subject 

physiology data (skin temperature, skin temperature change rate, and head core temperature) by 

simulation with his heat-transfer model.  Because Fiala’s model uses many data sources which 

cover many test conditions for his regression analysis, his model is widely applicable. 

 

Both Wang and Fiala’s models address transient but uniform environments. 

 

Guan (Guan, Hosni et al. 2003; Guan, Hosni et al. 2003).  Guan developed a transient 

thermal sensation model.  The model includes a transient component, which is a function of the 

rate of heat gain.  The steady-state component is a function of the difference between actual skin 

temperature and neutral skin temperature. 

 

The author conducted human subject test by putting subjects in a car and surveyed their 

local and overall sensations.  The physiological parameters (skin temperature and heat loss) of the 
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subjects were simulated using a model developed by Jones and Owaga (Jones and Owaga 1992).  

The model is a “segmented two-node model” which divides the skin and clothing into 17 

segments, while keeping the core as a single node.  By regression analysis between the subjective 

sensation and the predicted physiological parameters, the author provided transient thermal 

sensation prediction model. 

 

The author emphasizes that there is a second-order anticipation effect in determining 

transient thermal sensation.  That is the body and mind detect the change in the rate of heat gain.  

Therefore, the rate of heat gain is included in his model to represent the dynamic term. 

 

All three authors (Wang, Fiala, Guan) used their own models to predict human 

physiological responses and correlated them with the subjective thermal sensation votes to 

develop prediction models.  The regression correlations are therefore specific to their own 

models. 

 

Frank (Frank, Raja et al. 1999) showed that skin and core temperature have equal 

weighting for predicting thermal sensation in uniform conditions.  The skin and core temperatures 

were independently altered.  The skin temperature was maintained by two water mattresses which 

were put one above and one below the human subjects (from feet to the shoulders).  The water 

temperature was set at 14, 34, and 42 °C.  The core temperature was cooled by infusion of cold 

intravenous fluid.  The subjective thermal sensation was assessed by using a 10-point scale (0 = 

“the coldest you’ve ever been;” 5=”neutral, neither cold nor warm;” and 10 = “the hottest you’ve 

ever been.”).  The results show that the skin temperature has relatively greater contribution to 

thermal sensation (the relative contributions of  core and skin temperature is 1:1) than to 

autonomic thermoregulation (3:1 for vasomotor changes and 3.6:1 for metabolic heat production).  

The skin temperature provides input equal to core temperature towards thermal sensation. 
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The models summarized above each have a piece of the whole picture;  they either 

address dynamic conditions without addressing asymmetrical conditions (e.g., Fiala, Wang, de 

Dear and Ring) or they address asymmetrical conditions (e.g., EHT) but without addressing 

dynamic conditions. 

 

2.4 Sensation and comfort 

To evaluate sensation, researchers often ask subjects to rate their perceptions using a 7-

point ASHRAE voting scale that covers a range of warm and cool sensations with the mildest 

sensations (e.g., “slightly cool  –1” and “slightly warm +1”) near the center of the scale (more 

information about thermal comfort scales is given in  Chapter 1.7.3).  Researchers typically 

interpret all votes between –1 (slightly cool) and +1 (slightly warm) as “comfortable.”  This is the 

basis of Fanger’s PPD (Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied) model which is based on actual 

PMV. 

 

Another way to evaluate thermal comfort is to ask the subjects’ thermal preference:  I 

would prefer to be warmer, I would prefer to be colder, I  would prefer no change.  Preferring no 

change is considered as comfortable, or perhaps more precisely as “ideal”.   

 

The comfort zone specified in ASHRAE Standard 55-1992 is based on 90-percent 

acceptance by subjects of thermal conditions (or 10-percent dissatisfaction) (ASHRAE 1992) 

based on the whole body heat balance.  It assumes that another 10-percent would simultaneously 

be dissatisfies due to local discomfort.  Fanger (Fanger 1972) related the predicted percent 

dissatisfied (PPD) to the predicted mean vote (PMV) and defined dissatisfaction as any vote other 

than –1, 0, +1.  The PMV model and PPD model are the bases of ISO Standard 7730 (ISO, 1994).  
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Subjects who cast votes other than  –1 or +1 on thermal comfort scales may not necessarily feel 

uncomfortable.   

 

de Dear and Brager (de Dear and Gail 2001, Brager and de Dear 2000) challenged the 

ASHRAE standard by proposing an adaptive comfort standard, broaden findings from field 

studies that the range of thermal comfort in naturally ventilated buildings is much wider than 

indicated by the ASHRAE standard.  The adaptive standard is based on subjects’ “preference” 

rather than the traditional assumption that  “neutral thermal sensation” is the optimum thermal 

condition.  

 

In thermally asymmetrical environments, we cannot evaluate thermal comfort using 

neutral thermal sensation (votes within +1 and –1 on ASHRAE thermal sensation scale) because 

different body parts may feel comfortable in the context of the conditions that the rest of the body 

is experiencing.  For example, a warm hand will likely be perceived as pleasant when the whole 

body is cold, and vice versa. Cabanac et al. (Cabanac 1972) put human subjects in baths with 

water temperatures of 23°, 28°, 33°, 38°, and 40° C; while in the bath, the subjects put their hands 

in a glove containing water whose temperature the subject could adjust according to preference. 

The authors found that subjects preferred warm glove temperatures when their internal 

temperatures were cold (hypothermic) and cold glove temperatures when their internal 

temperatures were warm (hyperthermia). 

 

Just as asymmetrical thermal conditions permit some body parts to feel comfortable in 

the context of the different conditions to which other body parts are exposed, transient conditions 

can also result in perceptions of comfort based on the relative differences between the changing 

conditions.  For example, when ambient conditions change from hot to cold, a person whose body 

is warm may feel cool but comfortable, at least initially,  in the new cold conditions. For a subject 
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experiencing hypothermia, a warm hand is experienced more comfortable than a hand at “neutral” 

temperature (defined as an environment in which subjects feel neither warm nor cool and 

thermoregulatory responses are minimal). Similarly, a subject experiencing both asymmetrical 

and transient conditions – e.g., in a naturally ventilated warm room through which a cool breeze 

passes, may feel very comfortable if his/her body is slightly warm. 

 

Many researchers believe that thermal pleasure is associated with the partial relief of 

thermal discomfort.  When a body’s heat stress is eliminated, maximum comfort is experienced – 

in other words, subjects feel a stronger sense of comfort in this transient, asymmetrical thermal 

state than under uniform, stable, neutral conditions. Kuno (Kuno 1995) suggests that deliberately 

inducing and then easing thermal stress produces maximum thermal comfort.  He gives the 

Japanese open-air spa (a hot bath in the cold outdoors) as an example of a situation designed for 

this purpose;  spa-goers can repeatedly experience pleasurable thermal sensation by submerging 

their bodies in hot water and then exposing their chests and shoulders to the cold air to release the 

heat.  In other words, in transient conditions, we do not necessarily seek neutral conditions as the 

most comfortable.  Cabanac, Attia, and Mower (Cabanac 1969; Mower 1976; Attia and Engel 

1981; Attia 1984) tested people’s pleasure when cold and warm thermal stimuli were applied to 

the hand, forehead, and neck.  Their tests demonstrate that subjects in a hypothermic state 

experienced pleasure when warm sensation was applied to these areas, and subjects in 

hyperthermic state experienced pleasure when cold was applied to these areas. In short, a varied 

thermal environment appears to be experienced as more pleasant than a uniform one. 

 

The experiences of different body parts integrate to form an overall thermal sensation and 

perception of comfort.  No study exists that explains how the body integrates the thermal 

sensations of different body parts to achieve an overall sense of comfort or discomfort.  What we 

do know is that thermal sensitivities are different for different body parts and are also different 
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depending on whether body parts are exposed to heat or cold.  Applying a 20.3 cm2 thermode, 

Stevens (Stevens 1979; Stevens and Choo 1998) found that the sensitivity of body parts to cold 

follows this order, from most to least sensitive:  lower back, upper back, chest, abdomen, upper 

arm, calf, forearm, thigh, cheek, and forehead..  He (Stevens, Marks et al. 1974) also found that 

the sensitivity of body parts to warmth follows this order, from most to least sensitive:  calf, 

thigh, upper arm, forearm, back, shoulder, abdomen, chest, cheek, and forehead.  We do not know 

how the thermal sensation of individual body parts influences the body’s overall thermal 

sensation. 

 

2.5 Need for human subject tests  

Nearly all the commonly used comfort indices and prediction models were developed 

from experiments in which subjects were exposed to homogeneous environments (Nevins, Rohles 

et al. 1966; McNall, Jaax et al. 1967; Fanger 1972; Rohles and Wallis 1979).  These tests 

generally lasted at least three hours in order for the  subjects to reach thermal equilibrium, and 

therefore to represent exposure to a stable environment. 

 

Although Hagino and Hara  (Hagino and Hara 1992), Taniguchi et al. (Taniguchi, Aoki et 

al. 1992), and Guan et al. (Guan, Hosni et al. 2003; Guan, Hosni et al. 2003) studied the human 

subjective sensation in asymmetrical automobile environments, the environmental conditions are 

limited to the automobiles.  Each body part was not individually controlled; several body parts 

experienced the cooling or heating simultaneously.  No comfort information was provided.  No 

skin and core temperatures were measured in the tests and only Guan had transient involved.  

These data does not allow us to develop a general prediction model.   
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There exist step-change tests of transient uniform conditions (de Dear, Ring et al. 1993); 

(Gagge, Stolwijk et al. 1967; Gagge, Stolwijk et al. 1969).  However they cannot be used to 

create a general sensation/comfort model.  The physiological parameters of skin and core 

temperatures were not measured in any of the tests.  The tests surveyed subjects’ thermal 

sensation only, and did not examine their perceptions of thermal comfort.   Nagano (Nagano et al. 

2002) measured skin (no body core) temperature during down-step change from warm to neutral 

environment.  The sensation and comfort questions are for the whole body and no body parts are 

evaluated.  All the above whole body step-change tests do not address conditions with local 

asymmetry.   

 

Because the relationship between sensation and comfort is very different in transient and 

asymmetrical environments than in uniform, stable conditions, information is needed regarding 

both sensation and comfort in order to predict sensation and comfort in transient, asymmetrical 

conditions.  We need both skin temperature measurement covering local body parts and the core 

temperature measurement in order to develop detailed sensation and comfort models. There are 

no experimental data that can be used for this purpose.  Our study of human subjects in 

asymmetrical and transient conditions must be designed to remedy this gap in the experimental 

literature. 
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3. OBJECTIVES 

 Our goal is to quantify subjective and physiological responses of humans to transient, 

asymmetrical thermal conditions and to develop local and whole-body thermal sensation and 

comfort prediction models for these conditions.   

 

The thermal sensation models that predict subjective perception in transient conditions 

link the sensation with the physiological parameters (skin, core temperatures, rate of change of 

skin temperature) as described in Chapter 2.3.  Some models (Hensel 1982, Ring and de Dear 

1993, Taniguchi, Aoki et al. 1992) used skin temperature and the its rate of change as input 

parameters.  The Fiala model (Fiala 1998, 2002) includes the core temperature as well to 

represent the whole-body thermal state.  He also found that the derivative of the core temperature 

is not significantly related to sensation.  Wang (Wang and Peterson 1992, Wang 1994) proposed 

to use heat storage in the skin as an alternative way to represent for the derivative of the skin 

temperature.  Based on these models and the analysis about the static and dynamic characteristics 

of the thermoreceptors, we propose to develop a local sensation model of the form in Eq. (3.1).  

The local sensation model is a function of skin and core (or mean skin) temperatures and their 

rates of change.  The skin and core temperatures represent the response to the stable condition, 

the derivatives represent the transient feature.  There will be a distinct model for each body part, 

so that together they capture the asymmetry feature.  Therefore, the entire model should predict 

sensation and comfort in asymmetrical and transient conditions. 

 

),,,(  
dt

dT
T

dt
dT

TfSensationLocal core
core

skin
skin=    Eq. (3.1) 
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where:  

Tskin,i represents local skin temperature of one body part; 

Term i in our case is from 1 to 19, corresponding to the body parts:  head, face, neck, 

breathing zone, chest, back, pelvis, left and right upper arms, left and right lower arms, left and 

right hands, left and right thighs, left and right lower legs, left and right feet; 

Term t is time,  

dTskin,i/dt is the derivative of skin temperature; 

Tcore is the body core temperature; and  

dTcore/dt is the derivative of the body core temperature.   

 

Skin temperature represents local skin thermal conditions.  Body core temperature 

represents the whole-body thermal status.   

 

Local comfort is then predicted as a function of local sensations and the average of all the 

body’s local sensations.  The overall sensation model (whole-body thermal sensation) integrates 

the local sensations to provide an overall evaluation for the whole body.  The overall comfort 

model (whole-body thermal comfort) integrates the local comfort to give an evaluation of the 

whole-body thermal comfort.  So these models are linked to the skin and core temperatures in an 

indirect way. 

 

By correlating subjective perceptions with physiological parameters, the sensation and 

comfort models can have broad application.  For example, clothing insulation level is not a 

limitation.  It can be different, because it would result in increased or decreased skin and core 

temperatures, which are inputs to the proposed sensation and comfort models.  Guan Guan et al. 

2003) explained the advantage of correlating the physiology responses with sensation and the 

disadvantage of correlating the environmental parameters with the thermal sensation.  
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4. METHODS 

4.1 General description of the experiment 

We performed 109 human subject tests in the Controlled Environmental Chamber at the 

University of California (U.C), Berkeley from January to mid-August, 2002.  Each test lasted 

from three to four hours.  The chamber was controlled to specific temperature ranges from 20 to 

32 °C.  To create transient, non-uniform environments, we applied cooling or heating separately 

to 19 individual body parts (local step-change) until they approached steady state condition.  We 

studied the following individual body parts: head, face,  neck, breathing, chest, back, pelvis, left 

and right upper arms, left and right lower arms, left and right hands, left and right thighs, left and 

right lower legs, left and right feet.   

 

We administered a questionnaire to assess subjects’ local and overall sensation and 

comfort via a computer screen.  The questions were repeated at a varying time step, from 1 to 3 

minutes, throughout the step change.  Meanwhile, we measured the subjects’ skin temperature at 

28 locations and body core temperature.  The subjects wore a leotard and performed work at a 

computer during the tests.   

 

The human subject test was approved by the U.C. Berkeley Committee for the Protection 

of Human Subjects (C.P.H.S). 

 

We also performed a series of tests in a car in the Delphi Wind Tunnel.  In these tests, 

subjects’ skin and core temperatures were measured along with subjective perceptions of 

sensation and comfort for the whole body and individual body parts.  The measurement and 

voting methods were very similar to those employed in the environmental chamber tests.  The 

subjects’ temperatures were measured prior to entering the automobile and then under a variety of 
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air-conditioning conditions within the automobile.  Results from the wind tunnel tests were 

mainly used to validate the predictive models of thermal comfort and sensation in asymmetrical 

transient conditions, developed based on the data from the environmental chamber studies as well 

as some data from the literature.   The primary difference between the environmental chamber 

and wind tunnel tests was that, in the wind tunnel tests, the subjects controlled the car air 

conditioning settings.  In the environmental chamber tests, test conditions were controlled by the 

researchers. 

 

4.2 Experimental Facility 

4.2.1 Controlled Environmental Chamber 

The layout of the controlled environmental chamber is shown in Figure 4.1.  The room is 

divided into three sections separated by partitions.  Half of the room is used as the test station, 

which includes a computer for the subjects to work on and to use in responding to the thermal 

questionnaire, and a set of outlets to supply cold and warm air to individual body parts.  The 

researcher’s station includes a chair, a table, and a computer showing the data from the 28 

thermocouples measuring the subject’s skin temperature.  In the third area of the room, a Jacuzzi 

bathtub (40 x 40 x 40 in) is installed; this tub is used to precondition each subject’s whole-body 

thermal status before the tests begin. 
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Figure 4.1  The controlled environmental chamber setup 

 

4.2.2 Local warm- and cold-air supplies 

The chamber has two air sources to provide cooling or heating to air sleeves (described 

below) surrounding different segments of the subjects’ bodies.   

 

The chamber has a separately controlled cold-air source, located in the floor plenum. This 

source has two lines: one connects to the local cold-air supply outlets, and the other connects to 

an electrical heater installed in the line leading to the local warm-air supply outlets.  Valves 

installed near the outlets are used to control the airflow volume as required.  Flexible ducts 

connect the air outlets to the air sleeves (Figure 4.2).  The flexible ducts are supported by ropes 

hanging from the ceiling so they move easily in response to the movement of subjects connected 
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to the air sleeves.  The length of the ropes is adjustable so the height of the air sleeves can be 

changed to accommodate each subject. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4.2  Local cold- and warm-air supplies (valves, flexible warm and cold air ducts to connect 
to air-sleeves) 
 
 

4.2.3 Pre-conditioning bath 

Before each test began, we asked the subject to stay in the Jacuzzi for 15 minutes (Figure 

4.3).  The purpose of using the Jacuzzi  is bring the human subjects rapidly to the designated 

thermal status for the given test (warm or cold conditions).  We set the chamber temperatures to 

cover the following thermal sensations: slightly cool, cool, neutral, slightly warm, and warm.  

Using the two-node model, we calculated the room temperature required for each of these 

sensations, and the corresponding average skin temperature (Table 4.1).  Then we set the water 

temperature equal to the average skin temperature.      
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Figure 4.3  Jacuzzi to precondition subjects’ thermal states. 

 

Table 4.1  Chamber and bathtub temperatures for tests (0.32 clo, 1 Met) 
 
Body Thermal 
Status 

Ambient 
Temperature °C) 

PMV  
(two-node) 

Tskin 
(two-node) 

Bathtub 
Temperature C) 

Neutral 26.9 0 34.5 34.5 
Slightly warm 29.4 1 35.3 35.3 
warm 31.8 2 35.6 35.6 
Slightly cool 24.5 -1 32.9 32.9 
Cool 22.1 -2 31.6 31.6 

 

Normally it takes two to three hours for people to reach stable thermal status in new 

ambient thermal conditions in a laboratory experiment.   Sitting in warm water in the Jacuzzi for 

15 minutes can raise or lower subjects’ core temperatures up to 0.4°C.  The Jacuzzi is a very 

effective way to eliminate the difference in thermal status of subjects arriving for the tests, as 

caused by: the subjects’ mode of arrival (some came by bicycle; some walked), the different 

ambient weather conditions as the seasons changed during the testing period (January to August), 

and the timing of the tests, which  took place in the morning, afternoon, or evening.  Because it 

was impossible to control subjects’ thermal status at the time of arrival, the Jacuzzi provided a 

means of rapidly bringing subjects to the required stable body core temperature to begin the tests. 

 

We installed a 250-W lamp heating on top of the Jacuzzi; the lamp was turned on when 

subjects emerged from the tub.  The lamp’s purpose was to compensate for evaporative heat loss, 
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at which it was effective.  However, the subjects’ core temperatures did increase after leaving the 

Jacuzzi.  This increase was due primarily to the increased exertion of putting on the leotard and 

having the thermocouples applied.  The increase was unavoidable, but the period of sitting in the 

Jacuzzi provided consistent pre-test conditions. 

 

The 15-minute Jacuzzi’s time was based on trial observations, which showed that body 

core temperature stabilized within 15 minutes.  If subjects remained longer in the warm water, the 

core temperature tended to increase;  we did not test the long-term response to cold water. 

 

4.2.4 Air sleeves for local cooling and heating 

We used air sleeves to cool or heat individual areas of subjects’ bodies.  Using air for this 

purpose has major advantages:   

 

1. Cooling and heating by air does not disturb the normal non-uniformity of skin temperature, 

which varies considerably even within a single body part.  Skin temperature near superficial 

veins is, for example, significantly higher than in other areas because local vasoconstriction 

has less effect there.  Skin temperature within a body part varies naturally.  When we cool the 

skin using air, this natural variation is preserved.  If a water suit is used, the skin temperature 

is closer to constant because the conductance to the water is so high.  Figure 4.4 shows skin 

temperature distribution of a leg after cooling.  
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Figure 4.4  Skin temperature distribution after cooling with an air sleeve 

 

2. For the body parts covered by the leotard and socks, air cooling/heating produces no sense of 

wind or turbulence.  Thus heat is transferred without a sense of contact with a heavy material 

(water suit, electric heater, phase change material).  The air sleeves give the sensation of still 

air conditions under light clothing.   

 

3. For the face, hands, and breathing (which were not covered by the leotard or socks), people 

are accustomed to the feeling of skin being cooled or warmed by air movement, since these 

segments are normally unclothed. 

 

4. The sleeves are easy put on and control, easy to fabricate; a tailor helped us sew sleeves for 

different body parts.  Finally, as noted above, our environmental chamber had easily 

accessible and controllable warm- and cold-air supplies for use with the air sleeves. 

 

Other options that we considered, including phase-change material, electric fabric, and 

different air cooling/heating ideas, are described in Appendix A.1 
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4.2.4.1 General air-sleeve design  

The air sleeve is made of spinnaker cloth used for sail boats.  This fabric is wind proof 

and very light.   

 

Because the heat capacity of air is low, a large volume of airflow is necessary to keep the 

air temperature uniform as it traverses the length of the sleeve.  To ensure uniform air supply and 

return and to prevent local spot heating or cooling near the sleeve entrance and exit, we designed 

a manifold that disperses the air around the circumference of the sleeves.  A diagram in Figure 

4.5 shows the details. 

 

Supply air is introduced to an inlet manifold which has two layers.  The outer layer is 

spinnaker cloth, and the inner layer is made up of mesh fabric.  A baffle of spinnaker cloth in 

front of the air-supply entrance prevents air from blowing directly on subjects’ skin and creating 

spot heating or cooling.  The supply air inflate the manifold, and is then forced uniformly through 

the inner circle of mesh into the air sleeve.  

 

The outlet of the air sleeve is designed in the same way as the entrance.  The mesh 

material in the inner layer of the manifold permits the air to pass uniformly into the outlet after 

travelling over the subject’s skin.  A Velcro belt allows adjustment of  the sleeve length. Before 

the human subject tests started, we repeatedly tested the sleeve design.  
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Figure 4.5  Design details of the air sleeve 

 

4.2.4.2 Leotard 

We were concerned that the large volume of airflow in the air sleeve might cause 

movement of subjects’ skin hair, creating a sensation of moving air that would affect the subjects’ 

perceptions of thermal comfort.  To completely eliminate movement of skin hair, we had the 

subjects wear a leotard. The leotard fabric is thin and elastic, fits skin closely, and does not offer 

much insulation.  As mentioned above, trial tests revealed no perceptible air motion for body 

parts wearing a leotard and connected to an air sleeve. The borders of each body part to be 

studied are defined by Velcro sewed on the leotard.  The Velcro connects to the air sleeve, 

confining cooling and heating to specific areas of the body. 

 

The leotard also prevents movement of the wires attached to the thermocouples that 

measure skin temperature.  The 28 thermocouples are grouped into seven groups; each group is 

placed inside a 3/8-inch-diameter flexible tube.  The seven tubes all emerge from the leotard at 

the back of the neck, sending the thermocouple data  to the data acquisition board, which is hung 
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in a basket near the subject.   The subjects reported that after putting on the leotard, they were 

unaware of the thermocouples and wires. 

 

A thermal manikin was used to measure the leotard clothing insulation level; Figure 4.6 

shows the manikin test and clothing insulation data.  The overall insulation value of the leotard 

(with a pair of cotton socks) is 0.32 clo (clo is the unit of measure of clothing insulation value.  1 

clo = 0.155 m2 K/Watt) .  The high clo levels for back and chest are because of the air gap 

between the skin and the leotard in those areas.  The clo value for socks is 0.51.  The clo values 

affect only the rate of cooling/heating change because the skin temperature is measured under the 

clothing.  This reduction in the cooling/heating rate seems unlikely to have affected our test 

results as our subjects reported very strong local cooling/heating sensations during 

cooling/heating of the back and chest areas.  

head 0 l. hand 0 

chest 1.10 r. hand 0 

back 0.59 l. thigh 0.22 

pelvis 0.28 r. thigh 0.22 

l. u. arm 0.30 l. l leg 0.26 

r. u. arm 0.30 r. l. leg 0.26 

l. l. arm 0.22 l. foot 0.51 

  r. l. arm 0.22 r. foot 0.51 

 

Figure 4.6  The thermal manikin measuring the clothing insulation value of the leotard, with 
insulation values (clo) listed. 
 
 

4.2.4.3 Air-sleeve design for different body parts 

Thirteen parts of the subjects’ bodies were individually heated or cooled.  For the limbs, 

we tested only one side of the body on the assumption that sensation for left and right sides is 

symmetrical.  Research has shown that breathing zone air intake has a special influence on 
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perceived thermal discomfort and indoor air quality (Berglund and Cain 1989, Fang et al., 1998, 

Toftum et al. 1998, Toftum et al. 2002), so we studied cooling of the breath intake air separately. 

We studied cooling of the neck separately from cooling of the head because the upper back and 

back of the neck are sensitive to draft (Fanger and Christensen 1986, Fanger, Melikov et al. 

1988). We also examined cooling of the face separately from cooling of the rest of the head 

(hereafter termed ‘head’).  Although people often experience cooling of both face and head 

together in daily life, there are times when the face is cooled without much cooling reaching the 

head.   

 

The subsections below describe the air sleeves designed for cooling of each body 

part/area of study, with examples of the use of each sleeve.  When in use, all air sleeves are 

connected to the warm- and cold-air supplies shown in Figure 4.1 above. 

 

Breathing zone  

The edge of the sleeve for cooling breath intake is made of soft, thick, fuzzy material that 

comfortably seals against facial skin (Figure 4.7, left).  During the experiments, we use a single 

layer of surgical tape to ensure no air leakage between the sleeve and the skin.  An elastic band 

around the back of the subjects’  heads holds the sleeve in place at the nose and mouth.  

 

The sleeve fabric is very light, and the sleeve is attached using Velcro to a bar that is, in 

turn, suspended from the ceiling by a rope whose height is adjustable;  this arrangement prevents 

the sleeve from pulling in any way on the subject’s head or restricting his/her movement (Figure 

4.7, right).  The subject can clearly see the computer screen. 
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design use in the experiment 

 
 
 

Figure 4.7  Breathing air sleeve 

 

Head 

Before attaching the head air sleeve, a thick, fuzzy band is first wrapped around the head 

to prevent air leakage to the face and neck regions (Figure 4.8 left).  The band is adjustable, using 

Velcro, to accommodate the head circumference of each subject.  Above the fuzzy band, Velcro 

attaches the air sleeve, which is connected to the supply air inlets.  The air outlet extends to the 

side. 

 

       Air supply 

design  use in the experiment 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4.8  Head air sleeve 
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Neck 

Since the leotard did not cover the neck, the neck sleeve is all impervious nylon 

spinnaker cloth.  The Neck is cooled by conductive contact between the nylon air sleeve and the 

skin, which avoid any air movement on the back of neck (Figure 4.9). 

 

air outlet supply tube 

design  use in the experiment 

 
 

 

Figure 4.9  Neck air sleeve 

 

Face 

A clear curved sheet of plastic attached to the outlet of the air sleeve conducts the air to 

the face without blocking the subject’s field of view (Figure 4.10).   
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clear plastic 

design use in the experiment 

  

 

Figure 4.10  Face air sleeve 

 

We were concerned that air movement from the face air sleeve might 

irritate the subjects’ eyes, so we prepared goggles for eye protection if 

necessary.  Only one subject, who wore contact lenses, felt uncomfortable 

with air blowing on the face (Figure 4.11). 

 

Figure 4.11 
Use goggles in a test  

Chest 

The supply air manifold and the sleeve cover the chest 

area when this area is being studied.  A soft, fuzzy layer of 

fabric prevents air leakage at the neck.  Figure 4.12 shows the 

chest air sleeve. 

Figure 4.12  Chest air sleeve 

 

Back and pelvis 

To test thermal effects  on the back and pelvis areas, a nylon mesh chair was customized.  

Separate polyethylene foam enclosures around the back and seat of the chair provide ducting and 
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connections for the air supply.  The mesh surface uniformly distributes air toward the subject.  

Velcro is attached to the chair surface around the perimeter of the mesh panels.  It connects to the 

air sleeve, which, in turn, is attached to the subject’s leotard.  The back and pelvis air sleeves are 

shown in Figure 4.13.   

  

Velcro 

design use in the experiment 

 
  

  

 

Figure 4.13  Back and pelvis air sleeves 

 

Arm 

The issues related to design of the arm air sleeve are described above in the section 

“General air sleeve design .”  The arm sleeve is shown in Figure 4.14. 
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design use in the experiment 

 

 
 
Air supply 
Air 
exhaust 
manifold 

 
 

Length is 
adjustable 

 

 

Figure 4.14  Arm air sleeve 

 

Hand 

The entrance and exhaust manifolds are visible in 

the photo of the hand air sleeve, Figure 4.15. 

 

 

Figure 4.15 Hand air sleeve 

Leg 

The leg air sleeve is sewn in an L-shape that matches 

the leg posture of a sitting subject.  Fuzzy material is used 

between the legs to block radiant and conductive heat 

transfer to the other leg.  The leg air sleeve is shown in 

Figure 4.16. 

 

 

Figure 4.16  Leg air sleeve 
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Foot 

To heat or cool the foot, air is supplied from a bottom manifold and comes through nylon 

mesh that supports the foot.  The air sleeve encloses the manifold and the foot.  The air exhausts 

upward.   The foot air sleeve is shown in Figure 4.17. 

 

design use in the experiment 

 
 

Cooling on right foot.  The left 
foot is supported by another 
mesh stool for comfort.  

 

Figure 4.17 Foot air sleeve 

 

4.3 Measurement 

4.3.1 Skin Temperature Measurement  

4.3.1.1 Skin Temperature Measurement Sites  

Skin temperature was measured using 28 thermocouples.  We chose skin temperature 

measurement locations based on four considerations: 
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• Separate measurements are made for each of the 19 body segments studied (shown in Figure 

4.18 without any highlight).  These skin temperatures are used for local thermal sensation 

regression analysis.  

 

• The  measurement sites include the seven locations normally used in the literature to calculate 

mean skin temperature (forehead, belly, left forearm, left hand, left thigh, left calf, and left 

instep, shown in Figure 4.18 with dark highlights).  Mean skin temperature is necessary to 

represent the whole-body thermal state in our regression analysis.  Use of these seven 

locations also permits us to compare our results with those of other studies, since these 

locations are commonly used.  The thermocouples for the 19 body parts include six locations 

needed for calculating the mean skin temperature, except one on the left calf.  We added one 

thermocouple there. 

 

• We put two additional thermocouples in locations which have special interest to us: finger 

and back neck.  

 

These 22 locations are shown in Figure 4.18.   

 

• Six additional thermocouples are placed in specific locations for the areas of the body being 

tested in each test, e.g., lower back and upper back.  Typically, each test entailed three local 

cooling or heating applications.  We normally put two additional thermocouples in each of 

these three locations, to measure detailed local skin temperature of those body parts. 

 

Our selection of the seven locations monitored to determine mean skin temperature is 

described in Appendix 4.2 with a review of relevant literature. 
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    Right            Left 

Figure 4.18  Twenty-two skin temperature measurement locations 

 

Number 1 – 19: Local skin temperature for 19 segments studied 

 Seven sites to get mean skin temperature (Hardy/DuBois) 

  Additional local skin temperatures of interest 
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4.3.1.2 Thermocouples 

The thermocouples used are made of the thinnest thermocouple wire available  (28 

gauge) from Omega (Figure 4.20). This thin, flexible wire ensures good contact with skin, is not 

easily broken (because it is not stiff), and is not perceived by the subjects wearing the leotard.  In 

addition,  the thin-wire thermocouples have a rapid response times, which is necessary because 

for the rapid, transient conditions being studied.  The thermocouple is soldered to a copper plate 

with a diameter of eight millimeters (mm) and a thickness of 0.15 mm.  Berg (Berg 1974) 

examined the capacity and conductance of skin and compared the response times of bare skin and 

skin covered by a 0.15-mm copper plate.   He found that the response times from the two are very 

close, and that the thermal resistance of the metal plate is negligible.  

 

The thermocouple is connected to the copper plate with a solder joint;  because this 

connection is easily broken, we added a very small amount of polyurethane rubber glue to 

reinforce the joint.  The thin wire and copper plate ensure collection of high-quality transient skin 

temperature measurement data.   

 

We examined whether we should add atop the thermocouple in order to ensure that the 

thermocouple is not influenced by the environmental temperature when reading skin temperature.  

This question involves a tradeoff.  If too much insulation is added, then the local skin temperature 

is increased; if too little insulation is added, the thermocouple might be disproportionately 

influenced by the air temperature. This question is particularly critical in our test because the air 

sleeves involve high rates of convection at the skin.  We did a finite-element analysis of the heat 

transfer through and around a thermocouple to see how much insulation is needed between the 

thermocouple and ambient air so that the thermocouple reading represents only skin temperature, 
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uninfluenced by air temperature.  The simulation results show that one layer of tape plus one 

layer of leotard provides sufficient insulation to ensure that the thermocouple is not influenced by 

air temperature.  The leotard covers the entire body (except the head, neck, hands, and feet).  

Because the leotard covers the entire body, it does not create any local spot heating directly below 

the thermocouple as would be the case if we put more insulation on the back of the thermocouple 

itself, but does insulate the thermocouple against the air. 

 

The thermocouples were taped on the subjects’ skin with surgical tape, which allows air 

to penetrate so the skin can breathe.  Figure 4.19 shows a test subject wearing thermocouples. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19  Subject wearing thermocouples and leotard during a test 

 

4.3.1.2.1 Calibration of the thermocouples 

The thermocouples were calibrated with a Dry-Well Calibrator (Model 9105) produced 

by Hart Scientific.  The calibration was performed for air temperatures of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 

and 40°C.  The dry-well temperature stability is ±0.02°C.  The calibrator accuracy is 0.1°C, with 

resolution of 0.01°C (Figure 4.20). 
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4.3.1.2.2 Data acquisition  

The data-acquisition system was set up using LabView software.  During the tests, we 

observe skin temperatures on a computer screen (Figure 4.20).  The thermocouple temperatures 

are recorded every 5 seconds. 

 

 
a thermocouple 

 
calibration dry-well data acquisition units data acquisition 

display 

 

Figure 4.20  Thermocouple, calibration, and data-acquisition system 

 

The two thermocouple data-acquisition units are located in a basket suspended near the 

subject.  The basket’s position can be lifted or lowered and moved forward or backward by means 

of lines attached to a bar mounted near the ceiling.  Because this suspension system moves easily, 

the basket and TC wires do not hinder subjects’ movement. 

 

4.3.2 Core temperature measurement  

4.3.2.1 Wireless Sensor Pill  

We used a wireless sensor in the form of a pill to measure subjects’ core temperatures.  

Each subject swallowed a CorTempTM thermometer pill (from HTI Technologies, Inc.) when s/he 

arrived for the test session.  A recorder (CTC-2000) tied around the subject’s waist recorded,  

displayed, and stored temperature data at 20-second intervals.  After each test, the data were 

transferred to a computer for analysis.  
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The CorTempTM pill was originally developed for use by the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (NASA) to monitor astronauts for dangerously low or high body core 

temperatures (http://www.htitech.com/CTSensor.htm).   Each silicone-coated capsule contains a 

telemetry system, a microbattery, and a quartz-crystal temperature sensor (Figure 4.21).  Inside 

the gastrointestinal tract, the crystal sensor vibrates at a frequency in direct proportion to the body 

temperature surrounding it, producing an electromagnetic flux that is magnified by the sensor 

electronics and transmitted through the body to the recorder.   

 

Each pill is 23 mm long and 9 mm in diameter. The pill’s accuracy is ± 0.1 °C, and 

resolution is 0.01°C. The associated recorder is 4.72 x 2.23 x 0.98 inches. 

 

The CorTempTM pill’s sensors are calibrated by the company using a National Institute of 

Standards traceable RTD, a frequency counter, a bath with stability of ±0.01 °C, and a three-point 

(35, 45, 40 °C) calibration and test process. The company’s calibration and test results show that 

most sensors are accurate to between 0.03 and 0.05 ºC. Sensors that do not pass calibration are 

calibrated a second time by the company; if they fail on the second calibration, they are 

discarded. 

 

Using a mercury thermometer and water in the Jacuzzi bathtub, we verified readings for a 

few pills;  all were within 0.05°C.   
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Figure 4.21 HTI Technologies, Inc. ingestible thermometer pill and associated recorder 

 

The advantage of CorTempTM is that it is accurate, unintrusive, and continuously 

measures body core temperature.  A potential disadvantage is that the pill moves along through 

the digestive tract (it is ultimately eliminated by bowel movement).  If the variation of 

temperature inside the body is small, this changing of the pill’s location will not result in 

significant error  (personal communication with M. Ducharme at the 5th International Meeting on 

Thermal Manikin and Modeling, 2003).  It is known however that internal temperature varies 

between organs depending on metabolism and blood flow. The liver is typically the warmest 

organ (Segre 2002).  To avoid this potential inaccuracy, we had subjects swallow the pill at the 

same time shortly prior to the test with warm water (about 40 minutes before they started the first 

votes). 

 

During the tests we also periodically used an infrared ear thermometer to measure 

subjects’ ear temperatures.   

 

4.3.2.2 Discussion of core measurement methods 

In research, body core temperature is commonly monitored through rectal, esophageal, 

tympanic, and ear measurements.  Rectal measurements tend to be high relative to readings from 

other locations, and there is a also delay in retrieving rectal readings.  Esophageal readings are 
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more representative of the actual body core temperature.  Tympanic and ear measurements are 

more reflective of temperature at the hypothalamus thermoregulatory center.  

 

To compare results from the pill and tympanic and ear methods, we measured core 

temperature simultaneously using the pill, a thermocouple to the tympanic membrane, and an 

infrared ear thermometer (manufactured by Braun Company).  The comparison results are 

presented in Appendix 4.3. 

 

4.3.3 Thermal sensation and comfort  

4.3.3.1 Seven-point sensation scale and Bedford’s comfort scale 

The two most widely used scales for evaluating thermal sensation and comfort are The 

American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) seven-

point sensation scale, and Bedford’s sensation and comfort scale are. 

 

The ASHRAE seven-point scale, shown in Table 4.2, has been widely used for thermal 

sensation assessment in both laboratory and field studies (Rohles 1970, Schiller, Arens et al. 

1988).  

 

Table 4.2 ASHRAE sensation scale 
 

value description 
3 hot 
2 warm 
1 slightly warm 
0 neutral 
-1 slightly cool 
-2 cool 
-3 cold 
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McIntyre (McIntyre 1980) explains why a seven-point (versus three- or 25-point) scale is 

appropriate for psychological measurement.  When people are presented with a set of stimuli that 

vary in one dimension only, the number of stimuli that can be unambiguously identified is 

relatively small.  Subjects can identify about six different tones and five degrees of loudness 

without error.  Along with McIntyre, Miller (Miller 1956) investigated this range, which he called 

the “span of absolute judgment.”  For several different types of stimuli, Miller found that people 

cannot generally deal with more than about seven levels of sensation without confusion.  Because 

the temperature range for automobiles can be exceptional large in both the warm and cold 

directions, automobile thermal comfort studies have used scales of nine and more points.   

 

Bedford’s (Bedford 1936) well-known scale of sensation and comfort (Table 4.3) 

conflates warmth and comfort but does at least address the issue of comfort.  Bedford’s scale has 

also been applied to both field and laboratory studies (Bedford 1936; Lewis, Meese et al. 1983).  

 

Table 4.3 The Bedford scale 
 

value description 
3 much too warm 
2 too warm 
1 comfortably warm 
0 comfortable 
-1 comfortably cool 
-2 too cool 
-3 much too cool 

 

Comfort is not necessarily dependent only on sensation;  perceptions of comfort may also 

have to do with expectation, adaptation to conditions, and other factors. Thus, information about 

sensation alone is not sufficient to evaluate a subject’s comfort;  direct questions must also be 

asked about comfort level.  Because of the complexity of assessing comfort transient conditions 
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in an asymmetrical environment, we asked subjects separate questions about both thermal 

sensation and comfort.  

 

4.3.3.2 Sensation and comfort scales used in our tests 

The sensation scale used in our tests covers a range from “very cold” to “very hot.”  It is 

a continuous scale; subjects can identify any place along the scale as corresponding to their 

perceptions (Figure 4.22).  Internally, the scale is translated to the numerical values, i.e., “very 

cold” is –4, “cold” is –3, “cool” is –2, “slightly cool” is –1, “slightly warm” is 1, “warm” is 2, 

“hot” is 3, and “very hot” is 4.  Our scale is thus very similar to the ASHRAE seven-point 

thermal sensation scale, with  “very cold” and “very hot” added to encompass thermal 

possibilities similar to the extreme conditions found in automobile studies, as referenced below, 

and studies covering wider sensation range, such as the one carried out by Goto (Goto et al., 

2002) examining thermal sensations corresponding to different levels of activity.  The transience 

and asymmetry of conditions in our tests are greater than is typically found in “ normal” 

environments, such as offices.  

 

A study by Kansas State University for Ford Motors added the gradation  “cold/cool” 

between “cold” and “cool” and “hot/warm” between “hot” and “warm” to expend the scale to 

nine points (Guan 2003).  The scale is similar to Bedfords’ sensation and comfort scale:  cold, 

cold/cool. Comfort/cool, comfort, warm/comfort, hot/warm, hot.  A Toyota study expended the 

scale to 11 points, adding “slightly hot” between “warm and hot,” “slightly cold” between “cool” 

and “cold,” and the two extremes of “very hot” and “very cold” (Taniguchi, Aoki et al. 1992).  A 

study by Nissan used the same nine points that we use in our study (Hagino and Hara 1992). 
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In addition to Bedford’s combined comfort and sensation scale, some studies have 

applied a specific comfort scale.  Hagino (Hagino and Hara 1992) used a seven-point comfort 

scale:  +3 (very comfortable), +2 (comfortable), +1 (slightly comfortable), 0 (neutral), (-1) 

slightly uncomfortable, (-2) uncomfortable, (-3) very uncomfortable.   

 

Our study uses the comfort scale as shown in Figure 4.22, which ranges from very 

uncomfortable (-4) to very comfortable (+4).  In the middle we break the scale, between “just 

uncomfortable (-0)” and “just comfortable (+0),” which forces subjects to make a broad 

determination about whether their perceived state falls in the overall category of “comfortable” or 

“uncomfortable.”  

 

In our tests, the sensation and comfort questionnaires address both the whole body and 

the specific body parts being heated or cooled in each specific test.  The questionnaires appear at 

designated time intervals (1 – 3 minutes) on the computer screen facing the subjects in the test 

chamber.   The intervals are designed so that, when fast transient conditions are being studied, 

questions appear on the screen at one-minute intervals, right after the application of the local 

thermal stimulus and its removal.  After five minutes, the time interval grows longer until, for the 

longest tests, it reaches three minutes.  Each time the questionnaires appears, it includes five 

questions.  The first addresses overall sensation and the second addresses overall comfort.  If the 

test in progress entails local cooling or heating applications, the third question addresses local 

sensation , i.e., the sensation in the body part that is receiving a local thermal stimulus application 

or removal.  The fourth question is about local thermal comfort, and fifth question could be either 

sensation or comfort for a body part different than that being heated or cooled. The purpose of 

adding the fifth questionnaire is to distract the subjects’ attention from the body part that is 

actually being heated or cooled. Prior to any application of local cooling or heating, the 

questionnaire also includes five questions each time it appears on the screen.  The first and 
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second question address whole-body thermal sensation and comfort, and the remaining three 

questions address randomly selected specific body parts.  

 

Each question appears on the subject’s screen separately and disappears after being 

answered;  thus, the subjects cannot see the other questions or the history of responses while 

answering the questions each time.  

 

  

  
 

Figure 4.22  Thermal sensation and comfort scales 
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4.4 Test description 

4.4.1 Test procedure 

Each test takes three to four hours.  Upon the subject’s arrival, s/he first swallows the 

core temperature measurement pill with warm water and then  spends 15 minutes in the Jacuzzi to 

precondition his/her overall body temperature.  The temperature of the Jacuzzi is pre-adjusted 

according to the test of the day, as described earlier.  After the subject leaves the Jacuzzi, the 

researcher places the 28 thermocouples at the different sites on the subject’s body, as explained 

earlier.  After the thermocouples are placed, the subject puts on the leotard described earlier and 

then sits on the chair in front of the computer and begins to answer the thermal questionnaires as 

they appear on the computer screen.  Meanwhile, the data acquisition program collects readings 

from the 28 skin- temperature thermocouples, and the recorder takes body core-temperature data. 

 

After about 60 minutes, the first local cooling or heating is applied to one body part 

through an air sleeve.  The thermal comfort questionnaires are administered as described above, 

depending on the test being done.    After 10 to 20 minutes (depending on the body part being 

heated or cooled, section 4.4.2.1) of local cooling or heating, the thermal stimulus is removed.  A 

30-minute recovery period follows, and then a local thermal stimulus is applied to another body 

part, and the subject answers thermal sensation and comfort questions for the new body part being 

heated or cooled as well as for the entire body. This procedure repeats three times  --  i.e., three 

body parts are heated or cooled.  Then the test for that day is complete, and the subject is paid.  

Normally the measurement time continues for more than 3 hours.  The entire test (starting from 

the arrival of a subject) takes four hours. 
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For tests that entail heating or cooling for multiple rather than single body parts, two or 

three body parts are heated or cooled simultaneously.  The entire test is complete after two 

multiple sets  of heating/cooling to multiple body parts.   

 

During whole-body step-change tests, the subject’s whole body moves between two 

different environments:  warm – slightly cool – warm, slightly cool – warm – slightly cool. 

 

The first environment was the controlled environmental chamber’s anteroom, followed 

by the test chamber described above.  The subjects carried the basket with the data acquisition 

system with them as they walked from one room to the other.  The computer with the thermal 

sensation and comfort questionnaires was put on a movable cart, and moved between the two 

rooms as well.   

 

The  “Types pf tests” section below gives additional detail about the testing.  

 

4.4.2 Types of tests 

We performed six different types of tests for this project.  Below is a brief summary for 

each type of the tests.  A detailed description of the conditions for each of the 109 tests is given in 

Appendix 4.4. 

 

4.4.2.1 Single body part cooling and heating test 

To test heating or cooling of a single body part, we set the chamber at a specific 

temperature (based on the two-node model).  The correspondences among the bathwater, room, 

and desired skin temperature are shown in Table 4.1, section 4.2.3.  The supply air temperature 

was determined based on trial and error, assessing the subjects’ responses to the degree of 
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temperature. Because we could only perform a limited number of tests, we aimed for relatively 

strong sensations of temperature change to ensure that a large of range of temperature change was 

experienced.     

 

After a subject responded to the initial thermal questionnaire for one hour, the first 

cooling or heating stimulus was applied to a single body part.  Eleven body parts were given local 

cooling or heating applications:  head, face, breathing, neck, back, chest, pelvis, arm, hand, leg, 

and foot.   

 

The duration of the local heating or cooling differed.  For most body parts, the heating or 

cooling continued for 10 minutes.  For extremities, durations were longer: 15 minutes for leg and 

arm, respectively and 20 minutes for hand and foot, respectively.  The durations were chosen 

based on trial tests that showed that, for most body parts, subjective votes stabilized with 10 

minutes, but a longer period of time was required before votes stabilized for extremities, 

especially hands and feet. 

  

We performed 70 local cooling tests and only eight local heating tests.  We emphasized 

cooling to address our sponsor’s primary interest in vehicle cooling. Situations that cause local 

cooling are more common in real buildings, such as using a localizes personal control system, 

occupying in a naturally ventilated building, cooling  of lower extremities caused by the air 

temperature stratification, working in a workplace  near a big cold window in winter.  People are 

more sensitive to cooling than heating because we have more cold thermoreceptors and they are 

located more superficial than warm thermoreceptors.  The eight tests in which there was local 

heating of a cold whole body were primarily performed to provide comparisons for the cooling 

tests.  For these tests,  the chamber was set at temperatures between 16 and 20 °C.  Three tests 
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were also conducted in which there was local cooling of a cold whole body tests.  No tests were 

carried out on local heating of a warm whole body.  These tests are summarized in Table 4.4.   

 

Table 4.4  Single-body-part cooling and heating tests 
 

Test Example 

 
single segment cooling in warm 
environment (67 tests) 

 
single segment heating (8 tests) 

single segment cooling in cold environment 
(3 tests) 
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4.4.2.2 Multiple segment cooling and heating test  

The purpose of the multiple cooling/heating tests was to examine the impact of multiple 

signals on overall sensation.  The results help define how the body integrates more than one 

signal.   

 

It was impossible to include all the combinations of body parts, so we chose the 

combinations that are relevant  in automobile interiors.  Therefore, we also call these tests the 

“practical combination tests”.  For example, we chose face and chest cooling with arm heating 

because this is similar to the conditions in a car when air-conditioning is on while the sun shines 

on the arm.  The duration of multiple cooling/heating was 20 minutes.  We performed 17 of these 

combination tests, summarized in Table 4.5.   

 

Table 4.5  Multiple-body-part cooling and heating tests 
 

Test Example 

multiple segment cooling (10 tests) 

multiple segment cooling/heating (7 tests) 
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We consider the period before the application of the first local heating or cooling or 

multiple cooling/heating to be stable conditions.  This period represents a stable warm or cold 

environment depending on the chamber air temperature. 

 

4.4.2.3 Whole-body step-change tests 

The time frame for the whole-body step-change tests is different from that for the local 

cooling and heating tests.  During the whole-body step-change tests, the subjects moved between 

two environments, remaining in each for 60 minutes.   

 

There were five whole-body step-change tests: two in which the subjects moved from 

slightly cool to warm to slightly cool environments, and three in which subjects moved from 

warm to slightly cool to warm environments (Table 4.6).   
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Table 4.6  Whole-body step-change tests 

 
Test Example 

whole body step change:  warm – sl. cool – 
warm (3 tests) 

whole body step change:  sl. cool – warm – 
sl. cool (2 tests) 

 

 

4.4.2.4 Neutral-condition tests 

The neutral condition tests have three purposes.   

 

First, they provide local skin temperature set points needed to develop thermal sensation 

and comfort prediction models.  Second, we want to understand subjective evaluation of thermal 

comfort in neutral conditions and to use it as a baseline reference when developing comfort 

model.  Finally they permit us to observe core, skin temperatures, sensation and comfort 

responses under neutral condition in order to compare with results from warm- and cold-stable 

and transient condition tests.  We cannot, however, determine core temperature set points from 

these tests because people’s core temperatures change too much depending on factors such as the 
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time of day, and, for women, where they are in the menstrual cycle.  Nonetheless, the behavior of 

core temperature in neutral conditions provides important information for understanding the core 

temperature responses during cold and warm transient conditions.   

 

For neutral-conditions tests, the chamber air temperature is slightly cooler than neutral air 

temperature and four heat lamps (250 x 4 = 1,000 W) are mounted on the ceiling.  The four lamps 

are aimed at the subjects from about three meters away, so the radiation is fairly uniform.  People 

could control the power output of the four heating lamps by turning a voltage-controller that was 

put on the table.  Subjects were instructed to change the heat-lamp output to maintain neutral 

conditions.  We put a sheet of foil on the floor to reflect heat to lower body parts and ensure that 

the environment is relatively uniform.  The subjects continuously voted for 2 hours.  Table 4.7 

shows a subject in the test chamber during a neutral-condition test and the time and temperature 

conditions of the tests. 

 

Table 4.7  Neutral-Condition tests 
 

 
neutral condition (5 test) 

 
 

 

 

 

4.4.2.5 Taking Infrared video images 

During approximately one week, we took infrared images during the application of 

heating and cooling to body parts and also during whole-body step-change tests.   Our purpose 
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was to visually observe the transient skin temperature distributions during body-part cooling 

applications and whole-body step-change tests.  Table 4.8  shows typical infrared video images 

for hand in a cool environment, foot after right foot cooling (the subject was sitting on a chair).  

The IR-images for step-change tests were shown in Table 4.6.   

 
Table 4.8 Infrared video image tests 

 
Local cooling and whole body step change 
tests  

 
 

4.4.2.6 Delphi Wind Tunnel tests 

We performed an entirely separate set of tests in a real vehicle in a wind tunnel.  Delphi 

Harrison Thermal Systems gave us access to their climate-controlled wind tunnel facility in 

Lockport New York (Figure 4.23) for a two-week testing period, between July 22 to August 1, 

2002.  We used data from the Delphi tests to validate our model’s accuracy in automotive 

environments. 
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Figure 4.23  Delphi Harrison Thermal Systems Climatic Wind Tunnel 
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The tests were separated into two groups, the first for summer conditions and the second 

for winter conditions.  The ambient air temperatures covered an extreme range (from - 23.3°C in 

winter to 43.3°C in summer), and were done both with and without solar radiation.  Table 4.9 

describes the test conditions. 

 

Table 4.9  Delphi Test Conditions 

Test procedure:  During the tests, the car (full size SUV, Chev/Tahoe, 2002 model year) 

was first placed in the wind tunnel and allowed to equilibrate (sock).  Figure 4.24 shows the car in 

the Wind Tunnel during the test.  The lights on the ceiling simulate solar radiation.  Four subjects 

stood outside of the car wearing harnessed connecting thermocouples on the skin to a data 

acquisition system in the wind tunnel control room.  The subjects remained outside the car for 

five or ten minutes and then entered the car and began voting their thermal sensation and comfort 

perceptions.  The first vote was called the PRE vote, prior to starting of the car’s engine and air 

conditioning.  All body parts were voted on.  Next, the subjects started the car and turned on the 

air-conditioning system.  They could adjust the air-conditioning according to their preferences.  

  

Ride # Date Actual Start Time Test Group Ambient Solar PreCondition
1 22-Jul-2002 15:07:46 pm 30.0 degC No 5 min
2 23-Jul-2002 10:44:35 am 30.0 degC No 5 min
3 23-Jul-2002 15:30:12 pm 37.8 degC No 5 min
4 24-Jul-2002 10:10:39 am 37.8 degC No 5 min
5 24-Jul-2002 14:27:48 pm 37.8 degC Yes 5 min
6 25-Jul-2002 10:24:53 am 37.8 degC Yes 5 min
7 25-Jul-2002 14:22:14 pm 43.3 degC Yes 5 min
8 26-Jul-2002 10:24:59 am 43.3 degC Yes 5 min

9 29-Jul-2002 15:19:22 pm -6.7 degC No 5 min
10 30-Jul-2002 10:12:05 am -6.7 degC No 5 min
11 30-Jul-2002 15:06:49 pm -17.8 degC No 5 min
12 31-Jul-2002 10:13:10 am -17.8 degC No 5 min
13 31-Jul-2002 15:14:35 pm -17.8 degC Yes 5 min
14 1-Aug-2002 10:06:11 am -17.8 degC Yes 5 min
15 1-Aug-2002 15:04:35 pm -23.3 degC No 10 min
16 2-Aug-2002 9:27:34 am -23.3 degC No 10 min

Test Description
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Under winter test conditions, the subjects used the air conditioning to warm their bodies.  Under 

summer conditions, the subjects used air conditioning to cool their bodies.  Once the car was 

started, the subjects voted a second time (t=0) vote.  The subjects continued to vote every two 

minutes for 40 minutes.  The test procedure is described in Table 4.10. 

 

 
Figure 4.24  Car in the Wind Tunnel during Delphi Wind Tunnel tests 
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Table 4.10  Delphi Wind Tunnel test procedure 
 

 

 

Measurements:  The human subject and environmental measurements for the wind tunnel 

tests were as similar as possible to those taken in the environmental chamber at U.C. Berkeley.  

For the wind-tunnel tests, 28 thermocouples were taped on the subjects’ skin (Figure 4.25).  Each 

subject swallowed a Core-Temp™  pill before  the tests began. The subjective survey included 

both the local and overall sensations and comfort, although the questions were given to the 

subjects on paper; each time a set of questions was completed, the page was turned so that the 

subjects could not see their previous votes.  The questions were nearly identical to the questions 

used in the environmental chamber.  The sensation scale covers the range from very cold to very 

hot (very cold, cold, cool, slightly cool, neutral, slightly warm, warm, hot, very hot).  The comfort 

Hot Tunnel Time Event
t = -90 Begin Blowdown (No Solar, 10mph wind, hood and doors open.)

t = -60
Begin Soak (Close car).  Participants arrive / begin to instrument w/ 
TCs.  Take CorTemp pill if needed.

t = -5 Participants begin to pre-condition (if necessary) under solar lights

t = 0
Connect TCs and step into car.  Begin test and log objective data 
every 10 seconds.

t = 45
Test end.  30mph, Recirc, for 30 minutes; 30mph, OSA for 7.5 minutes; 
Idle OSA for 7.5 minutes

Cold Tunnel
t = -180 Begin Soak

t = -60
Participants arrive and begin to instrument w/ TCs.  Take CorTemp pill 
if needed

t = -5 Participants begin to pre-condition (if necessary) at side of vehicle.

t = 0
Connect TCs and step into car.  Begin test and log objective data 
every 10 seconds.  Controls set to Def, M1, FH

t = 3 Switch to Heater, FH, High Blower

t = 45
Test end.  30 mph for 30 minutes & 50 mph 10 minutes, Idle for 10 
minutes
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scale is from “just comfortable” to “very comfortable”, and “just uncomfortable” to “very 

uncomfortable”.  Subjects voted their perceptions for the different body parts in alternating 

groups.  Each data set includes votes for half of the body parts and for the whole body.  Groups 1 

includes overall, face, chest, back, right lower arm, right foot, right calf, right hand.  Group 2 

includes overall, face, chest, left upper arm, left foot, left thigh, left hand, pelvis. The body parts 

monitored were the same as in the U.C. Berkeley tests.  An example of the voting pages used for 

the wind tunnel tests is shown in Figure 4.25.  Wind tunnel environmental conditions and car 

interior conditions (dry bulb temperature, relative humidity, solar radiation, and wind speed) were 

recorded.  The subjects wore normal office clothing. 

 

  
 

Figure 4.25  Human subject tests in the Delphi Wind Tunnel 

 

The difference between the sensation and comfort scales used in Delphi Wind Tunnel 

tests and the UC Berkeley environmental chamber tests is that the sensation and comfort scales 

are not continuous in Delphi Wind Tunnel tests.  When the subjects made their votes, they had to 

choose the votes in 1 unit increase (as shown in Figure 4.26).  While in the environmental 

chamber tests, the scales are continuous (see Figure 4.22).     
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In order to do the validation, the subjective data is grouped into five data sets.  The first 

dataset is called the PRE dataset.  The votes were cast once the subject entered the car and before 

the engine and air conditioning were started.  The votes are for every body part.   

 

While the air-conditioning was operating (transient thermal conditions), winter test data 

is divided into data sets All2, which includes group 1 body parts, and All4 which includes group 

2 body parts.  The summer test data is divided into data sets All1, which includes group 1 body 

parts, and All3 which includes group 2 body parts.   

 

 

Figure 4.26  A sample of sensation and comfort questionnaires (Delphi) 
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4.5 Human subjects 

This human subject test was approved by the Committee for the Protection og Human 

Subjects, University of California at Berkeley 

 

4.5.1 UCB subjects 

Twenty-seven subjects, 15 female and 12 male, participated in the UCB chamber tests.  

We used the same subjects repeatedly.  Table 4.11 shows key data for each subject and the 

number of tests in which each participated.  Each test represents an entire three- to four-hour 

testing period (rather than a single application of heating or cooling). 
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Table 4.11  Subject information (UC Berkeley chamber tests) 
 

ID gender age Height 
(cm) 

weight 
(kg) 

body fat 
(%) 

waist circ. 
(cm) 

neck circ. 
(cm) 

Hip circ. 
(cm) 
(Female) 

1 F 43 161 55.6 24 79.0 34.0 90.5 
2 F 27 160 51.2 20 67.0 31.0 91.0 
3 F 40 173 55.2 17 67.5 31.0 89.0 
4 M 20 173 70.0 17 83.0 37.5  
5 M 43 180 72.0 13 82.0 36.0  
6 F 25 165 77.2 41 89.0 34.0 110.0 
7 F 24 149 49.8 19 70.0 32.0 90.5 
8 M 27 172 67.0 16 75.0 38.0  
9 F 47 166 78.0 39 91.0 38.0 109.0 

10 M 29 174 68.4 16 75.0 37.0  
11 F 21 162 72.0 40 95.0 35.0 108.0 
12 F 21 169 65.0 28 75.0 34.0 96.0 
13 F 21 164 59.0 29 73.5 31.0 99.0 
14 F 42 153 60.0 49 88.0 36.0 106.0 
15 F 24 167 77.0 33 73.0 32.0 101.0 
16 M 34 173 75.8 19 91.0 38.0  
17 F 24 176 71.2 29 72.0 36.0 99 
18 M 40 179 81.2 19 93.0 39.5  
19 F 25 155 58.4 26 73.0 32.0 90.0 
20 M 28 173 69.0 20 77.0 37.0  
21 F 29 174 81.4 41 88.9 32.0 110.0 
22 M 37 170 70.0 22 77.0 38.0  
23 M 30 177 75.8 23 84.5 39.0  
24 M 51 181 80.0 17 93.0 38.0  
25 M 33 169 68.0 20 75.0 32.0  
26 M 40 170 68.5 20 75.0 31.0  
27 F 34 163 47.5 17 65 30 89 

 

4.5.2 Body composition information 

Because human thermoregulation is influenced by the individual body composition, e.g., 

height, weight, and body fat (Zhang, Huizenga et al. 2001), we measured body composition 

information for this test.   

 

We used a scale (Tanita brand) to measure body weight and fat (Figure 4.27) using the 

bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) method.  BIA is based on a person’s height, weight, 

strength, and the speed at which a low-level electrical signal passes through their muscle and fat.  
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Hodgdon and Beckett (Hodgdon and Beckett 1984; Hodgdon and Beckett 1984) provides a 

method to calculate body fat based on circumferences of certain body parts  (neck and waist for 

male and neck, waist, and hip for female).  We also measured these circumferences.  The Tanita 

scale results and the circumference method  results are very close. The body fat values from both 

methods are listed in Table 4.11. 

 

  
 
Figure 4.27  Measuring height and body fat of a subject 

 

4.5.3 Subjects’ clothing  

During the tests at the U.C. Berkeley environmental chamber, the male subjects wore 

shorts inside the leotard, and the female subjects wore briefs and bra.  A pair of cotton socks 

covered the feet.  In the whole-body step-change tests and the IR-image tests, the subjects did not 

wear the leotard and the socks because there was no strong air supply as in the local 

heating/cooling test, so there was no need to protect the skin from strong air movement.  In 

addition, our results for these tests could more easily be compared with results from tests in the 

literature because, in most previous step-change studies, subjects wore only briefs or shorts 

(Gagge, Stolwijk et al. 1967; de Dear, Ring et al. 1993).  The subjects did not wear the leotard 

and the socks in the IR-image tests so that skin temperatures would be visible. 
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4.5.4 Metabolic level of subjects 

Most of our subjects played computer games during the environmental chamber tests.  A 

few played a driving game that was installed for the test.  The metabolic activity involved in 

playing the computer driving game is similar to the activity from driving a real car, about 1.1 met 

(1 met = 58 W/m2). The paper “Using a Driving Game to Increase the Realism of Laboratory 

Studies of Automobile Passenger Thermal Comfort,” attached as Appendix 4.5 and slated for 

publication in 2003 as a Society of Automobile Engineering (SAE) technical series paper, 

describes this issue in detail. 

 

4.5.5 Delphi subjects 

Seventeen subjects participated in the 64 human subject tests, 15 males and 2 females.  

They are engineers who work in the Delphi company.  Except Subject 13 who participated once, 

all the rest participated 4 tests.  Subjects 1 – 4 participated in 4 afternoon summer tests, Subjects 5 

– 8 participated in 4 morning summer tests,  Subjects 9 – 13 participated in 4 afternoon winter 

tests, and Subjects 14 – 17 participated in 4 morning winter tests.  Data describing each subject is 

provided in Table  4.12. 
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Table 4.12  Subject information (Delphi Wind Tunnel tests) 
 

ID gender age Height 
(cm) 

weight 
(kg) 

body 
fat (%) 

waist circ. 
(cm) 

neck circ. 
(cm) 

Hip circ. 
(cm) 
(Female) 

1 M 37 191 87 17 87 38  
2 M 43 188 109 32 110 42.5  
3 M 45 180 67 12 79.5 37  
4 M 26 178 88 25 99 37  
5 M 26 178 93 26 97 41  
6 M 39 180 87 19 87 39  
7 M 25 175 79 21 88 38  
8 M 32 185 79 17 87 39  
9 M 36 175 81 25 91.5 38  
10 M 41 180 85 23 91 40  
11 F 29 158 50 24 66 30 89 
12 M 32 178 67 13 74 38  
13 F 43 160 60 31 66 33 91 
14 M 47 183 79 16 93 39  
15 M 43 188 109 32 110 42.5  
16 M 53 173 77 24 90 38  
17 M 41 175 71 17 79 37  
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5.  TEST RESULTS, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND SUBJECTIVE RESPONSES 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the skin and core temperatures measured under a variety of 

environmental conditions in our human subject tests, along wit their associated thermal sensation 

and comfort responses.   

 

The environmental conditions were:  

 

q stable and spatially uniform warm, neutral, and cold  

q stable and asymmetrical  

q transient and asymmetrical, as follows:  

• warm overall environment with application of local cooling to 19 body parts (face, head, 

breathing, neck, chest, back, pelvis, left and right upper arms, left and right lower arms, 

left and right hands, left and right thighs, left and right lower legs, and left and right feet) 

• cold overall environment with application of local heating to the same 19 body parts as 

above 

• cold overall environment with application of local cooling to 19 body parts,  

• multiple cooling/heating simultaneously to several body parts (face, chest, hand, upper 

arm, lower arm, thigh, lower leg, foot, neck) 

q transient but uniform resulting from whole-body step changes between warm and slightly 

cool environments.   

The data used for the above conditions are visually presented in Figure 5.1, which 

represents skin temperature (solid line) and votes (circle, triangle, squares) during a local 

cooling/heating test.  The circle represents data for stable/uniform environments, the triangle 
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represents data for stable/asymmetrical environments, and the squares represent data forn 

transient/asymmetrical environments.  The data for the transient/uniform environments are 

obtained from whole-body step-change tests and are not presented in this figure. 

 

     Stable/uniform  

 

        Transient/non-uniform 

 

            Stable/non-uniform 

Figure 5.1  Data used to represent different environmental conditions 

 

The experimental results are presented in the following order : 

q stable and spatially uniform warm, neutral and cold tests 

q stable and asymmetrical tests 

q transient and asymmetrical tests 

q transient, uniform whole-body step-change tests 

 

The main findings of the experiments are: 

1. In stable conditions, local sensation has a high correlation with local skin temperature.  In 

transient conditions, this correlation is reduced, but the correlation between the local 

sensation and the rate of change of local skin temperature increases significantly.   

2. Some body parts have much more influence on overall thermal sensation than others.  

3. In response to neutral conditions, subjects voted that they were ‘comfortable’ (2 on the 

voting scale), but not ‘very comfortable’ (scales above 2).  Only during heat-stress 

removal did subjects vote that they experienced maximum comfort (3 or 4 on voting 

scale).   
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4. Under neutral conditions, subjects’ core temperature variation is small, within 0.1° C.  

Local cooling applied to one part of a warm body induces an immediate core-temperature 

increase. Local heating applied to one part of a cold body makes the core temperature 

drop.   

5. Subjects felt comfortable with cooling of the breath intake air, but uncomfortable with 

heating of breath intake air.  

6. In cold environments, flexing the hand increases hand (especially finger) skin 

temperature significantly.  In warm or neutral environments, the influence of such 

movement on skin temperature is small. 

 

5.2 Stable/uniform environments 

Understanding human physiological responses and subjective perceptions in stable 

conditions is a starting point for understanding responses and perceptions in more complex 

transient conditions.  Thus, we focus first on stable condition results.     

 

5.2.1 Neutral-conditions tests 

There are three purposes of neutral condition tests.  1.  They provide skin temperature set 

points for each body part.  The skin temperatures under neutral condition are set points for the 

proposed thermal sensation and comfort models.  2.  The thermal comfort votes under neutral 

conditions are also needed to develop the comfort model.  3.  Finally, the human responses under 

stable, neutral conditions provide basic information that can be used to compare responses in 

warm and cold conditions, and during transients.   
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The details of the neutral-conditions tests are presented in the Method (Chapter 4.4.2.4).  

The chamber was set up slightly cooler than the neutral temperature.  The subjects adjusted the 

radiation heat from four 250 Watt heat lamps to make themselves comfortable. 

  

5.2.1.1 Skin temperature set points  

5.2.1.1.1 Experimental results 

The average skin temperature from seven of the neutral-conditions tests is shown in 

Figure 5.2.  (In the eighth test, the subject did not wear the leotard so that we could take IR 

photographs, and so the skin temperatures from this test were not included in calculating average 

values).  The general locations of the thermocouples are also indicated on this figure (the exact 

measurement locations are shown in Figure 4.18).   
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Figure 5.2  Skin Temperatures (°C) under Neutral Conditions  
 

 

The skin temperature distribution in Figure 5.2 shows that under neutral conditions, there 

is a 3 °C difference from the coldest area, the calf, to the warmest areas, the front neck and 

forehead.  The front neck thermocouple is located right between the two carotid arteries where the 

temperature is 0.4 °C higher than at the back of the neck.  Cheek skin temperature is about 0.6 °C 

lower than forehead skin temperature. The highest skin temperature is for the head region, 

ranging from 35.2 to 35.8 °C. 
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The second highest skin temperatures are in the chest, back, and pelvis, the trunk region, 

ranging from 35.1°C for the chest to 35.3°C for the back and pelvis. 

 

The skin temperatures of the upper extremities (arm and hand) and thigh are third 

highest; all are above 34°C.  The lower arm (34.6°C) is warmer than the upper arm (34.2°C), and 

the finger (35.3°C) is 0.9°C warmer than the hand (34.4°C).  The upper and lower arm 

thermocouples were located on the lateral side of the arm.  The lower arm is warmer than the 

upper arm because of the greater insulation provided by the muscle and fat of the upper arm.  

This is true unless the body is cold and the blood vessels constrict.  The finger has a higher skin 

temperature than the hand because there are more blood vessels near the fingertip than on the 

middle of the back of the hand, where the hand thermocouple was located.  The finger 

thermocouple was on the back of the finger, close to the fingernail.  When vasoconstriction 

occurs, finger temperature drops dramatically and may become the lowest temperature in the 

body.   

 

The lowest skin temperature under neutral conditions is found in the lower leg and foot, 

ranging between 32.7 and 33.3°C.  The shin skin temperature is slightly higher than the calf skin 

temperature because the shin temperature was measured in the front where there is less insulation 

than on the calf;  calf skin temperature was measured on the lateral side.  The foot is not normally 

the coldest in our test because less clothing insulation is provided by the leotard (0.32) than by the 

cotton sock (0.6) worn by the subjects.   

 

5.2.1.1.2 Comparison with values in the literature 

Our skin temperature data from Figure 5.2 is also shown in Table 5.1 to permit easy 

comparison with values found by Olesen and Fanger, who measured skin temperature at 14 
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locations while subjects were exposed to neutral conditions (data also presented in Table 5.1) 

(Olesen and Fanger 1973). Comparing the two tables, we can see that our skin temperatures are 

significantly higher than those recorded by Olesen.  Our mean skin temperature is 34.5°C, 1°C 

higher than the mean skin temperature found by Olesen.  Our skin temperature values are also 

higher than those shown by Houdas (Houdas and Ring 1982) (Appendix 4.2), whose values are 

similar to Olesen’s.   

 

One likely reason for the difference is that our subjects wore the leotard, while the 

subjects in Olesen’s tests wore loose office clothing.  Skin temperature in both studies was 

measured by thermocouples taped on the skin.  For Olesen’s subjects, air convection under the 

loose clothing might influencing the thermocouple; it would be insulated from this layer of air by 

only the layer of tape holding the thermocouple to the skin.  In contrast, the leotard used in our 

experiment conforms to the body, so there is no air gap between the thermocouple/tape and the 

leotard. The effect of the air is felt through both the leotard and the layer of tape, effectively a 

double layer of insulation. 

 

Because we set the room temperature slightly lower than neutral and used adjustable 

radiative heat sources to allow the subjects to create the neutral environment, our neutral 

conditions are a combined result of a slightly lower air temperature and a slightly higher radiation 

temperature.  As a result, our subjects are breathing air that is slightly cooler than the neutral 

temperature felt on skin from the heat lamps.  Because they are breathing cooler-than-neutral air, 

our subjects might generate more body heat to balance the heat loss through breathing than would 

be the case in Olesen’s experimental setup, which did not use radiative heat sources.  This could 

also cause a higher skin temperature.   
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Table 5.1 Local skin temperatures (°C) in neutral stable condition  
(from our tests and Olesen and Fanger 1973) 
 

Segment Skin temperature (°C) – 
our tests 

Skin temperature (°C) – 
Olesen and Fanger  

forehead 35.8 34.2 
cheek 35.2  
front neck 35.8  
back neck 35.4  
chest 35.1 34.5 
back 35.3 34.4 
abdomen 35.3 34.9 
upper arm 34.2 33.5 
lower arm 34.6 32.7 
hand 34.4 33.5 
left finger 35.3  
thigh 34.3 33.7 
shin 32.9 32.6 
calf 32.7 32.2 
foot 33.3 32.2 
mean7 34.53 33.5 
average 34.45 33.38 

 

 

The “mean7” in Table 5.1 represents the mean skin temperature based on the 7-

location calculation method (Appendix 4.2), while “average” refers to the average of the skin 

temperatures from all body parts (from the forehead to the foot) listed in Table 5.1. 

 

5.2.1.2 Sensation and comfort in neutral conditions 

The comfort and sensation evaluation in neutral condition is demonstrated by several 

examples shown in Figure 5.3.  The time series shown in these figures start from the subjects’ 

arrival to the end of the neutral condition measurement.  Normally it took about a hour between 

their arrival until they started to vote.  During that time a subject performed the activities 

described in the Chapter 4:  staying in the bathtub for 15 minutes, helping with the tapes for the 
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thermocouples, and putting on the leotard.  The votes continued for 2 hours.  Steady state 

occurred in the last one and half hours of data.   

 

  

  
 
Figure 5.3  Comfort votes under neutral conditions (01067, 13071, 07075, 12086) 

 

The subject’s sensation and comfort votes stabilized after about half an hour.  Once 

sensation stabilizes, it varies only slightly.  One important observation is that the subjects 

evaluated the neutral environment as “comfortable” (2 on the comfort scale).  They hardly ever 

evaluated the environment as “very comfortable” (4 on the comfort scale).   

 

The “very comfortable” votes are recorded only during transient conditions when thermal 

stress is suddenly removed, which we will show in later sections when presenting the transient 

results.  This finding matches McIntyre’s statement:  “When the body is at a neutral temperature, 
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it is not possible to produce positively pleasant conditions” (McIntyre 1980).  Thermal pleasure is 

associated with the partial relief of thermal discomfort.  Thermal stimuli were perceived as very 

pleasant only when the subject has been under thermal stress and the perceived stimuli tend to 

restore homeostasis.  When the subject in example Test 01067 sits down and starts to vote (time 

13:26), he feels warm (sensation 2.5) because of his higher metabolic level resulting from the 

activities as described earlier; he also feels discomfort (comfort –1.5).  As his metabolic level 

decreases, his sensation gradually decreases and comfort gradually increases.  This process is not 

a sudden stress removal, which explains the absence of “very comfortable” votes. 

 

When overall sensation is neutral, local sensation may vary.  The average sensations at 

the end of the eight neutral-conditions tests are shown in Figure 5.4.  The figure shows that head 

(head, face, neck, breath), arm, and hand feel slightly warm when overall sensation is neutral 

while foot, leg, and trunk (chest, back, and pelvis) feel slightly cool.  The foot feels the coolest, 

and face, hand, and breath feel warmer than other areas.   

 

The foot may be cool because of temperature stratification (average 0.6 °C between the 

heights of 0.1  and 1.1 m), and/or because the foot normally receives less circulation than the rest 

of the body.  Unlike hands, feet do not move much when sitting, so they typically receive less 

blood circulation than hands. 
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Figure 5.4  Thermal sensation under neutral conditions ( 8 tests) 

 

The air temperature stratification existed throughout all the 109 tests.  The stratification 

affects the local skin temperature.  Because our goal is to correlate subjective responses with skin 

and core temperatures, and we measured the local skin temperatures and local sensation and 

comfort throughout the entire test, it is not necessary for the subject to be immersed in a very 

uniform environment.  

 

Although we did not survey thermal comfort of every body part in each test,  one 

example from test 07075 illustrates the correspondence between thermal comfort and sensation  

(Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5  Thermal sensation and comfort under neutral conditions (07075) 

 

Figure 5.5 shows that the subject feels uncomfortable with warm face, warm breath 

intake air, and cold feet.   

 

It is interesting to notice that “overall” sensation is slightly cool, but the only two local 

“slightly cool areas” are the foot and chest.  This suggests that the overall sensation is very 

sensitive to cool sensation in individual body parts. 

 

5.2.1.3 Responses over time  

A. Mean skin and core temperatures: time to reach stability 
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Under our test conditions, following the bathtub and the activities described earlier, the 

mean skin and core temperatures reached steady state in a half hour within four tests and one hour 

in four tests.  Figure 5.6 shows one example (01067).   

 

Figure 5.6 Core and mean skin temperature over time under neutral condition (01067) 

 

In this example the core temperature stabilizes one-half hour after the subject starts 

voting.  The mean skin temperature reaches steady state sooner, about 10 minutes after the 

subject starts to vote.   

 

Nagano (Nagano et al. 2002) shows that people’s mean skin temperature, sensation, and 

comfort reached stable conditions in 20 minutes after a step-change move from a hot to a neutral 

environment.  Goto (Goto et al., 2002) examined sensation and comfort responses during and 

after three activity levels (20, 40, 60% relative work load).  The authors found that after 15 

minutes of the up-step and down-step activities, the sensation and comfort had reached steady-
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state values.  No skin and core temperature were measured.  The 20% relative work load 

corresponds to walking at a slow pace or standing and performing light work such as filing.   

 

The above observations and the literature support our experimental procedure of having 

the subject stabilize for 40 to 60 minutes before the first application of the local cooling/heating, 

then provide 30 minutes to let the body recover after the first thermal stimulus is removed and 

before the next thermal stimulus is applied.  

 

After the core temperature reaches the steady state, the variation is within 0.05 °C during 

the following one-and-half-hour test.  In general, the core temperature variation is small once it 

reaches steady state in a neutral environment.  It is within 0.1°C for all 8 neutral condition tests.  

This small variation observed in neutral-conditions tests is not found during local cooling tests, 

which are described later.  During local cooling, core temperature is very active as the body 

controls the overall rate of heat loss. 

 

B.  Hand and foot skin temperature changes in neutral condition 

 

The skin temperatures for locations such as head, chest, back are stable in neutral 

conditions.  However, the hand and foot skin temperatures tend to change frequently, even under 

neutral conditions.  Figure 5.7 represents an example from test 01067.  Four local skin 

temperatures are shown in this figure: forehead, chest, foot, and the 4th finger.  From this figure, 

we see that the forehead and chest skin temperatures are stable, but the finger skin temperature 

varies about 2°C and foot about 1°C.  The hand skin temperature also fluctuates 1°C (not shown 

in the figure).  This variation means that for some locations, especially the finger, we will need to 

average skin temperatures over time when correlating sensation and comfort. 
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The reason why the skin temperatures of hand, finger, and foot vary even in neutral 

conditions is that cutaneous vascular response is very sensitive to the body thermal state.  The 

blood flow is controlled by variations in the size of the arterioles.  This control is extremely 

sensitive (Brooks et al., 1996) because the blood flow varies to the fourth power of the radius.  

Wenger (Wenger et al. 1975) showed that as core temperature increases one degree from its set 

point, the finger blood flow increased three times.  When dilatation and constriction happen, they 

happen first in the hand, foot, and finger.    

Figure 5.7  Local skin temperature change over time under neutral condition (01067) 

 

5.2.2 Cold-condition tests 

 

During our tests under cold conditions, the chamber temperature was between 16 and 

20°C.  In general the subjects’ sensation votes were below cool (–2). 
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5.2.2.1 Skin temperature distribution  

Skin temperature varies widely across the body as a whole and even within many 

individual body parts under cold conditions.   

 

Because air temperatures were not exactly the same in all of the cold-conditions tests, the 

skin temperature measurements cannot be averaged.  The skin temperature distribution at the end 

of a two-hour exposure for one test (21083, room air 15.6 °C) is shown in Table 5.2.  Figure 5.8 

shows an IR image of temperature distribution from a different cold test as a visual illustration of 

skin temperature distribution.  Because subjects did not wear the leotard ( men with shorts only 

and women with briefs and bras) when the IR images were taken, the absolute temperatures in the 

table and IR image do not match.   

 

Table 5.2 Local skin temperatures in a cold stable condition (°C) (21083) 
 

Segment Skin temperature (°C) 
forehead 30.7 

cheek 27.7 
front neck 33.5 
back neck 34.5 

chest 30.9 
back 32.4 

abdomen 28.7 
upper arm 24.7 
lower arm 27.3 

hand 23.1 
left finger 21.1 

thigh 27.0 
shin 26.5 
calf 24.3 
foot 21.4 

mean7 27.0 
average 26.8 

 
Figure 5.8  Skin temperature distribution in a 
cold environment 
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From Table 5.2 and Figure 5.8 we see that temperature among different body parts varies 

by more than 12 °C in cold conditions.  The finger is the coldest.  The foot is slightly warmer 

than the finger, followed by the hand.  The warmest place is the front of the neck.   

 

The cheek, which might be considered the extremity of the head, is 3 °C lower than the 

forehead.  Its temperature is close to the lower arm and thigh skin temperatures.  The shin skin 

temperature is 5 °C warmer than the foot skin temperature.  The hand is nearly 2 °C warmer than 

the foot. Because of the greater insulation provided by cutaneous fat, calf skin temperature is 2 °C 

cooler than the shin skin temperature.  

 

Hand and finger skin temperatures are greatly increased by hand movements  (typing in 

this study) in a cold environment.  The effect of hand motion on hand and skin temperature 

changes is described in Chapter 5.7.1.2. 

 

Figure 5.9 shows additional images of skin temperature distributions in cold 

environments, for a few body parts.  These images show that forehead, neck, and armpit are at the 

same (warmer) level, and hand and foot are the coldest body parts.  The toes are the coldest area 

of the foot. 
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upper body 

 

 
 

feet 

 
front lower leg 

 
back lower leg 

 

Figure 5.9  Additional skin temperature distributions in a cold environment 

 

5.2.2.2 Thermal sensation and comfort distribution 

Sensation 

We have seen that skin temperature varies widely under cold conditions.  Figure 5.10 

shows the average thermal sensation distribution from five cold-condition tests that have overall 

sensation values less than –2.6.  In general, local sensation matches the skin temperature 

distribution (see Table 5.2).  There is a large variation in local sensation.  The head region feels 

warmest (around slightly cool, between –0.5 and –1.5), and the trunk is second warmest (near 
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cool, –2).  The extremities feel cold, with the hand and foot the coldest (between cold and very 

cold,  –3.5).  The overall sensation is cold (–3.15).   

 

It appears that the head region sensations have little impact on the overall sensation in 

cold environment.  The differences between overall sensation and the head region sensations are 

the largest of all body parts.  With a range of local sensation from –0.7 to –3.5, the overall 

sensation (–3.15) is closer to the coldest sensations.  The areas of coldest sensation (hand, foot, 

and arm) appear to have a strong influence on overall sensation.   

 

 

Figure 5.11  Thermal sensation and comfort under cold conditions (overall sensation near  
–3, 5 tests) 
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Comfort 

The corresponding comfort votes (Figure 5.10) show that head region is perceived as 

comfortable even though the whole body is cold (-3.15) and the votes for all other body parts are 

negative.  This indicates that people are happy with a cool head.  

 

Overall comfort (–2.8), like local sensation, is very close to the least comfortable votes (–

3 and –2.6).  This suggests areas of extremely uncomfortable feeling have a strong influence on 

the perception of whole-body comfort.  When we examine data from the Delphi Wind Tunnel 

tests (described in Chapter 6.5), we find the same phenomenon.  We conclude that overall 

comfort can be said to be complaint-driven;  that is, any local discomfort strongly influences 

overall comfort.  This finding contributes to the development of the overall comfort model, 

discussed in Chapter 6. 

 

It is interesting to note that although the sensation recorded for the back is warmer than 

that of the chest, subjects evaluated the back as more uncomfortable than the chest.  This suggests 

that people are more sensitive to a cold back than to a cold chest.   

 

In cold, the greatest local discomfort occurs for cold hands, followed by the feet and the 

arms. 

 

5.2.2.3 Responses over time 

Skin 

For the subject whose skin temperature distribution is shown in Table 5.2, her skin 

temperature changes over time are shown in Figure 5.11.  The forehead, cheek, chest, back, and 

pelvis temperatures remained very stable during the two-hour cold test.  The hands and feet 
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continuously decreased.  Unlike the hand, the fingers reached their minimum skin temperature 

after about one hour of exposure.  After that point, finger skin temperatures didn’t decrease 

further.   

 

The hand and finger skin temperatures fluctuated at 10:33 AM for 20 minutes.  A 

possible explanation is arteriovenous anastomoses (AVA) action in the hand and finger.  AVA 

periodically opens (flushes) anastomoses to send more blood to hand and finger in order to 

protect skin from cold-induced injury.   

 

  

Figure 5.11  Skin temperature over time in a cold environment (21083), T room air = 16°C 

 

Sensation and comfort, core temperature 

For the same test illustrated in Figure 5.11 for the skin temperature (21083), we see in 

Figure 5.12 that the overall sensation and comfort stabilized after about one half hour.  In Figure 

5.11, we saw that the forehead and back skin temperatures remained stable, but not the hand and 
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foot skin temperatures which decreased continuously during the entire test.  So the overall 

sensation and comfort seem to follow the temperature of the forehead and back, but not the hand 

and foot.  Core temperature was maintained and in fact went up during the two hours of cold 

exposure.     

 

  

Figure 5.12  Sensation, comfort, and core temperature over time in a cold environment (21083), T 
room air = 16°C 
  

5.2.3 Warm-condition tests 

5.2.3.1 Skin temperature distribution 

In the warm-conditions tests, the environmental temperature was held within 30 and 

32°C.  In these warm and hot environments, the range of skin temperature throughout the body 

(between 34 – 36.8 °C) is much smaller than in  a cold environment (skin temperature between 

21.1 – 34.5°C, Table 5.2) and in neutral environment (skin temperature between 32.7 – 35.8, 
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Table 5.1).  Table 5.3 is from test 04098 in which the subject wore the leotard and socks.  The 

room air temperature is 30.3 °C.  The IR image in Figure 5.13 is from a warm-conditions test 

(room air = 30°C) in which the subject only wore shorts to permit the image to be taken.   This 

image is included as a visual representation of skin temperature distribution under warm 

conditions.  As with the IR image in cold environment (Figure 5.8), because subjects did not wear 

the leotard and the socks when the IR images were taken, the absolute temperatures in the table 

and the IR image do not match. 

 

Table 5.3 Local skin temperatures in a warm condition (04098) 

Segment Skin temperature (°C) 
forehead 36.5 
cheek 36.3 
front neck 36.8 
back neck 36.1 
chest 36.1 
back 36.3 
abdomen 36.2 
upper arm 36.4 
lower arm 36.1 
hand 36 
left finger 36.7 
thigh 35.6 
shin 34.4 
calf 34.1 
foot 36.4 
mean7 35.7 
average 35.8  

Figure 5.13  Skin temperature distribution in 
warm environment 

 

 

The difference between forehead and cheek skin temperatures is only  0.2 °C.  The 

difference between the trunk areas (chest, back, and abdomen) is 0.2 °C.  The temperatures of the 

upper extremities, including upper and lower arm, hand, and finger, are all close to the trunk skin 
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temperature.  In fact, all the local skin temperatures above the pelvis are within 0.8 °C (which is 

the difference between hand and front neck temperatures).  The finger temperature is warmer than 

the hand temperature because the finger vessels are well dilated.  The foot skin temperature is 

higher than the shin and calf.   

 

The lower extremities (thigh, lower leg, and foot) are colder than the areas above the 

pelvis.  This can be easily seen in the IR-image shown in Figure 5.13.  The legs and feet  are 

cooler than arms and hands because they do not move frequently as the hands and arms.  (Section 

5.7.1.2 describes in detail test involving hand motion, which shows in detail how movement 

increases finger and hand skin temperatures).   

 

5.2.3.2 Thermal sensation and comfort distribution 

Sensation 

Sensation distribution for 10 warm-conditions tests in which the overall average 

sensation is above 2, is shown in Figure 5.14.  
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 Figure 5.14  Thermal sensation and comfort under warm conditions (overall sensation between 
+2 and +3, 10 tests) 

 

Again we see that the head region feels warmer than the rest of the areas of the body 

except breathing.  In fact, the head region feels the warmest in the test results for all three 

conditions, overall neutral, overall warm (overall sensation >2), and overall cold (overall 

sensation <-2.6).  From these data, we conclude that  the head tends to always feel warmer than 

the rest of the body.  Breathing has the warmest sensation in a cold environment and a cooler 

sensation than the other areas of the head (head, face, and neck) in a warm environment.  These 

results imply that breathing is not sensitive to ambient air temperature.  We did not examine the 

role of humidity in these experiments. 

 

 An interesting observation of Figure 5.14 is that the overall sensation is closer to the head 

and face sensations, rather than those of the rest of the body.  The head region seems to have the 

most influence on the overall whole body thermal sensation.  This is opposite to the results in 

cold environment (shown in Figure 5.10).  When the whole body is cold, the head region feels the 

warmest and seems to have the least influence on the overall sensation.  This difference indicates 
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that a person is more sensitive to the warm feeling of the head than the cold feeling of the head.  

This observation will contribute to the regression results of the overall sensation model described 

in Chapter 6.  The regression results will show that the weights for all 4 head parts are 

asymmetrical,  much bigger for warm local sensations than for cold local sensations. 

 

In a warm environment, hands feel warmer than most other body parts except the head.  

When the body is warm, the blood vessels of the hand are well dilated in order to release heat.  

The more the dilation, the higher the local skin temperature, and the warmer the local body part 

feels.  This is different from the hand sensation when the whole body is cold (Figure 5.10).  When 

the body is cold, the hand is the most constricted and therefore feels the coldest.  The foot 

conversely feels the coolest in a warm environment, perhaps because of the stratification of the 

chamber, which had a temperature difference of about 0.6°C between head and ankle level in 

these tests, and perhaps also by less muscular movement in the foot, as stated earlier.  Whether 

the foot would feel coolest without stratification of chamber air is unknown.  When overall 

sensation is warm, the back is less warm than the chest.  This relationship is reversed from the 

cold condition where the back feels warmer (but more uncomfortable) than the chest. 

 

Comfort 

The comfort votes also shown in Figure 5.14 correspond to the thermal sensation votes.  

The greater the sensation, the greater the discomfort.  Sensation and comfort are almost 

symmetrically distributed.  The head area is the least comfortable, and the foot feels the most 

comfortable of any area of the body.   

 

5.2.3.3 Responses over time 

Skin 
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The skin temperature changes of several body parts during a warm test (21094) are 

shown in Figure 5.15.  The room air temperature was 31.5°C. 

 

Unlike the continuously decreasing skin temperatures of the lower leg, foot, hand, and 

fingers in in cold environment (Figure 5.11), the skin temperatures for all body parts are very 

stable in this warm environment (including the hand, foot, and finger).  During the 80 minute test, 

the skin temperature for all body parts remained the same 15 minutes after the subject did his first 

vote (14:19), except for the shin, which lowered 0.5°C.  Unlike in the cold environment, the 

finger temperature was higher than the hand, the foot was higher than the shin (the insulation of 

the leotard with the socks is 0.32, and the insulation of the cotton sock 0.51), the forehead and 

cheek are close.  The temperature differences between all body parts are much smaller comparing 

with the differences in cold tests, within 2°C. 

 

Figure 5.15  Skin temperature over time in a warm environment (21094), Troom air = 31.5°C 
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Sensation and comfort, core temperature 

The sensation and comfort reached the steady-state after 32 minutes of the first votes 

(Figure 5.16).  The core temperature was very stable, changing only 0.07°C during the entire test. 

 

Figure 5.16  Sensation, comfort, and core temperature over time in a warm environment (21094), 
Troom air = 31.5°C 
 

 

5.3 Stable/non-uniform environments 

We consider that our subjects’ votes and physiological data had stabilized by the end of 

each local heating or cooling application (as presented by the triangle in Figure 5.1). We could 

not do separate tests for stable and asymmetrical conditions for budgetary reasons, so we 

extended the local cooling and heating treatments until the rates of change in skin temperature 

were low, and sensation and comfort votes were not changing.  The heating and cooling 

application times varied because some body parts (e.g. chest and back) reached their stable state 
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much more quickly  than the others (e.g., extremities).  The final vote for each application was 

used together with the coincident physiological measurements to develop the stable asymmetrical 

sensation and comfort models.  Some of these votes will be shown in Chapter 6 where the models 

are discussed. 

 

5.4 Correlating skin temperature and local sensation: stable environments 

During stable conditions, the local sensation is well correlated with local skin 

temperature.  Table 5.4 shows the correlations between local sensation and local skin 

temperature.  Data are from both uniform and asymmetrical stable conditions (represented by the 

circle and the triangle shown in Figure 5.1). 

 

Table 5.4  Correlation (r) between local skin temperature and local sensation 

back chest pelvis face head breath neck thigh lower 
leg 

foot upper 
arm 

lower 
arm 

hand 

.86 .82 .52 .79 .75 .37 .72 .63 .38 .6 .81 .83 .79 
 

 

Most correlations are above 0.6.  The high correlations indicate that local skin 

temperature is a variable to predict local sensation, which will be described in Chapter 6. 

 

The low correlation for breath is probably due part to the fact that we correlate cheek skin 

temperature with breath sensation.  It is possible that breath sensation is independent of a body 

surface temperature – e.g. the breath air temperature might be the most appropriate. We made an 

early decision to use a physiological temperature, and for this the cheek is a skin temperature to 

the breathing zone. 
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It is the relatively low correlation for pelvis as subjects change their posture slightly, 

variable geometry causes changes in airflow around the skin and radiation exchange between the 

upper thighs and the torso.   

 

The low correlation for the lower leg is unclear.  It might be caused by the fact that we 

cooled the entire leg and asked the sensations for the thigh and the lower leg separately.  The 

sensation for the lower leg might be contaminated by the sensation from the thigh.  The subject 

may notice the thigh sensation more than the lower leg sensation so the thigh sensation would be 

less contaminated. 

 

5.5 Transient/non-uniform environments 

The simplest example of transient thermal conditions is when the whole body experiences 

the same environmental change, as when traveling from one space to another.  This is called a 

whole-body step change.  In this case, no asymmetry of thermal conditions is involved.  We 

discuss whole-body step changes in section 5.6.   

 

When transient and asymmetrical thermal conditions are present at the same time, the 

combinations of possible temperatures of different body parts and their changes are unlimited.  In 

order to simplify our study of these types of conditions, we first look at a single body part 

subjected to local cooling and heating tests.  Then we examine a selected number of transient, 

asymmetrical-conditions tests where multiple body parts were studied, including tests when there 

is simultaneous asymmetry for both cooling and warming.   
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5.5.1 Cooling and heating of a single body part 

We applied local cooling or heating to 19 individual body parts (head, face, breathing, 

neck, back, chest, pelvis, left and right upper arms, left and right lower arms, left and right hands, 

left and right thighs, left and right lower legs, and left and right feet).  The rest of the 

environments were warm, near neutral, or cold. 

 

In general, the test results showed that: 

 

1. Local body sensation and comfort are strongly influenced by the local skin temperature.  

During local cooling/heating tests, the local skin temperature changes significantly, and 

so does the local sensation and comfort. 

 

2. Upon the application of local cooling and heating and their removal, there is an 

immediate jump in sensation and comfort votes, more abrupt than the skin temperature 

change.  This jump is correlated with the derivative of the skin temperature, which is the 

greatest upon the sudden change of an environment.  The thermoreceptors in the skin 

react to dynamic change of skin temperature much more stronger than to steady state skin 

temperature (Chapter 2 section 2.1.1).   

 

These sudden changes in sensation and comfort are much stronger for cooling than for 

heating.  We see this in the frequent overshooting of subjects’ sensation and comfort 

votes during cooling, but less so during the heating process.  This can be explained by the 

fact that humans have more cold than warm thermoreceptors, and the location of the cold 

thermoreceptors is more superficial than that of the warm thermoreceptors (Chapter 2, 

section 2.1.1).  
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3. When local cooling is applied to a warm body, the body core temperature immediately 

increases. When local heating is applied to a cold body, the body core temperature 

decreases.  The precise responses observed by the CorTempTM pill provide us ample 

justification to use the derivative of the core temperature in addition to 
dt

dTskin  for the 

prediction of local sensation in transient environment.  The above three findings directly 

contribute to the local sensation model which will be described in Chapter 6. 

 

4. Local sensation and local comfort are closely correlated.  That observation will permit us 

to predict local comfort based on local sensations (will be shown in the local comfort 

model, Chapter 6) 

 

5. The subjects evaluate thermal neutral conditions as ‘comfortable’ (+2), but rarely ‘very 

comfortable’ (+3 and +4).  The ‘very comfortable’ votes occur during the process of 

thermal stress removal (e.g. removing a local cooling stimulus).  We call this 

phenomenon the ‘Kuno effect’ based on a paper by Kuno (Kuno 1995).  The Kuno effect 

refers to the strongly pleasant feelings that are associated with the removal of a heat 

stress.  This effect is apparent in some tests but not others.  The Kuno effect directly 

contributes to the local comfort model.   

 

6. Body parts can be categorized in three groups that reflect the degree to which local 

sensation influences overall sensation: most influential, least influential, and moderately 

influential.  Each group has its own thermal function. 

 

Local sensations from the most influential body parts have a strong impact on overall 

body sensation, especially when local cooling is applied.  It is important to keep these 
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most influential body parts thermally comfortable in order to ensure overall thermal 

comfort.  The range in their local skin temperature is smaller than that of the other two 

groups, especially when compared to the least influential group.  The skin temperatures 

of the body parts in the least influential group fluctuate widely and rapidly in response to 

the body’s thermoregulation needs, and the local sensations of these body parts have very 

little influence on overall sensation.  The moderately influential body parts exhibit 

behavior that falls between that of the other two groups. 

 

These results allow us to assign weightings for the whole-body integration model.  That 

will be described in Chapter 6.  The difference in range of the skin temperature for each 

body part will be reflected in the local sensation model.  For the least influential body 

parts, since the typical skin temperature change is large, the logistic curve that predicts 

local sensation based on local skin temperature will be shallower.  For the most 

influential body parts, the curve will be steeper.  We will also show this result in Chapter 

6.  

 

7.        Our human subjects show a clearly positive response to cooling of breath intake air and a 

clearly negative response to heating of breath intake air.  Cooling of breath intake air 

produced responses unlike those for other segments.  During strong breath cooling both 

local and overall sensation dropped to ‘cold’, but both breathing comfort and overall 

comfort increased.  In contrast, when the environment was cold, application of local 

heating was perceived as comfortable for every other body part except breath intake air.  

This finding will be seen in the larger weight for the warm side and smaller weight for 

the cold side of breathing in our overall sensation model. 
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The asymmetrical effect of local warm or cold sensations on overall sensation is also 

observed to a lesser extent in other body parts.  Our subjects in general showed a 

preference for a cool head, so the weights for the warm side of the face, head, neck are 

larger than the weights for the cold side because people are more sensitive to the heating 

of those areas.  For pelvis and feet, the subjects show a warmth preference. 

 

8. Adaptation appears in some tests.  After the removal of local cooling or heating, the local 

skin temperature does not recover to the level that existed before the local cooling or 

heating; however, the local sensation and comfort return to or sometimes even exceed the 

original level.  This phenomenon can be explained by adaptation, which refers to a 

change in skin temperature set point.  The difference between skin temperature and its set 

point determines sensation.  For example, after a local cooling is removed, the local skin 

temperature set point has adapted to a lower value.  The recovering skin temperature will 

be stable at a lower temperature for a length of time.  During this time, the local sensation 

feels the same as it did with the higher skin temperature before the local cooling 

application.  Since the differences between the local skin temperature and the set point 

before and after the local stimulus are the same, the local sensation will also be the same.   

 

We will demonstrate these findings through representative examples from our human 

subject tests. 

 

Most of our asymmetrical, transient tests focused on cooling in a warm environment.  

Because of budget constraints,  we performed only a limited number of tests in which local 

heating was applied in a cold environment, and very few tests in which local cooling was applied 

in a cold environment.  No test was done for local heating when the whole body is warm.  The 
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main purpose of the cold-environment tests was to gather information for comparison with the 

warm-environment tests.  So the results shown for the colder conditions are less extensive. 

 

5.5.1.1 A typical test sequence 

Each test normally involves three local cooling/heating applications.  There are 30 

minutes between two local cooling/heating applications to allow the body to return to a stable 

state.  We call this process “recovery”.  The following figures give two examples of complete test 

sequences: 

 

Figure 5.17 shows the local skin temperatures, local and overall sensations for a test with 

three-sequential local cooling applications (head, hand, pelvis).  The same cooling air produces 

different local skin temperature decreases and different levels of local sensation.  The three local 

cooling applications produce obviously different influences on overall sensation (with pelvis 

more than head, hand the smallest).  We are not going to give a detailed analysis of this here.  

Later sections will provide the analysis for the response of each body part to local 

cooling/heating.  
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Figure 5.17  Skin temperature, local and overall thermal sensation for three local cooling 
applications in one test (13016) 

 

Figure 5.18 shows results from another test in which the same three body parts were 

warmed while in a cold environment.  This figure presents local skin temperatures and overall 

sensation and comfort.  The results show that heating of the pelvis  has a much greater effect on 

enhancing overall comfort than heating of the head or the hand.  This suggests that heating of 

seats in vehicles is an effective way to increase passenger comfort when the ambient temperature 

is cold.  The figure also includes a finger temperature measurement on the warmed hand.  The 

variation of the hand temperature is high, but the finger is even more so. 
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Figure 5.18  Skin temperature, overall sensation and comfort for three local heating applications 
in one test (07086) 
 
 

5.5.1.2 Relative influence of body parts on overall sensation and comfort 

We applied cooling and heating to each individual body part (e.g. chest, back, face, hand) 

and surveyed thermal sensation and comfort for the individual body part and the whole body 

during the entire cooling/heating and recovery process.  As mentioned above, we found that body 

parts can be divided into three groups – most influential, least influential, and moderately 

influential – based on their influence on whole-body sensation.  The most influential group shows 

that the overall sensation closely follows the local sensation during the cooling/heating and a 

recovery process.  The least influential group shows a big gap between the local and the overall 

sensations.  The moderately influential group shows an intermediate impact of local 

cooling/heating on the overall sensation.  The following sections describe the three different 
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levels of influences on the overall sensation from local cooling/heating and recovery process 

using a large number of examples, which cover many test conditions. 

 

The most influential group consists of the back, chest, and pelvis.  Sensation from these 

body parts has the dominant impact on overall sensation, especially during application of local 

cooling.  The most influential body parts do not experience large skin temperature changes 

(compared to the temperature changes of the least influential body parts).  Therefore, their heat 

loss is relatively constant unless evaporation happens.  The main function of these body parts 

seems to be registering thermal sensation rather than adjusting heat loss.  When these body parts 

are cooled, the whole body feels a similar level of coolness.  When they feel “very cold,” overall 

sensation is also “very cold.”  

 

The least influential group includes the hand and foot.  The body parts in this group have 

two features.  One, their skin temperatures fluctuate widely and rapidly to adjust the whole 

body’s heat loss and satisfy the body’s thermoregulation needs.  Hands and feet are major areas 

through which the body releases heat when it is hot because the blood vessels in these extremities 

have the capacity to dilate significantly.  When the body is cold, the blood vessels in these areas 

constrict to reduce heat loss.  Therefore, skin temperatures in hands and feet respond very 

sensitively to the whole body thermal state.  The second feature of the least influential body parts 

is that local sensations from these parts have very small influence on overall body sensation.  It 

appears that the main responsibility of the hand and the foot is to adjust body heat loss rather than 

to contribute to whole-body thermal sensation.  The two features of these body parts make this 

group ideal for adjusting the body’s heat loss. 

 

All areas of the head (face, neck, breathing, and head) and arms and legs belong to the 

moderately influential group.  The behavior from this group falls between the two groups above.  
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When the body parts in the moderately influential group are exposed to local cooling, their 

sensation contributes to the whole- body sensation but not as dominantly as the sensations of the 

most influential group.  Subjects tolerate much more local cooling in the moderately influential 

body part group than the most influential group.  The skin temperature change for this group is 

greater than for the most influential group but much less than for the least influential group.  The 

three groups are illustrated in Figure 5.19. 

 
   
       3 
   
    2 

                                           1 

     
Figure 5.19  The three groups of body parts 

 

The distinction among the three groups is most evident in the cooling test results.  For 

local heating, it appears that the body parts in the most influential group are dominant, and the 

body parts in the least influential group are the least important in influencing overall sensation.  

The responses of the moderately influential group (which comprises the areas of the head) are 

less clear.  Subjects rate head cooling as less severe than chest or back cooling and in general 

experience a slightly cool head as pleasant.  However, the head region appears more sensitive to 

local heating, to the extent that it might be classified as ‘most influential’ in response to the 

application of heat.  We did not perform enough heating tests to make a clear judgment about the 

moderately influential group’s response to heating; therefore, we categorize the groups according 

to the results observed from cooling. 

 

The subsections below describe the skin temperature and local and overall thermal 

sensation and comfort responses for the three groups of body parts.  
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5.5.1.2.1 Most influential group 

This section describes examples of responses of the most influential body parts to local 

cooling applied under warm environmental conditions (subsection A) and cold environmental 

conditions (subsection B).  The section includes some examples of local heating of most 

influential body parts.  

 

Local cooling 

A.  Starting from warm 

 

Back and Chest:  Figure 5.20-1 and Figure 5.20-2 show the dominant impact on overall 

sensation that results from cooling of the back and the chest.  The physiological  cooling is seen 

in the reduced local skin temperatures.  We see that the overall sensation followed the back or the 

chest sensation closely during the cooling of the back and the chest,  and during their recoveries.  

The supply air temperature was relatively low, 14°C, and skin temperature was reduced about 

4°C in both examples.   
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 Figure 5.20-1  Back and overall thermal sensation during back cooling (03001) 

 

 

Figure 5.20-2  Chest and overall thermal sensation during chest cooling (13037) 
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Figure 5.20-3 shows the comfort votes from the test shown in Figure 5.20-2.  The overall 

comfort tracked the local chest comfort closely down to ‘very uncomfortable’,  and recovered at 

the same rate when the chest cooling was removed. 

 

 

Figure 5.20-3  Chest and overall thermal comfort during chest cooling (13037) 

 

The next example shows that even with very mild cooling of the chest, chest sensation 

continues to dominate overall sensation (in Figure 5.20-4).  In this test we cooled the chest with 

air at 28°C, which was very close to the room temperature of 30°C. The chest skin temperature 

was reduced less than 2°C, but the subject felt both chest and overall sensation lowered about 1 

scale unit during cooling, and both raised about 1 scale unit during recovery.  
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Figure 5.20-4  Chest and overall thermal sensation during chest cooling (09022) 

 

The comfort votes in Figure 5.20-5 show the chest is very sensitive to cooling.  One 

degree of movement towards cool sensation in the chest is perceived as more than one degree of 

decrease in comfort level.   
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Figure 5.20-5 Chest and overall thermal comfort during chest cooling (09022) 

 

Pelvis:  Cooling of the pelvis also has a strong influence on overall sensation and 

comfort, as shown in Figure 5.20-6 and Figure 5.20-7.  The supply air temperature was 

moderately cool (23°C).  The skin temperature was cooled about 2°C.  The overall sensation and 

comfort were basically the same as the pelvis sensation and comfort during the entire cooling and 

recovery process.   

 

The sensation and comfort votes match well.  In this example, the cooling rate was 

uncomfortable.  With the removal of the cooling, the skin temperature increased, so did the local 

sensation and comfort.  The good correlation between sensation and comfort is shown throughout 

all the examples presented in this chapter.  That is why in developing the models, the local 

sensation is linked with the local skin temperature, while the local comfort is linked with the local 

sensation.  The local comfort is indirectly correlated with the body physiological states. 
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Figure 5.20-6  Pelvis and overall thermal sensation during pelvis cooling (18066) 
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Figure 5.20-7  Pelvis and overall thermal comfort during pelvis cooling (18066) 

 

Comparing the two chest cooling examples (tests 13037 and 09022), we can suggest that 

gentle cooling of the most influential body parts is a most effective way to cool people.  A slight 

cooling of body parts that are in the most influential group would produce a significant overall 

cooling effect at a low expenditure of energy.  One would have to be careful to avoid 

overcooling.   

 

B.  Starting from cold 

As stated earlier, we had fewer tests for cold environments.  Therefore, we only show a 

limited examples from the cold environmental condition tests. 

 

Pelvis:  In general when the body is cold, heat loss is small when local cooling is applied 

because the temperature difference between the skin and the environment is smaller.  When the 
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blood vessels of the body are constricted in response to a cold environment, blood vessels in 

individual body parts cannot constrict further much in response to local cooling.  However, in this 

example, the supply air temperature was low (14°C).  There still existed a large temperature 

difference between the pelvis skin temperature (29.2°C) and the cooling air.  So the skin 

temperature was lowered 3°C (Figure 5.21).  The figure shows that the pelvis sensation cooled 

significantly and so did the overall sensation. 

 

At the removal of the pelvis cooling, both overall sensation and comfort showed an 

overshoot.  The overshooting was associated with a large positive derivative of the local skin 

temperature.  The overshooting disappeared within 3 – 4 minutes. 

 

 Figure 5.21  Pelvis and overall thermal sensation during pelvis cooling in a cold environment 
(17084) 
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Local heating 

Heating of the chest and back have a much larger impact on overall sensation than does 

heating of body parts like the arm or the hand.  However, the chest and back do not influence 

overall sensation as strongly when heated as they do when cooled.  When heat was applied to the 

chest and back, overall sensation did not reach the same level as the chest or back sensations.  

Local and overall comfort both increased with local heating.   

 

Back and Chest:  In the following two examples, the room was cold at 17.5°C.  The 

warm supply air was 36°C for chest and 35°C for the back.  The chest skin temperature increased 

about 4°C and the back skin temperature increased about 3°C.  The chest and the overall 

sensations changed 5 and 3 scale units respectively.  The chest and the overall comfort changed 5 

and 2 scale units  respectively.  For the back warming, the local and the overall sensations 

changed 4 and 1.5 scale units.  The same variations were shown for the local and the overall 

comfort.  Results are presented in Figure 5.22-1 and 5.22-2 for the chest and Figure 5.22-3 and 

5.22-4 for the back. 

 

After the local heating was removed, both the chest and the back skin temperatures did 

not recover to the level that had existed before local heating.  They were about 1°C higher.  

However, the sensation and comfort went back to the original levels or lower.  The colder 

sensation and reduced comfort may be caused by adaptation.  Although the skin temperature 

became stable at a higher level after the local heating was removed, the reference set point for 

skin temperature perception may also have been raised due to adaptation.  That can explain why 

the sensation value was not increased.  We will discuss more about adaptation in Appendix 6.1. 
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 Figure 5.22-1  Chest and overall thermal sensation during chest heating (23089) 

 

  

Figure 5.22-2  Chest and overall thermal comfort during chest heating (23089) 
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Figure 5.22-3  Back and overall thermal sensation during back heating (23089) 

 

  

Figure 5.22-4 Back and overall thermal comfort during back heating (23089) 
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5.5.1.2.2 Least influential group 

The least influential group includes hands and feet whose impact on overall sensation is 

small.  The skin temperature of these body parts varies widely, which enables them to perform 

thermoregulation functions for the body. 

 

The subsections below present examples of the least influential body parts’ responses to 

local cooling under warm environmental conditions (subsection A) and cold environmental 

conditions  (subsection B).  We also give a small number of examples of responses to local 

heating. 

 

Local cooling 

This section presents results for local cooling of  body parts in the least influential group. 

A.  Starting from warm 

Foot:  During the foot cooling test, skin temperature is reduced greatly along with local 

sensation.  However, local sensation does not contribute to overall sensation.   

 

Figure 5.23 is an IR image of the skin temperature variation after cooling the right foot.  

The cooling supply air temperature was 18°C.  The toes are at the coldest end of the scale.  

Vasoconstriction allows the cooled foot to be near 8°C cooler than the uncooled foot.   
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Figure 5.23  Right foot skin temperature after cooling (scale from 25 – 35°C)  

 

Figure 5.24-1 to Figure 5.24-4 present examples of foot skin temperature, sensation, and 

comfort during foot cooling under various test conditions.   

 

In the examples shown in Figure 5.24-1 and Figure 5.24-2, the room air temperatures 

were 28 and 26 respectively.  The cooling air temperature was low, 14°C.  The skin temperature 

reduction was large, 8 and 6 °C respectively. 

 

The foot felt cold during cooling in both examples, reached –3 at the end, and basically 

recovered after the cooling was removed.  However, the influence on the overall sensation was 

very small, almost no change during the entire process.  These two figures are typical for hand 

and foot cooling.  They demonstrate that hands and feet belong to the least-influential groups.  
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Figure 5.24-1  Foot and overall thermal sensation during foot cooling (03001) 

 

Figure 5.24-2  Foot and overall thermal sensation during foot cooling (04002) 
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The difference between the two figures is that the foot sensation shows quick 

overshooting in one of the tests (at 16:29 in 04002).  Some examples show overshooting and 

some don’t.  The non-overshooting example (03001) also shows a large drop upon the 

cooling application.  A discussion about the different vote patterns will be presented in 

section 5.3.1.4.  Both examples show that the foot skin temperature did not recover to the 

original temperature that it had before cooling was applied to the foot.  After recovery from 

cooling, the foot skin temperature became stable about 3°C lower than its original pre-cooling 

value.  That indicates that a full recovery of foot skin temperature needs time.   

 

Like overall sensation, overall comfort was not influenced by the foot cooling (see 

Figure 5.24-3).  The foot comfort changed more than 1 scale unit during the entire cooling 

and recovery process.  However, the overall comfort change was minimal. 

  
 
Figure 5.24-3  Foot and overall thermal sensation and comfort during foot cooling (04002) 
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Figure 5.24-4 (Test 16049) shows that even when people are hot (room air 

temperature 31°C, sensation votes near hot, +3), adding foot cooling still does not create 

much influence on overall sensation and comfort.   

 

 Figure 5.24-4  Foot and overall thermal sensation and comfort during foot cooling (16049) 
 

All four examples demonstrate that whether people feel neutral, slightly warm, or 

hot, adding foot cooling does significantly influence overall sensation.   

 

Hand:  Hand cooling does not contribute much to overall sensation (Figure 5.24-5).  In 

this example, the room air temperature is 28°C and the subject’s local and the overall sensations 

are slightly warm (+1).  With the cooling application of the 14°C cold air, the hand skin 

temperature reduces more than 10°C; finger skin temperature reduces more than 15°C.  The hand 

felt very cold during the cooling application.  However, the overall sensation felt only 1 scale unit 

cooler.  With removal of the hand cooling, the hand sensation rose from very cold (-4) to neutral 
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(0).  The overall sensation only felt about 0.5 scale unit warmer.  After about 20 minutes, and 

hand and finger skin temperatures, hand and overall sensation had all recovered. 

 Figure 5.24-5  Hand and overall thermal sensation during hand cooling (13016) 

 

The impact of hand cooling on overall comfort is shown in Figure 5.24-6 for the 

same example as shown in Figure 5.24-5.  Because the hand cooling was quite severe in this 

case, overall comfort is reduced significantly.  Hand comfort decreased, because of the cold 

stimulus and the constriction of blood vessels in response.  Figure 5.24-5 shows that finger 

temperature was about 6 °C lower than hand skin temperature during the local cooling 

because fingers constrict the most when cold.  When the cooling air is as cold as 14 °C, the 

finger temperature is close to the pain-receptor threshold of 18 °C. 
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 Figure 5.24-6  Hand and overall thermal comfort during hand cooling (13016) 

 

B.  Starting from cold 

Foot:  When the body is cold, vasoconstriction takes place.  The constriction is especially 

stronger for the extremities, such as hands and feet.  When local cooling is applied to a 

vasoconstricted extremity, the heat loss is small because the temperature difference between the 

skin and the environment is small.  Therefore, the skin temperature change is smaller.  For 

example, the foot skin temperature decreased only 2.5°C when the body was cold and the 

identical 14°C foot cooling was applied (Figure 5.25-1).  This decrease is much smaller than the 

decrease that was observed when a warm foot was cooled (6 – 7°C in Figure 5.24-1 to Figure 

5.24-4). 

 

The corresponding changes in local sensation and comfort are also smaller.  With the 

same cold supply air (14°C), the local sensation and comfort reduces only 1 scale unit, while 

when the body was warm, the reduction in local sensation and local comfort were 2 to 3 scale 

units. 
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Because of the smaller skin temperature change, the derivative of skin temperature upon 

the cooling application is small.  Therefore, unlike when the body was warm (Figure 5.24-1 to 

Figure 5.24-4), the local sensation and comfort show no sudden change.   

 

In the same example, we see that overall sensation (Figure 5.25-1) and comfort (Figure 

5.25-2) were not influenced by foot cooling in cold environment.  An interesting thing is that 

when we removed the cooling, both local and overall sensation and comfort showed quick 

overshooting responses.  The overshooting is caused by the positive derivative of the foot skin 

temperature during cooling removal.  From the increased sensation and comfort we see that the 

contribution of the dynamic skin temperature change on sensation and comfort is large.  The 

sensation is increased more than 2 scale units over the value that existed before local cooling. 

 

We put the chest skin temperature in Figure 5.25-2 for comparison purpose.  In the cold 

environment and during local cooling, the chest skin temperature was very stable. 
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 Figure 5.25-1  Foot and overall thermal sensation during foot cooling in cold environment 
(23082) 

 

 

 Figure 5.25-2  Foot and overall thermal comfort during foot cooling in cold environment (23082) 
 

Hand:  Similar to the foot cooling in a cold environment, cooling a cold hand further 

reduces the skin temperature (4°C, Figure 5.25-3) much less than cooling a warm hand (12°C, 
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Figure 5.24-5), because the hand blood vessels are already constricted.  The corresponding hand 

sensation does not change much because before the cooling, the hand felt very cold already.  

Again we see no overshooting phenomenon because the hand skin temperature change is small 

and the derivative is small.   

 

This example shows that cooling of a cold hand did not influence the overall sensation at 

all. 

 
 

Figure 5.25-3  Hand and overall thermal sensation during hand cooling in cold environment 
(21083) 

 

Figure 5.25-3 also shows physiological fluctuations in hand and finger skin temperatures.  

These fluctuations may be caused by shunting (vasodilation induced by exposure to cold, also 

called AVA action as explained in Chapter 5.2.2.1).  Shunting is an attempt to protect tissue from 

injury.  The following example is given by McIntyre (McIntyre 1980).  If a hand is put in water at 

18°C, the blood flow  in the hand falls to about five percent of its normal value.  Reducing the 
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water temperature further has little effect until the temperature approaches 0°C.  At that point, the 

intense vasoconstriction is relaxed every few minutes, allowing warm blood to flow through the 

hand and fingers to protect them from cold injury.  This phenomenon is also known as cold-

induced vasodilation (Lewis 1930).  During vasodilation, heat loss from the hand may be 

considerable; however, this defense mechanism gives priority to the prevention of local injury.  

This thesis does not provide further information about the consequences of the AVA effect on 

sensation and comfort.  The phenomenon shown in Figure 5.25-3 can be used to refine 

thermophysiological models. 

 

 Local heating 

Hand:  Figure 5.26-1 and 5.26-2 show the hand and finger skin temperatures, local and 

overall sensation, and comfort when heat was applied to a cold hand.  The finger skin temperature 

increased the most, from 23 °C to 35 °C,  and the hand skin temperature increased from 24 °C to 

31 °C.  The example shows that although the whole body is cold, significant vasodilation happens 

locally during local warming.  The hand warmth sensation increased significantly too.  Therefore, 

the local sensation and local skin temperature have a high correlation. 

 

Although hand skin temperature, sensation (from –3 to + 3.5) and comfort (between –2 

and +2) change significantly in a cold environment, hand warming has a small influence on 

overall sensation, 1 scale unit.  The influence on overall comfort is bigger, about 1.5 units 

comfort scale. 

 

Upon hand warming, the local comfort rose from uncomfortable (-2) to above 

comfortable (+2).  However, because of the strong local heating, the hand comfort started to 

decrease when sensation reached hot (+3).  When the whole hand experiences heating, for a cool 

(-2) whole body, a hot hand sensation (+3) is considered uncomfortable.  This observed behavior 
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contributes to the local comfort model in Chapter 6.  As the local sensation approaches the 

extreme scale values for local heating applied to a cold body or for local cooling applied to a 

warm body, discomfort occurs.  This result matches Cabanac’s finding that for a hyper- or hypo- 

thermic person, extreme hand cooling or heating was perceived as very uncomfortable (Cabanac 

1969) (presented in Chapter 6, Figure 6.21). 

 

  
Figure 5.26-1  Hand and overall thermal sensation during hand warming in cold environment 
(07086) 
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Figure 5.26-2  Hand and overall thermal comfort during hand warming in cold environment 
(07086) 

 

Two feet:  Application of heat to both feet under cold conditions produced a strong 

sensation of comfort (Figure 5.26-3 and 5.26-4).  On this test sequence, heat was applied three 

times to three different body parts: neck, two feet, breathing zone air.  The two-feet warming and 

the breathing zone warming produced the strongest local sensations.  However, only the two-feet 

warming had a strong influence on the subject’s overall sensation (triangles in Figure 5.26-3).  

The influence from the heating of the other two body parts was small.  As for comfort, the 

breathing zone warming was perceived as uncomfortable with a 1 unit reduction in local comfort 

scale.  Only the two-feet warming enhanced the overall comfort significantly (diamonds in Figure 

5.26-4).  In order to compare the responses of the two-feet warming with the other two warming 

applications, Figure 5.26-3 and 5.26-4 show the overall sensation and comfort covering all three 

local warming processes.  Because sensation and comfort votes are same for the left and right 

foot, the two feet are not represented separately in the figure.  We did not test warming a single 

foot, so we cannot compare the difference between the two-feet warming and one-foot warming. 
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Figure 5.26-3  Foot and overall thermal sensation during two-feet warming in cold environment 
(26090) 

 
  
 

  
Figure 5.26-4  Foot and overall thermal comfort during two-feet warming in cold environment 
(26090) 
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The strong influence of foot heating on overall sensation will be represented by a larger 

weight for the warming side and a smaller weight for the cooling side of the foot sensation, in 

determining overall sensation in the overall sensation model (Table 6.5 in Chapter 6.4.2).   

 

5.5.1.2.3 Moderately influential group 

 

This section illustrates the responses to local cooling and heating of moderately 

influential body parts.  

 

The main feature of the moderately influential group is that although local sensation does 

not so strongly affect overall sensation as to make local and overall sensation identical, the 

influence of the moderately influential body parts on overall sensation is nonetheless substantial.   

Unlike the other two groups whose local and overall comfort decreases in response to substantial 

local cooling, our test results show that some of the moderately influential body parts respond to 

the same rates of local cooling with increased comfort levels.  For example, all the breathing zone 

air cooling, face cooling, and mild neck cooling increased perceived comfort.  The reason is that 

the body parts in this groups are not as sensitive as those in the most influential/dominant group, 

but also do not experience as much vasoconstriction as the hands and feet, and therefore do not 

suffer significantly reduced local comfort when they are cooled. 

 

Local cooling 

This section presents results from applications of local cooling to body parts in the 

moderately influential group.  The first series of results (subsection A) are for application of 

cooling to individual body parts under warm environmental conditions.  The second series of 
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results (subsection B) are for applications of cooling to individual body parts under cold 

environmental conditions.  We conclude with selected examples of responses to local heating. 

 

A.  Starting from warm 

Head and Face:  Figures 5.27-1 through 5.27-3 show the responses of head and face to 

local cooling under warm environmental conditions. 

 

The first example (13016, Figure 5.27-1) demonstrates that head cooling creates a 

moderate influence on overall sensation.  The forehead skin temperature was cooled 4°C, 

which is similar to the temperature decrease experienced during the chest and back cooling 

discussed earlier, but much smaller than the temperature decreases experienced during hand 

and foot cooling. 

 

Figure 5.27-1  Head and overall thermal sensation during head cooling (13016) 
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Figure 5.27-2 shows face cooling results.  Face skin temperature decreased by about 

5 °C.  Face sensation decreased from slightly warm (1) to cool (-2) while overall sensation 

decreased from slightly warm (1) to neutral (0).  Both local and overall sensation votes 

reflected these final values immediately after application of cooling to the face.   

 

After the removal of cooling, both local and overall sensations showed an 

overshooting pattern to levels that were higher than the sensations registered before the 

application of face cooling.  After 10 more minutes, both overall and face sensations returned 

to the original values noted before face cooling.  Both the sudden sensation drop with the 

cooling application and the overshooting with the local cooling removal are from increased 

thermoreceptor signals caused by rapid rate of temperature changes at the receptor.  This 

voting behavior is typical for face cooling: at the start of face cooling, votes for both face and 

overall sensation immediately reached their final values.  Upon removal of the cooling, votes 

for both sensations showed a transient overshooting response but quickly returned to their 

original pre-cooling values.  The face skin temperature recovered to its original value in about 

10 minutes as well. 
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Figure 5.27-2  Face and overall thermal sensation during face cooling (03001) 

 

 

Figure 5.27-3 shows the comfort responses for test 03001 (Figure 5.27-2).  Before 

and after application of cooling to the face, both face and overall sensation are between 

neutral and slightly warm (between 0 and 1), but the comfort vote was at  just comfortable 

(+0).  Both overall and face comfort increased to comfortable (+2) during application of 

cooling to the face although the face sensation was rated at cool (–2) and overall sensation 

was 0 (neutral).  These results imply that subjects find face cooling pleasurable. When face 

cooling ceased, overall comfort immediately reduced from comfortable (+2) to just 

comfortable (+0).  Face comfort showed a short period of positive response (overshooting) 

above comfortable (+2) after removal of local cooling but quickly (in three minutes) reduced 

to just comfortable (+0).   
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 Figure 5.27-3  Face and overall thermal sensation and comfort during face cooling (03001) 
 

 

Neck:  Test 13030 is an example with strong (14°C supply air) neck cooling, and test 

04072 is an example with mild (23°C) neck cooling.  Both tests (Figure 5.27-4 and 5.27-5) show 

that neck cooling has a moderate influence on the overall sensation.  After application of local 

cooling to the neck under warm environmental conditions (Figure 5.27-4), the front neck skin 

temperature reduced 2°C, probably the smallest reduction in all the strong local cooling 

applications.  The front neck thermocouple is located between the two carotid arteries, which may 

explain why the skin temperature was lowered the least.  Skin temperature recovered to its pre-

cooling value in ten minutes.  The back neck skin temperature reduced 2°C in the mild neck 

cooling process (Figure 3.27-5).  The smaller skin temperature reduction seen here will be 

reflected in the local sensation model, where the logistic curve will be steeper, represented by a 

bigger regression coefficient for the local skin temperature (Chapter 6, Table 6.1). 
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Figure 5.27-4  Neck and overall thermal sensation during strong neck cooling (13030) 

 

 

 Figure 5.27-5  Neck and overall thermal sensation during mild neck cooling (04072) 
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Overall comfort is slightly increased when the neck is cooled, but neck comfort decreases 

significantly in strong neck cooling (13030, Figure 5.27-6).  This indicates that the subject did not 

find neck cooling pleasurable, even in a warm environment. When neck cooling was removed, 

both local and overall comfort increased.   

 

Figure 5.27-6  Neck and overall thermal comfort during strong neck cooling (13030) 

 

When the cooling was not as severe, an increase in the comfort level was perceived 

(Figure 5.27-7). 
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 Figure 5.27-7  Neck and overall thermal comfort during mild neck cooling (04072) 

 

Right Arm:  Figure 5.27-8 shows that the influence of arm cooling on overall sensation is 

smaller than the influence of the sensations of body parts in the most influential group and greater 

than the influence of sensations of body parts in the least influential group. 

 

We applied the cooling to the entire arm, but we asked the local sensation and comfort 

separately for the upper and lower arms.  The results are also shown separately. 

 

During cooling, the upper arm skin temperature is reduced slightly more than the lower 

arm.  In general, the skin temperatures from the upper and lower arms are close.  The sensation of 

the upper arm changes more than the lower arm.  One possibility is that the upper arm is closer to 

torso and lower arm is closer to hands.  In the most influential group (e.g. chest), the smaller skin 

temperature change corresponds to larger local sensation change.  In the least influential group 
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(e.g. hand), the skin temperature change is large.  Therefore, with the same skin temperature 

reduction in the upper arm and lower arm, the local sensation felt cooler for the upper arm than 

for the lower arm.  Another possibility is that the area of the upper arm is bigger than the lower 

arm.  Thermal sensation is based on area summation (Stevens and Marks et al. 1974, Helsel 

1981).  We conducted 12 arm cooling tests; half showed that the upper arm felt cooler, and half 

showed no difference.   

 

  
Figure 5.27-8  Upper and lower arm and overall thermal sensation during arm cooling (04072) 

 

B. Starting from cold 

Neck:  Figure 5.28-1 shows that back neck skin temperature decreased 3°C with 

application of local cooling to a cold body.  In a cold environment (room air temperature was 

15.6°C), the neck skin temperature were well maintained (near 34°C).  With the cooling 

application,  neck sensation drops very significantly.  This is different from the result applying 

hand cooling in a cold environment (Figure 5.25-3).  In the same cold environment, the hand felt 
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very cold before adding the hand cooling.  Applying the hand cooling did not make the hand feel 

much colder. 

 

 

 Figure 5.28-1  Neck and overall thermal sensation during neck cooling to a cold body (21083) 
 

Because the neck is the warmest part of the body in the cold environment, the neck 

comfort level was high before cooling.  Figure 5.28-2 shows the neck comfort results for a neck-

cooling test (21083).  Neck comfort changed significantly when cooling was applied.  Compared 

with the responses of other body parts that were exposed to cooling under cold environmental 

conditions, neck comfort and sensation decreased the most.  This result shows that subjects 

especially dislike neck cooling in a cold environment.   

 

Based on our grouping, the neck is in the moderately influential group so the cooling of 

the neck should have certain influence on the overall sensation and comfort.  However in this 
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case, the influence from neck on overall was small because the room was cold and the subject 

already felt cold (-3) before the neck cooling began.    

 

 
  
Figure 5.28-2  Neck and overall thermal comfort during neck cooling to a cold body (21083) 

 

Local heating  

Face:  Figure 5.29-1 shows an example of increased face and overall sensation in 

response to face warming.  The increase in face sensation votes were large, 3 scale units, the 

increase on overall sensation was more than 1 scale unit.  The cheek skin temperature was 

warmed 4°C, and the forehead skin temperature nearly 3°C. 
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 Figure 5.29-1  Face and overall thermal sensation during face warming (23089) 

 

Figure 5.29-2 shows face comfort responses to face warming and recovery.  The variation 

was more than 2 scale units.   
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Figure 5.29-2  Face and overall thermal comfort during face warming (23089) 

  

5.5.1.2.4 Breath intake air: warming vs. cooling  

 

Our subjects responded positively to cooling of breath intake air and negatively to 

heating of breath intake air.  Its influence on overall sensation and comfort are moderate.  We 

discuss it separately because research has shown that breathing zone air intake has special 

influence on perceived thermal discomfort and indoor air quality.  Berglund (Berglund and Cain 

1989) and Fang (Fang et al., 1998,) have shown that cool and dry air is perceived as less stuffy 

and more acceptable than warm and humid air.  Toftum (Toftum et al. 1998) discussed upper 

limits for air humidity for preventing warm respiratory discomfort.  We examined the influence 

of breathing-zone air intake on thermal sensation and comfort.   
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Warming:  In our tests, subjects exposed to warm breath intake air showed a strongly 

negative response.  Of all the local heating tests under cold environmental conditions, the tests in 

which breath intake air was warmed were the only ones in which subjects’ local and overall 

comfort decreased.  For all the other local warming tests in a cold environment, local and overall 

comfort increased in response to local warming.   

 

In test 27091 (Figure 5.30), the room air was 20°C and warm air for local heating was 

37.5°C.   Before application of local heating, the subject’s overall sensation was very cold (–3) 

and overall comfort was low, between uncomfortable and very uncomfortable (-3).  Breathing 

sensation was between slightly cool and cool (near -1.5) and breathing comfort was on the 

comfortable side, between 1 and 1.3.  Local comfort declined significantly right after the 

application of heating and gradually reached –2.5 (Figure 5.30).  The skin temperature shown in 

the figure was measured on the chin.   

 

Overall comfort showed an increase with the application of warming to the breath intake 

air.  However, when breath warming stopped, overall comfort increased again.  The removal of 

the breath warming was apparently experienced as pleasurable.  
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Figure 5.30 Breathing and overall thermal comfort during breath intake air warming (27091) 
 

We performed a total of three tests in which breath intake air was heated.   The other test 

shows a very similar pattern of comfort votes: breathing comfort declined significantly when air 

at 36.7 °C was applied to heat the breath, and increased significantly when this heating was 

removed (23088, 26090). 

 

Cooling:  Cooling of breath intake air produced dramatically different results than 

heating.  Figure 5.31-1 shows a test in which breath intake air was cooled and overall sensation 

declined from warm (2) to neutral (0), while local sensation declined from neutral (0) to cool (–

2).  
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Figure 5.31-1  Breathing and overall thermal sensation during breath intake air cooling (21073) 

 

The corresponding overall comfort greatly increased (Figure 5.31-2) from uncomfortable 

(–2) to above just comfortable (+0).  With breath cooling, both breathing and overall sensations 

became cooler, and both comfort levels increased.  When breathing cooling stopped, sensations 

became warmer and comfort levels decreased. 
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Figure 5.31-2  Breathing and overall thermal comfort during breath intake air cooling (21073) 

 

Figure 5.31-3 shows that people are more comfortable with breathing cooling than two 

other local cooling treatments in the same test.  The room air temperature was 30 °C and the 

supply air temperature was very mild, 28 °C.  Breathing cooling is the only cooling treatment that 

showed positive comfort responses.  In this example, leg cooling did not create any influence on 

the overall sensation, while chest cooling was considered excessive and so had a negative impact 

on the overall comfort.  The chin skin temperature is not presented here because there was a 

problem with its reading.  The two skin temperatures are for chest and shin. 
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 Figure 5.31-3  Overall thermal sensation and comfort for three local cooling applications in one 
test (09022) 
 

We have showed that in general people are happy with a slightly cool head.  The cool 

head helps to keep a cool brain.  The reason that people are happy with the breathing zone air 

cooling and don’t like breath warming might be correlated with the fact that breathing zone air is 

related with selective brain cooling.  Cabanac (Cabanac 1997) concluded from human subject 

tests that upper airway convective-evaporative heat loss does contribute to cooling the brain. 

 

5.5.1.2.5 Statistical significance of the three groups 

Table 5.5 shows ratio of the overall sensation change over local sensation change, 

local

overall

S
S

∆
∆

, for the three groups.  The overall and local sensations used to calculate the changes 

( overallS∆ , locallS∆ ) are before and at the end of each local cooling/heating application 
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(represented by the circle and the triangle in Figure 5.1).  The bigger the ratio, the larger the 

influence of local sensation on overall sensation.     

 

The table shows the average of the ratio, standard deviation, and the number of tests used 

in the calculation.  The differences between the most and the least influential groups, the 

moderately and the least influential groups are highly significant (two-tailed t-test, p<0.001).  The 

difference between the most and the moderately influential groups is also significant (p<0.005).  

The significant level is lower than the difference between the other two groups. 

 

Table 5.5  Ratio 
local

overall

S
S

∆
∆

 produced by a local cooling/heating 

 Highly influential Moderately influential Least influential 
mean 0.72±0.3 (36)* 0.51±0.4 (111) 0.12±0.3 (36) 

* In 0.72±0.3 (36), 0.72 is the average ratio, ±0.3 is the standard deviation, and 36 is the sample size 
(number of tests).   

  .   

 

Table 5.6 shows the ratio of overall comfort change over local comfort change.  The 

differences are calculated using the overall and local comfort before and at the end of each local 

cooling/heating application.  Again, the table presents the average of the ratio, standard deviation, 

and the number of tests. 

 

 The differences between the most and the least influential groups, the moderately and the 

least influential groups are highly significant (p<0.001).  The difference between the most and the 

moderately influential groups is also significant (p<0.05), but less so than the differences between 

the other two groups. 
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Table 5.6  Ratio 
local

overall

C
C

∆
∆

 produced by a local cooling/heating 

 Highly influential Moderately influential Least influential 
mean 0.83±0.43 (61)* 0.68±0.52 (151) 0.35±0.34 (56) 

* In 0.83±0.43 (61), 0.83 is the average ratio, ±0.43 is the standard deviation, and 61 is the sample size 
(number of tests).   

 

 The two tables show that at the p level of p<0.05 all three groups are significantly 

different for both sensation and comfort.   

 

5.5.1.2.6 Correlating skin temperature and its rate of change with local sensation 

The correlations between local skin temperature and local sensation for local body parts 

in transient conditions are presented in Table 5.7.  The data are from local cooling/heating 

transient processes (represented by squares in Figure 5.1). 

 

Table 5.7  Correlation (r) between local skin temperature and local sensation 

back chest pelvis face head breath neck thigh lower 
leg 

foot upper 
arm 

lower 
arm 

hand 

.56 .53 .45 .64 .55 .05 .58 .58 .22 .34 .66 .57 .74 
 

Most of the correlations between the local skin temperature and the local sensation are 

between 0.5 and 0.6.  They are much smaller than the values in stable environments (Table 5.4).  

During transient process, the dynamic signal from the thermoreceptors caused by the rate of 

change of skin temperature causes local sensation to have a high correlation with the derivative of 

the local skin temperature, as shown in Table 5.8.  The correlations are around 0.5.  In stable 

conditions, the derivative of skin temperature is zero, so there is no correlation between the two. 
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Table 5.8  Correlation (r)  between derivative of local skin temperature and local sensation 
 

back chest pelvis face head breath neck thigh lower 
leg 

foot upper 
arm 

lower 
arm 

hand 

.58 .55 .47 .59 .47 .54 .56 .46 .43 .57 .56 .35 .58 
 

 

5.5.1.3 Core temperature responses 

At the beginning of the Chapter 5, we saw that when core temperature reached steady 

state in neutral conditions, it is very stable (within 0.1 °C, Chapter 5.2.1.3).  The subsections 

below describe core temperature responses during transient conditions, for local cooling of single 

body parts in warm and cold environments, and local heating in a cold environment.  Through 

examples, we will show: that in warm environment when local cooling is applied, the core 

temperature responds with an immediate increase – the opposite direction as the local cooling.  In 

a cold environment, the core temperature responds with an decrease when local warming is 

applied, also in the opposite direction as the local heating.  The scale of this decrease is less 

compared to the scale of increase when applying local cooling to a warm body.  In cold 

environment when local cooling is applied, the core temperature is very responsive, fluctuating 

up to 0.8 °C up and down.     

 

In each of the following examples, we show the core responses during one entire test in 

order to see its continuous response.   

 

5.5.1.3.1 Local cooling in warm environment 

Body core temperature increases almost immediately in response to local cooling of body 

parts, especially when the body parts belong to the most influential/dominant group (back, chest, 

pelvis).  Whether the rapid response is caused by vasoconstriction or by shivering is unclear.  
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Hensel (Hensel 1981) listed the thresholds for shivering, vasomotor, and sweating from different 

studies (Baum et al. 1976, Cabanac and Massonet 1977, Cunningham et al. 1978).  There is only 

one threshold for both vasoconstriction and vasodilation.  When the core temperature is above the 

threshold, vasodilation happens; when the core temperature is below the set point, 

vasoconstriction occurs.  Therefore, vasomotor action takes place continuously in response to the 

body’s thermal state.  Sweating and shivering have two different core set points, the threshold for 

sweating being higher than that for shivering.  Sweating and shivering do not happen until the 

core temperature reaches their thresholds.  Therefore, it is likely that the immediate increase in 

core temperature is a result of vasoconstriction.   

 

Figures 5.32-1 through 5.32-4 show examples of body core temperature response to local 

cooling while the subject is in a warm environment.  The overall thermal sensation is included in 

order to indicate the transient processes.  In these figures, we see that whenever local cooling was 

applied, overall sensation decreased while core temperature increased. The maximum increase 

was almost 0.2°C during the pelvis cooling in test 13016.  The increase in tests 06006 and 11013 

was about 0.1°C.  For test 18043, the increase was less than 0.1°C.  When local cooling was 

removed, overall sensation increased while core temperature decreased. 
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Figure 5.32-1  Core temperature and overall sensation during local cooling (13016) 

 

Figure 5.32-2  Core temperature and overall sensation during local cooling (06006) 
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Figure 5.32-3  Core temperature and overall sensation during local cooling (18043) 

 

Figure 5.32-4  Core temperature and overall sensation during local cooling (11013) 
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5.5.1.3.2 Local heating in cold environment 

The results shown in Figures 5.33-1 and 5.33-2 are from tests in which local heating was 

applied in cold environmental conditions.  The chamber air temperature was approximately 20°C 

in these tests and the local heating air temperature was approximately 38 °C. 

 

During application of local heating when the body is cold, the response is exactly 

opposite to that of local cooling when the body is warm.  While the overall sensation increases, 

most of the core temperatures show a decrease.  Before application of local heating the body 

employs vasoconstriction to maintain core temperature in the cold environment.  When the body 

senses the application of heat, it relaxes its effort to maintain core temperature, and the core 

temperature begins to decrease.   

 

In test 23089 (Figure 5.33-1), the core temperature lowered at the onset of face heating,  

increased for a few minutes and then decreased at chest cooling, and rose at the removal of the 

heating stimuli.  The core temperatures dropped nearly 0.2°C upon the heating application.  

However, the core temperature responses to back warming and its removal are not clear.  It looks 

almost opposite to what we would expect, rising at the warming and lowering at its removal.  The 

author does not have an explanation for this. 

 

In test 07084 (Figure 5.33-2), core temperature showed an obvious reduction (0.2°C) 

when warming was applied to the pelvis.  The reduction (0.1°) during head warming is not clear 

because there is no obvious decrease shown.  The reduction could have been a result of core 

fluctuation, which does occur.  What is clear is that there is no increase in core temperature 

corresponding to head warming.  Unlike the response of core temperature to hand cooling (Figure 

5.32-1 and 5.32-4) where it showed an increase, during hand warming, the core temperature 
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remained flat, with no increase and no decrease.  It indicates that the core temperature responses 

to hand warming are not as strong as to hand cooling.   

 

Figure 5.33-1  Core temperature and overall sensation during local warming (23089) 
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Figure 5.33-2  Core temperature and overall sensation during local warming (07086) 

 

5.5.1.3.3 Local cooling in cold environment  

We saw earlier that in a two-hour exposure to a cold environment (air temperature at 

16°C), core temperature was maintained and even increased about 0.2°C (Figure 5.12 in section 

5.2.2.3).  The figures below show what happens to core temperature when local cooling is applied 

to the body in a cold environment. 

 

The test whose results appear in Figure 5.34 last four hours.  The chamber air 

temperature was 20.7 °C.  The local supply air temperature was 14 °C.   
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Figure 5.34  Core temperature and overall sensation during local cooling in a cold environment 
(23082) 

 

The figure shows that the core temperature varied widely in an irregular fashion, 

changing by 0.8 °C during the test. 

 

It is difficult to say whether the core temperature increased initially in response to local 

cooling because the core temperature in general fluctuated dramatically during the test.  However, 

the three points at which overall sensation moved strongly downward all correspond to the times 

when the core temperature was also decreasing dramatically.  This suggests that in a cold 

environment, the whole body feels cold when the core temperature decreases.  This response is 

different from the core temperature decrease that occurs during body surface heating, which 

represents a “relaxation” of the body’s effort to maintain core temperature in cold conditions.   
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5.5.1.4 Sensation voting behavior during transients 

From the examples presented so far in this chapter, we know that people normally 

respond with initial jumps in sensation and comfort upon the application and the removal of a 

thermal stimulus.  These jumps are due to the strong reaction of thermoreceptors to changes in 

their temperature.  Without this sensitivity to dynamic changes, sensation would follow skin 

temperature, and produce a more gradual voting pattern.  These sudden jumps will be quantified 

in the dynamic local sensation model (Chapter 6) by a coefficient applied to the derivative of the 

skin temperature.   

 

After the initial jump, the votes sometimes change more, sometimes less.  The main four 

types of voting behavior (quick overshooting, longer overshooting, flat pattern, and gradual 

pattern) observed in our tests are described in Figure 5.31 by three examples.  (The sensation 

responses shown closely match the comfort responses).  

 

The ‘quick overshooting’ response (Figure 5.35 A) shows a sharp change in sensation 

votes right at the step-change application (applying or removal of the thermal stimuli).  The sharp 

sensation change can be 2 to 3 scale units and larger than the votes after the overshooting.     

 

‘Longer overshooting’ responses to the thermal stimuli continue for 5 – 8 minutes 

and gradually reach a maximum before declining (Figure 5.35 B).  The maximum or the 

minimum vote can be 1 to 2 scale units different from the stable votes. 

 

In the ‘flat pattern’, the first vote upon the application of a thermal stimulus is the 

same as the rest of the votes (also shown in Figure 5.35 B), even as the skin temperature 

continuously changes. 
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In the ‘gradual pattern’, after an initial jump when a thermal stimulus is applied, the 

sensation votes continuously increase or decrease along with the changing skin temperature.  

They do not drop off later (Figure 5.35 C).  This dynamic sensation response is less than that of 

the other three types of voting behavior.   

 

 

 

 A.  quick overshooting, breath cooling (21073) 
 

Figure 5.35.  Sensation voting behavior during transients (continued on next page) 
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 B.  longer overshooting and flat pattern, face cooling (18043) 

C.  gradual pattern, hand warming (07086) 

 

Figure 5.35.  Sensation voting behavior during transients 

 

Face sensation and comfort votes normally show a strong overshooting pattern.   The face 

is very responsive to both cooling and its removal.  The reason for this responsiveness might be 
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that the thermal receptors in the face are usually directly exposed to the air and these receptors are 

“trained” to send strong signals in response to environmental change.  However, the hand’s 

thermoreceptors are also generally exposed to the air, and the hand sensation and comfort 

responses do not show a strong tendency to overshoot.  The reason might be that the hand is the 

primary body part used for touch and holding things, so the hand’s thermoreceptors might be 

accustomed to a wide range of thermal and comfort sensations, and the brain conditioned to 

minimize its reaction to these sensations.   

 

Most of the responses during local heating exhibit the gradual pattern.  The reason may 

be that during heating, only warm thermoreceptors are activated.  Warm thermoreceptors are 

located deeper in the skin than cold thermoreceptors and therefore they may receive stimulation 

more slowly than the cold thermoreceptors that are nearer the surface of the skin.  They are also 

more sparsely distributed in the skin, but it is not clear to us whether that would have an effect on 

the rate of sensation response.   

 

Overshooting seems to be a personal variable.  Some subjects exhibited overshooting in 

almost every response to local cooling.  Other subjects did not exhibit any overshooting responses 

at all.  Because overshooting is caused by the dynamic response of thermoreceptors, the variation 

among subjects might indicate that thermoreceptors are responding more actively to 

environmental changes for some people than for others.  This variation might relate to subjects’ 

age or the degree to which they are accustomed to being indoors or outdoors.  We did not detect 

obvious relationships.  This needs further study beyond this thesis. 
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5.5.1.5 Comfort vote overshooting during heat stress removal 

Our subjects evaluated neutral environments as comfortable.  ‘Neutral’ refers to the body 

thermal state when the thermal sensation vote is zero.  As described in Chapter 4.4.2.4, we set up 

a slightly cool environment and provided heat lamps which subjects adjusted to make them feel 

neutral (sensation vote is zero).  Under this neutral condition, our subjects’ comfort votes hardly 

ever went above 2 (Figure 5.3).  However, during transients when applying local cooling to a 

warm body or a local heating to a cold body, or when removing these thermal stimuli, when the 

action is to remove the heat and cold stresses, the perceived comfort ratings are high, often above 

3 (scale 2 is ‘comfortable’, scale 4 is ‘very comfortable’, refer to Figure 4.22).  So it is heat stress 

removal that produces the more pleasant and comfortable feeling.  We call this very comfort 

response as “Kuno effect”.  It lasts several minutes.  The overshoot in comfort votes is analogous 

to the overshoot in sensation votes.  In the Chapter 2 (Background) and section 5.2.1.2, we saw 

that many researchers believe that the partial relief of discomfort is perceived as very comfortable 

(Cabanac 1979, Kuno 1995, McIntyre 1980, Mower 1976, Attia 1981, Attia 1984).  Our test 

results, together with those in the literature, support the local thermal comfort model that we will 

describe in Chapter 6.   

 

Here we show several examples of the Kuno effect.  During our cooling tests, when the 

whole body was warm, applying strong local cooling (supply air temperature 14°C, high air flow 

rate) did not produce overshoot comfort votes.  The local cooling was too cold for creating a very 

pleasant feeling.  This overshoot pattern only happened in certain tests – heating when the whole 

body was cold, cooling with mild air temperature (23°C air supply) when the whole body was 

warm, removal of strong local cooling, and strong local cooling to breath and face.  
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Figure 5.36 shows  the overshoot comfort votes after strong face cooling removal.  As the 

strong cooling stress was removed, the comfort votes overshot, reaching ‘very comfortable’ (+4).  

The Kuno effect lasted for 4 minutes.   

 

 

Figure 5.36  Kuno effect during strong face cooling removal (13037) 

 

Next figure (Figure 5.37) shows that adding mild face cooling in a warm environment 

creates a ‘very comfortable’ feeling in both face and overall comfort.  The ‘very comfortable’ 

feeling lasted about 3 minutes.  Then it went back to a ‘comfortable’ level.  Before adding the 

face cooling, the subject felt warm (overall sensation near 2).   
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 Figure 5.37  Kuno effect during mild face cooling (10063) 

 

Unlike the example showing in Figure 5.37 which shows a ‘very comfortable’ vote 

resulting from applying mild face cooling, adding mild back cooling only produced one-minute’s 

‘very comfort’ feeling and then the comfort votes quickly dropped because the back is very 

sensitive to over cooling.  When the mild back cooling was removed, the subject showed an 

overshoot (comfort votes reach to 4, Figure 5.38).  This feeling lasted for 5 minutes.  As the heat 

stress was taken away, the comfort level was lowered.   
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Figure 5.38  Kuno effect during mild back cooling removal (10063) 

 

Figure 5.39 shows a Kuno effect during hand heating.  The perceived comfort was ‘very 

comfortable’ at the application of the hand heating.  It lasted 3 minutes after which the high 

supply air temperature (37°C) caused a ‘very hot’ sensation and discomfort.   
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Figure 5.39  Kuno effect during hand heating (07086) 

 

The above examples show that subjects feel very comfortable during thermal stress 

removal.  In our tests, we did not have a way to maintain the thermal stress while applying the 

local cooling/heating, so the Kuno effect did not last long.  As the local cooling/heating was 

continuously applied, the thermal stress was gradually removed, and the Kuno effect gradually 

disappeared. 

 

5.5.2 Effects of cooling and heating multiple body parts 

This section investigates how the body overall sensation and comfort respond to signals 

from multiple body parts.  Understanding this is needed for modeling how combinations of body 

parts are perceived.   
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There is an unlimited number of combinations of body parts to which local cooling and 

heating could be applied.  We selected combinations such as simultaneous cooling of chest and 

hand that correspond to asymmetrical conditions commonly experienced in the passenger 

compartment of a car, because the results of our study and our models will first be used to design 

air-conditioning systems in vehicles. 

 

Because multiple body parts are cooled simultaneously in these tests, we used cooling air 

at a temperature of 23°C, which is not as cold as the temperature of the air used for cooling of 

single body parts (14°C).   Because more body parts experienced the thermal stimulus, the 

response was expected to be strong even with mild cooling temperatures.   

 

In general, the findings from cooling individual body parts also apply to the tests where 

multiple body parts are cooled. For example, the chest is dominant in determining overall 

sensation in both types of tests, and the neck is in the moderately influential group in both cases.  

 

The examples of multiple-body-part cooling tests below highlight key results. 

 

5.5.2.1 Chest cooling + hand cooling 

Figure 5.40-1 shows the results of combined cooling of chest and hand.  Although the 

hand skin temperature was 3°C lower than the chest skin temperature during cooling, the subject 

reported that the chest felt cooler than the hand .  From having applied to single body parts, we 

knew that hand cooling does not have much effect on overall sensation, but that chest cooling 

virtually dictates overall sensation. In this case with simultaneous chest and hand cooling, we see 

again that overall sensation is also dictated by chest sensation.  The results look almost as if there 

were no hand cooling at all.     
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Figure 5.40-1  Local and  overall thermal sensation during chest and hand cooling (19055) 
 

Both the chest and overall comfort votes in Figure 5.40-2 decreased while hand comfort 

increased, confirming the earlier finding that experience of the hand has no impact on overall 

comfort.   
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Figure 5.40-2  Local and  overall comfort during chest and hand cooling (19055) 

 

5.5.2.2 Neck cooling + foot cooling 

When the neck and foot were cooled simultaneously, overall sensation remained different 

from both local sensations (Figure 5.41-1).  Neither the neck nor the foot belong to the most 

influential/dominant group of body parts;  even in combination, these two body parts do not 

sufficiently influence overall sensation to make it identical to local sensation.  

 

Neck skin temperature recovered much faster than foot skin temperature.  In fact, the foot 

did not return to its original pre-cooling level.  Forehead skin temperature was not decreased by 

neck cooling.   
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Figure 5.41-1  Local and  overall thermal sensation during neck and foot cooling (13057) 

 

 

Figure 5.41-2  Local and  overall comfort during neck and foot cooling (13057) 
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The comfort responses for this test are presented in Figure 5.41-2.  It is interesting to see 

that in this case, where the temperature of the cooling air is milder than in the single-body-part 

tests, the initial overall and foot comfort votes were positive when cooling was applied.  This is 

different from the reaction to strong local cooling.  When strong local cooling (14°C supply air) 

had been applied, the local and the overall comfort mostly decreased.   

 

In this test, neck comfort first increased and then decreased.  The comfort votes for all 

three areas – foot, neck, and overall – exhibited overshooting responses during the cooling 

application, but not in the recovery process. 

 

5.5.2.3 One-hand heating + one-hand cooling 

In a warm test (room air temperature 30 °C), one hand was heated and one hand was 

cooled.  The overall sensation was about slightly warm (+1) before application of heating and 

cooling.  The left hand was heated (at 38 °C) and the right hand was cooled (20 °C) 

simultaneously.  After 20 minutes, both stimuli were removed.  An IR-image (Figure 5.42-1) 

shows the warm and the cold hands after the heating/cooling was removed.  The following 

observations are made:  

 

1.  Derivatives of skin temperature on hand sensation 

After 20 minutes of right hand cooling and left hand heating, the left hand temperature 

was much higher than the right hand temperature.  When we removed the heating and cooling 

stimuli, the right hand felt warmer and left hand felt colder (Figure 5.42-2), even though the 

right hand skin temperature was lower than the left hand skin temperature (Figure 5.42-1 and 

Figure 5.42-2).  We know that during transient conditions, both the skin temperature and its rate 

of change (derivative) contribute to thermal sensation.  Upon removal of the right hand cooling 
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and left hand heating, the right hand was experiencing a positive derivative and sent a positive 

signal while the left hand was experiencing a negative derivative and therefore send a negative 

signal.  Because the local sensation can be sent to follow the derivative signals in transient 

conditions, we show that the dynamic signal is larger then the static signal (represented by the 

skin temperature) in transient conditions. 

 

Figure 5.42-1  Skin temperatures of both hands after removing the local cooling and heating 
stimuli 

 

Figure 5.42-2  Left and right hand thermal sensation during right-hand cooling and left-hand 
heating (04098) 
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2.  Possible thermal adaptation 

It is possible that after the right hand had been cooled and the left hand heated, the right 

hand had adapted to a lower skin temperature and the left hand to a higher skin temperature.  

When both thermal stimuli were removed and both hands were exposed to the ambient 

temperature of the room, the hand that had adapted to a lower temperature (right hand) felt 

warmer, and the hand that had adapted to a higher temperature (left hand) felt cooler.  This is 

exactly what John Locke observed in 1690 (described in the Introduction, Chapter 1) about hand 

sensations after putting them into buckets of different temperature water.  More about thermal 

adaptation is presented in Appendix 6.1. 

 

3.  Overall sensation tracking the sensation of cooling  

The overall sensation was warm (+1.9) before the application of hand heating and 

cooling.  The heating made the left hand feel +1.9 scale units warmer, while the cooling made 

the right hand feel –1.1 scale units cooler.  The overall sensation felt –0.8 scale units cooler.  

When the heating/cooling stimuli were removed, the cooling removal made the left hand feel 

+1.3 scale units warmer, while the heating removal made the left hand feel –1.6 scale units 

cooler.  Again the overall sensation followed the cooling sensation, -0.5 scale units cooler. 

 

Why does overall sensation seem to be following the cooling sensation?  One possible 

reason is that the body is more sensitive to cooling than heating.  Another possible explanation is 

the relative difference between local and overall sensations.  During the entire test (as shown in 

Figure 5.42-3), the overall sensation was on the warm side.  When cooling and heating were 

applied, the overall, left hand, right hand thermal sensations were 1.9, -0.9, 1.9.  Not only was 

the cooling opposite to the slightly warm whole body sensation, but the difference was also 

larger (2.8) vs. the difference between the heated hand and the overall sensation (zero).  

Therefore, the body noticed more of the cooled hand.  When the thermal stimuli are removed, 
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the phenomenon is similar.  The overall and the right hand sensations were close (around 0.7), 

but the left hand felt slightly cool, -0.8.  The difference between overall and the left hand was 

larger, 1.5.  So again the body part with the larger difference from the overall (or from the rest of 

the body) sensation influences the overall sensation more.  This analysis supports the sun-burst 

shaped overall sensation model (described in Chapter 6).  

 Figure 5.42-3  Overall, left, and right-hand thermal sensations during right-hand cooling and 
left-hand heating (04098) 
 
 
4. Subject clearly distinguishes sensation and evaluates comfort 

During this application of cooling and heating to the hands and their removal,  the hand 

sensations were dramatically different.  Because the overall body was warm, the feeling of 

cooling activated an enhanced sense of comfort for the hand being cooled.  While the right hand 

was being cooled and the left was being heated, the comfort vote for the hand being cooled was 

higher than the vote for the hand being heated. When the heating and cooling stimuli were 

removed, the heated hand felt cooler and the cooled hand felt warmer because of the dynamic 

effect.  In this situation  also, the comfort vote for the cooler hand was higher than the one for the 

warmer hand. As the result, we see from Figure 5.42-4 that both hand comfort votes increased 
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with a decrease in local sensation, even with dynamic involvement.  This example demonstrates 

that the subject could clearly distinguish the sensations and comfort levels of the two hands.  

 

 

Figure 5.42-4  Local sensation and comfort during right hand cooling and left hand heating 
(04098) 

 

5.5.2.4 Core temperature responses in multiple thermal application 

This example describes the reaction of the body core temperature to multiple cooling and 

heating signals.  In this example, both cooling and heating stimuli were applied;   cooling 

stimulus was applied to face and chest and heating stimulus was applied to an arm.  The core 

temperature responded with an increase (Figure 5.43) that was similar to the core temperature 

response to cooling a single body part (Figure 5.32-1 to 5.32-4).  During one multiple application, 

the core temperature increased nearly 0.3°C.  During another multiple application, the core 

temperature increased almost 0.2°C.  It is not clear whether this core temperature response was a 
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result of more body parts experiencing cooling than heating or because humans have more 

protective functions for cold than for warmth.   

  

Figure 5.43  Core and  overall thermal sensation during a multiple cooling/heating test  
(21095) 

 
 

Summarizing what we have seen from the above examples about multiple-body-part 

cooling and heating, we conclude that what we found for the single-body-part cooling/heating 

(such as the three groups with differing level of influence, the core temperature responses, 

sensation and comfort responses to skin temperature and its derivatives) remain the same. 

 

5.5.3 Repeatability of sensation and comfort votes  

We performed tests to verify the repeatability of sensation and comfort votes in our 

study.  These tests involved application of local cooling to the same subject under the same 
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conditions. We found that the votes in the two tests match very closely.  One example is 

described below for illustrative purposes. 

 

A single subject participated in both tests 13037 and 13044.  The two tests were basically 

the same,  with local cooling applied to the face, back, and chest in a warm environment.  The 

results show that the subject’s thermal sensation and comfort vote patterns were consistent.  

Because the room temperature in one test was 0.8 °C higher than in the other, the actual values of 

the votes were slightly different, but the differences were small.     

 

Figure 5.44 shows the votes for the two tests side by side.  The comparisons include 

overall sensation and comfort as well as local sensations.   
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Test 13037 Test 13044 

overall sensation and comfort, entire test  overall sensation and comfort, entire test 

face and overall sensations, face cooling  face and overall sensations, face cooling  

 back and overall sensation, back cooling  back and overall sensation, back cooling  

 

Figure 5.44  Local and overall sensations and comfort vote repeatability comparison (continued 
on next page) 
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 chest and overall sensation, chest cooling 
 chest and overall sensation, chest cooling  

back and overall comfort, back cooling  back and overall comfort, back cooling 

 

Figure 5.44  Local and overall sensations and comfort vote repeatability comparison 

 

5.5.4 Changing the order of body parts undergoing local cooling  

During each test we normally applied cooling to three body parts.  We investigated 

whether the order in which body parts were cooled affected subjects’ thermal sensation and 

comfort votes. We found that the order did not affect subjects’ votes.   

   

5.5.5 Cooling one hand or foot does not affect the other hand or foot 

We also investigated whether cooling or heating of one hand or foot influenced the other 

hand or foot.  Do subjects compare the sensations of their two hands and feet when they evaluate 

the sensation of one hand or foot?  If they do assess sensation comparatively,  we hypothesize that 

heating or cooling of one hand or foot would make the other feel cooler or warmer, respectively.  
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We found that people do not compare sensations between hands or between feet.  The 

following test results support this conclusion. 

 

Figure 5.45 shows the sensation of the left foot during cooling of the right foot.  The 

cooling effect was strong as evidenced by the decrease of 6 °C in skin temperature.  Sensation in 

the right foot changed from 1 (slightly warm) to –3 (cold) as a result of cooling.  Sensation in the 

left foot sensation showed no change. 

 

Figure 5.45  Left and right foot sensations during right-foot cooling (04002) 

 

Figure 5.46 shows the right hand sensation during cooling of the left hand.  Left hand 

sensation changed from hot (3) to between slightly cool and cool (–1.5).  The right hand 

sensation showed little change. 
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Figure 5.46  Left and right hand sensations during left-hand cooling (23108) 

 

The figure also shows the right hand skin temperature to determine whether, when one 

hand is cooled, the other experiences vasoconstriction. Because we see that the right hand skin 

temperature was not influenced by cooling of the left hand, we know that the blood vessels did 

not constrict in the hand that was not being cooled.  When one hand was experiencing cooling, it 

constricted, but the other hand was not influenced at all.   

 

The left hand cooling test result (18066) is shown in two figures.  Figure 5.47-1 shows 

that the right-hand skin temperature and sensation were unchanged, and  Figure 5.47-2 shows that 

the right-hand comfort was unchanged as the left hand was cooled.   
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Figure 5.47-1  Left and right hand sensations during left-hand cooling (18066) 

 

  

Figure 5.47-2  Left and right hand comfort during left hand cooling (18066) 
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Finally, we investigated the influence of cooling one arm on the other arm (04072) and 

found the same results: skin temperature, sensation, and comfort were unaffected in the arm that 

was not cooled. 

 

5.6 Transient/uniform environments (whole-body step-change tests) 

This section examines skin and core temperature changes in relation to sensation and 

comfort votes during tests in which the whole body moved from one environment to a different 

one. 

 

5.6.1 Skin temperature, sensation, and comfort 

The changes of skin temperature with time are shown by a series of IR skin temperature 

images taken during one of the step-change tests (04104).  In this test, the subject made two 

moves, one from warm to slightly cool environment (we call it ‘down-step’, Figure 5.48), one 

from slightly cool to warm environment (‘up-step’, Figure 5.49).   In color, these images show 

that after the down-step move, the body skin temperature quickly decreased, especially the hand 

and the lower arm.  After 20 minutes, the head was the warmest.  At the end of this down-step 

move, the hand and fingers were the coldest, while neck was warmest.  The second warmest place 

was the forehead.    

 

After the up-step move, the head skin temperature quickly recovered, followed by the 

shoulders, then the lower arm and the hands.  At the end of this second move, the upper body skin 

temperature basically recovered, but not the lower extremities. 
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2 min 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 min 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20 min 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

58 min 

 

Figure 5.48  Skin temperature changes in (warm to slightly cool) step-change (04104) 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Before move 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14 min 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

25 min 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

53 min 
 

Figure 5.49  Skin temperature changes in (slightly cool to warm) step-change (04104) 

 

Figure 5.50 shows the values of the skin temperatures for a few body parts during the 

entire test.  This figure also shows that after the up-step move, most of the upper body skin 

temperature recovered, except shin and foot skin temperature.  The shin temperature was about 

1°C lower, and the foot 5°C lower, than the values from before the first down-step move. The 

time marks are located in the figure corresponding to the IR-images time series.  The gap in 

voting near the end of the first period in the 30°C environment occurred when detailed IR-images 

were being taken. 
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Figure 5.50  Skin temperature, sensation in step-change test (04104) 

 

Although the skin temperatures kept changing after the down-step and the up-step moves, 

basically the overall sensation votes (triangles) did not change much within either environment.  

That means the dynamic response of the thermoreceptors was strong enough to make the first 

vote similar to the last votes, even though the skin temperatures were very different at these 

times.  The figure shows a small overshooting right after the down-step move.  There is no 

overshooting shown for the up-step move.  These responses are very similar to the results from de 

Dear’s step-change study (de Dear, Ring et al. 1993), where the authors found the overshooting in 

the down-step change, but not in the up-step change.  Nagano (Nagano et al., 2002) did step-

change tests from hot to neutral environments (34 and 37 °C to 25 and 28 °C), and reported that 

the subjects felt much cooler just as they stepped to the lower air temperature environment, then 

returned to a warmer level.   

 

There was an abrupt decrease in sensation 30 minutes after the down-step move to the 

slightly cool environment.  At this time, the sensation votes decreased for 15 minutes from 
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neutral (0) to slight cool (-1).  After that, the votes were stable.  About the time when the 

sensation started to decrease, the 4th finger temperature also began to decrease rapidly.  It may 

indicate that finger temperature is sensitive in responding whole body thermal state.  When the 

body is cold, it constricts the blood vessels.  Fingers are at the end of extremities and they reflect 

the vasoconstriction more obvious than other body parts.  

 

During the whole body step-change, overall sensation and comfort correlate very well.  

Here we show two examples (Figure 5.51).  In the example test 04104, during the period when 

the sensation was decreasing from neutral towards slightly cool, the overall comfort level was 

also lowered accordingly, from ‘comfortable’ (2) to ‘just uncomfortable’ (-0).  The clear 

correspondence between overall sensation and comfort is also shown in example 17107.  Moving 

from the hot environment (34.3°C) to the neutral environment (26.3°C), the overall sensation 

showed an overshooting towards neutral sensation, as did the overall comfort – an overshooting 

towards a higher comfort level.  The variation seen in the comfort votes in the first period of test 

04104 may be due to transient effects caused by putting on the thermocouple harness and leotard. 
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Test 04104 

Test 17107 
 

Figure 5.51  Sensation and comfort in step-change tests (04104, 17107) 
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5.6.2 Core temperature responses in whole body step-change processes 

In general the core temperature during whole body step-change tests reacts similarly to 

that of local cooling/heating applications:  increasing when stepping down to a slightly cooler 

environment, and decreasing when stepping up to a warm environment.  The speed of increase 

and decrease is not as great as for local cooling/heating tests, because the air temperatures of the 

two environments in the whole body step-change tests were much milder than the supply air 

temperature in the local cooling/heating tests.  Here we show one example (Figure 5.52): the core 

temperature stopped decreasing after the subject moved to a slightly cool environment (22°C), 

and decreased again after the subject moved back to the warm environment (31°C).   

 

The core temperature decrease that occurred in the first period, before the down-step, 

happened in almost all the tests.  It is caused by reduced metabolism after the subject sits in the 

chair and starts to vote.  It is not a reaction to the environment change. 

 

Figure 5.52  Core temperature responses in a step-change test (16109) 
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5.7 Additional physiological and subjective observations 

The information provided in this section did not directly contribute to the subsequent 

model development in Chapter 6.  I include it in this thesis because it helps explaining skin 

temperature responses in various environments, and may have potential value on human thermal 

physiology modeling and heat loss analysis. 

 

5.7.1 Hand and finger temperatures 

In neutral and warm environments, the differences in skin and finger temperatures 

between the left and right hands are small.  However, when the environment is cold, the left hand, 

and especially the left fingers, have much higher skin temperatures than the right hand and 

fingers.  One possible reason is that when people are cold, the blood vessels of the hand are quite 

constricted, and hand skin temperature is very low.  Movement of the hand in these circumstances 

promotes blood circulation and therefore increases skin temperature significantly.  In our tests, 

subjects accessed the internet on a computer, an activity similar to sedentary work in a normal 

office.  The right hand was used primarily for holding and clicking the computer mouse, a very 

immobile activity.  The left hand was much freer, with more finger motion.  So the left hand and 

finger skin temperatures were higher.  

 

The subsection below illustrates the impact of hand motion on hand and finger skin 

temperatures. 

 

5.7.1.1 Hand and finger skin temperatures in stable environment 

This section will present the hand and finger skin temperatures in neutral, cold, and warm 

stable environments.   
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Table 5.9-1 lists the skin temperatures of the left and right hands and fingers in a cold 

environment. 

 

Table 5.9-1 Hand and finger temperatures  
in cold environment, 15.7 °C (Test 21083) 
 

Body part Skin temperature (°C) 
left hand 23.1 

right hand 23.3 
left palm 24.6 

right palm 24.4 
left 4th finger 21.1 

right 4th finger 17.8 
left 2nd finger 20.3 

 

 

Table 5.9-1 shows that the left 4th finger temperature is more than 3°C warmer than the 

temperature of the right 4th finger.  The right hand is restricted by the posture of clicking a 

computer mouse, while the left hand is free and involves more digital activity using the computer 

key board.  The hand motion test results shown in Figure 5-53 indicate that even very slow 

movement of the hand can increase skin temperature about 1.5 °C.  Finger temperature is very 

sensitive to motion, especially in a cold environment. 

 

The left fingers are warmer than the right fingers in most of our other cold-environment 

tests as  well.  Table 5.9-2 shows another example, for a test in which the room temperature is 19  

°C, warmer than in the test shown in Table 5.9-1.  The difference between left and right 4th 

fingers is about 2 °C. 
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Table 5.9-2 Hand and finger temperatures  
in cold environment, 19 °C (Test 23099) 
 

Body part Skin temperature (°C) 
left hand 24.6 

right hand 24.1 
left palm 26.3 

right palm 24.1 
left 4th finger 21.1 

right 4th finger 19.3 
 

 

In tests conducted under warm conditions, left and right finger temperatures are close 

(Table 5.9-3), with the left finger temperatures slightly higher.  In warm and hot environments, 

the blood vessels of both hands are well dilated, so finger motion does not cause much difference 

in the skin temperature.   

 

Table 5.9-3 Hand and finger temperatures  
in warm (30°C) environment (Test 04104) 
 

Body part Skin temperature (°C) 
left hand 36.02 

right hand 36.05 
left palm 36.7 

right palm 36.6 
left 4th finger 36.4 

right 4th finger 36.2 
 

 

Table 5.9-4 shows an example of a test conducted under neutral conditions.  The hand 

and finger temperature differences between left and right are small, 0.5 °C and 0.7 °C, 

respectively.  Although the differences are small, they are slightly larger than the differences 

observed in warm environments. 
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Table 5.9-4 Hand and finger temperatures  
in neutral environment (Test 07075) 
 

Body part Skin temperature (°C) 
left hand 34.08 

right hand 33.6 
left palm 34.3 

right palm 35.4 
left 4th finger 35.4 

right 4th finger 34.7 
 

 

5.7.1.2 Hand motion increases hand and finger temperatures  

The test shown in Figure 5.53 was specifically designed to investigate the influence of 

hand motion on hand skin and finger temperature.  For this test, the subject was seated in a room 

with air temperature at 18.4°C.  Skin temperature was measured for the 2nd and 4th fingers, the 

palm, and the back of both hands.   An equal volume of cold air (14°C) was applied to both of the 

subject’s hands.  After 30 minutes, when both hands felt cold, the left hand began a very slow 

motion, opening and closing over  a two-second cycle.  The hand movement in this test was very 

gentle, and the closed position of the hand was very loose so that nothing was touching the 

thermocouple on the palm of the moving hand.  Twenty minutes later, the left hand stopped 

moving, and the right hand began the same slow movement, continuing for 20 minutes and then 

stopping.  The left hand then repeated the same motion again for 10 minutes until the end of the 

test. 
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Figure 5.53  Hand skin temperatures in slow motion during hand cooling  

 

We observe: 

(1).  While the hands were being cooled, the palms were the warmest, and the fingers the 

coldest.  The temperatures of the backs of the hands were between those of the palms and fingers.  

The temperature difference between the palm and the finger was as great as 12°C at times. 

 

(2).   During period 1 when the left hand was moving, the temperature of the left hand 2nd 

finger stopped decreasing after two minutes of movement, but the 4th finger temperature stopped 

decreasing almost immediately.  The finger temperature differences between the two hands were 

very small before the left hand began moving.  After the left hand finished its first period of 

movement, the difference between the left and right hand fingers reached 1.1 °C.    

 

(3).  During period 2, the left hand ceased moving and the right hand began moving; left 

hand finger temperatures immediately started to decrease at this point, and the right hand finger 
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temperatures started to increase.  The right hand was strongly vasoconstricted when it began 

moving, and the slow movement greatly increased its finger temperatures;  we see an a greater 

rise in the beginning of period 2 than occurred in period 1.  A similar pattern is seen for palm 

temperatures; the right hand palm showed an increase during period 2 when the right hand began 

moving, but the left hand palm temperature did not increase during period 1 when the left hand 

was moving.  The left hand was not as cold when it began moving in period 1 as was the right 

hand when it began moving in period 2.  

 

(4).  The increase in period 3, when the left hand started its slow motion again and the 

right hand stopped moving, are more similar to those from period 2 than from period 1; the 

temperatures of the left hand fingers and palms began to increase.  

 

(5).  Hand movement did not influence skin temperature on the back of the hand.  There 

is very little muscle on the back of the hand, and the blood that causes the increase in finger and 

palm skin temperatures is presumably sent to the working muscles in the fingers and palms.   

    

 

5.7.2 Hand skin temperature recovery speed after local cooling 

 

Hand skin temperature recovery speed 

Hand skin temperature recovery speed strongly depends on the whole-body thermal state.  

When the whole body is warm, blood is actively pumped into a cold hand in order to release heat 

from the hand.  After the cooling is removed, the hand skin temperature quickly recovers to its 

original before-cooling.  When the whole body is cool, blood is not so actively pumped to the 

hand, so hand skin temperature recovers slowly.   
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This phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 5.54.  The skin temperature changes are 

presented for several body parts normalized form.  The thick gray line represents the hand skin 

temperature recovery process when the body is warm.  The room air temperature was at 31.5°C, 

and the subject’s overall sensation was between warm (+2) and hot (+3).  The supply cooling air 

was 18°C.  The thin gray line represent for a nearly neutral body.  The room air temperature was 

25°C.  The subject’s overall sensation was near neutral (0).  The supply cooling air was 23 °C, 

not as cold as the previous condition.   

 

 

Figure 5.54 Hand skin temperature recovery speed 

 

When the body was not warm (the thin gray line), after the hand cooling, the skin 

temperature did not recover to its original pre-cooling skin temperature after 30 minutes.  

However, when the body was warm (the thick gray line), after the removal of hand cooling, it 
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took only about five minutes for the hand to recover to close to its original skin temperature, 

although the supply cooling air was cooler (18°C) in this test than in the previous test (22°).   

 

The skin temperature recovery speeds for forehead and chest are included from different 

tests in order to compare them with the hand skin temperature recovery speeds.  For these two 

local cooling tests, the room air temperature was 28°C, and the local supply air temperature 23 

°C.  Subjects’ overall sensations was slightly warm (+1). 

 

In general, the forehead skin temperature had the fastest recovery speed because of the 

larger blood supply to the head.  We see that the hand skin temperature recovery speed from a 

warm body is as fast as the forehead skin temperature recovery speed.  The recovery speed from 

the hand is also faster than the chest, which normally has a relatively high recovery speed. 

 

Figure 5.55 shows a series of IR images taken after a hand cooling was removed to 

visualize the fast recovery process.  The test is the same one as presented by the thick gray line in 

Figure 5.54 – the hand cooling test in the warm environment.  In the test the left hand was cooled 

and the right hand wasn’t.  The first image (0 minutes) was taken right after the hand cooling was 

removed.  We see that the left hand skin temperature was basically recovered to be similar as that 

of the right hand in five minutes.   
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0 minute 

 
2 minutes 

 
5 minutes 

 

Figure 5.55  Recovery of hand skin temperature after local cooling  

 

The hand’s contribution to overall thermoregulation  

The subject’s thermal sensation votes have indicated that hand cooling does not have 

much impact on overall sensation (as described in the least influential group in section 5.5.1.2.2).  

Thus, because the blood vessels of the hand actively constrict and dilate without influencing 

overall thermal sensation, the hand is an ideal candidate to contribute to the body’ 

thermoregulation.  When the body is hot, the blood vessels of the hand are well dilated to permit 

heat to be released.  When the body is cold, the blood vessels of the hand are constricted.   

 

The blood vessels of the hand constrict rapidly, however, and, once the hand is cold, it no 

longer contributes to heat release.  So to employ the hand for maximum heat-release benefit,  we 

need to regulate its exposure to cold.   

 

Consider the following example:  When you are hot and place your hands in cold water at 

the beach, you feel an immediate release of heat stress.  But the cooling of the cold water quickly 

makes the hand cool and vasoconstricted.  After that, the function of losing heat cannot satisfied.  

From our test results shown above, we know that when the overall body is hot, hand skin 

temperature recovers very fast.  So when we are at the beach as described above, to maximize 
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heat removal, we should remove our hands from the cold water soon after the blood vessels of the 

hand constrict so that the warm body quickly pumps the heat to the cold hand in order to produce 

vasodilation and release heat.  Once the hand is warm again, we can reapply cooling to remove 

the heat.   

 

This might be a good strategy for car air conditioning; once conditioned air has cooled 

the hand so that the blood vessels are constricted and no longer release heat from the body, 

cooling of the hand should be avoided to allow the blood vessels of the hand to relax and dilate, at 

which point they could be cooled again to remove additional heat from the body.  This cooling-

recovery-cooling pattern will maximize the hand’s contribution to regulating heat loss.  Another 

advantage is that this process avoids activating pain receptors when strong constriction happens.   

Vehicle air conditioning could be designed to cool passengers’ hand following a pattern of 

application and removal in order to maximize the hand’s thermoregulation function.   

 

Craig Heller and Dennis Grahn have designed and built a glove-like device (Figure 5.56) 

that creates a vacuum to prevent constriction of blood vessels while the hand is cooled by a cold 

control surface.  The device is used by athletes to remove heat during exercise, heat being major 

reason for muscle fatigue.   

 

They put great effort into finding the right cooling temperature.  When the contact 

surface is too cold, the vacuum effect is not sufficient to keep the vessels dilated.  It is possible 

that the cooling-recovery-cooling pattern noted above for hands could be applied in Heller’s work 

to maximize heat removal from the body during exercise.  
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Figure 5.56  Low pressure device to help the heat loss from the hand (Department of Biological 
Science, Stanford University, 2002) 
 

5.7.3 Local skin temperature and its impact on heat loss 

The IR images in the subsections below show skin temperature distributions, which is 

relative within each image.  Because the intention of the images is to show the relationships 

among skin temperatures in different areas of the body,  the temperature ranges for these images 

have not been held constant . 

 

5.7.3.1 Face and forehead 

Figure 5.57 shows that the face, like all body parts, exhibits a greater variation in skin 

temperature when cold.  The nose and cheeks, (the “extremities” of the head) are the coldest (see 

Figure 5.57 Cold).  Therefore, in cold conditions, it is not necessary to cover the cheeks to save 

heat unless the temperature is so extreme that the pain receptors are activated (15°C skin 

temperature is considered the cold pain threshold).  The forehead is the warmest, so in cold 

temperatures, putting on a hat conserves energy. 

 

As people feel warmer, skin temperature variation decreases.  In neutral conditions, the 

face is quite uniform except for the cool nose, (Figure 5.57 Neutral).  In warm conditions, all 

areas of the face are warm, including the nose (Figure 5.57 Warm).  When people are very hot, 
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the cheek is warmer than the forehead because sweating occurs on the forehead and evaporation 

reduces the forehead skin temperature (Figure 5.57 Hot). (Note:  Each picture is on a different 

scale, so the gray levels are not comparable among images). 

 

 
Cold 

 
Neutral 

 
Warm 

 
Hot 

 

Figure 5.57  Head skin temperature distribution in different environments 

 

Forehead and neck rank first in terms of sweat production.  Randall (Randall 1946) found 

that the number of functional sweat glands on the forehead is about 20 times the number in the 

cheek.  The number of functional sweat gland in the cheek is very small, the smallest one of many 

other skin areas (see Table 7.3).  Because the cheek can be dilated and yet does not sweat much, 

the cheek is the warmest place on the head in warm conditions.   

 

5.7.3.2 Back of the head 

The photos in Figure 5.58 are of the same person in a warm environment and in a cold 

environment, respectively.  The warm-environment image shows that when a person is warm, his 

hair is also quite warm.  This subject is a 30-year-old Hispanic male with thick hair.  He appears 

bald in the IR image because his head is warm.  We can see the subject’s full hair in the cold 

image as well; when the subject is cold, the back of his head is not warm.  
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Warm 

 
Cold 

 

Figure 5.58  Back of head skin temperature in cold and warm environments 

 

These two images show that when a person is hot, he releases heat not only from the face, 

but also from the back of the head, even with substantial hair.  The entire head loses heat in order 

to keep the brain cool in warm conditions.  We know that to maintain brain function, about 15 

percent of a person’s blood is constantly being supplied to the head.  Because there is not much 

insulating tissue outside the skull, the head is usually warm.  However, from this example we see 

that when a person is cold, the temperature of the back of his head is not warm.  This may 

indicate that the head skin itself does dilate and constrict according to the body’s 

thermoregulation needs.   

 

5.7.3.3 Neck 

The neck has the highest skin temperature of any body part when a person is cold.  In the  

IR images taken in a cold environment the warm neck is very noticeable, like a bright belt 

(Figures 5.55). This justifies turning up jacket collars or putting on a scarf in cold weather.  
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(Zipping up the collar of a jacket also restricts the pumping effect of the air through the opening 

of the collar, which removes heat from the larger torso area).   

 

    

 

Figure 5.59  Neck skin temperature in cold environment 

 

 

5.7.3.4 Lower arm and upper arm 

When people are hot, the blood vessels of their outer extremities are dilated.  Often the 

lower arm skin temperature is higher than the upper arm skin  temperature (for the lateral side of 

the arm where we recorded arm skin temperature measurements).   Figure 5.60 Warm shows this 

temperature pattern.  We also see this phenomenon in Table 5.3, which gives skin temperature 

distributions in warm environments.  Part of the reason for this difference of temperature between 

the upper and lower arm is that there is more muscle and fat in the upper arm, so it is more 

insulated.  This explains why it is effective to roll up one’s sleeves to expose the lower arm to 

release heat when a person is warm.  There are more sweating glands in forearm than the upper 

arm as well (Table 7.2, Kuno 1956, Table 7.3, Randall 1946).   
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Warm 

 
Neutral 

 
Cold 

 
Figure 5.60  Upper and lower arm skin temperature in different environments 

 

However, the skin temperature difference between upper and lower arm is not the same 

when people are cold and the blood vessels of the arm are constricted (see Figure 5.60 Cold).  In 

this situation, the lower arm skin temperature is lower than that of the upper arm.  The 

temperature of the most distal extremity, finger, is the coldest under these conditions.   

 

Under neutral conditions, the temperatures of the hand, lower arm, and upper arm are not 

significantly different.  Figure 5.60 Neutral shows upper arm slightly warmer than the lower arm 

in neutral conditions, and Table 5.1 shows that the upper arm  (34.2°C) is slightly cooler than the 

lower arm (0.4°C) in neutral conditions. 

 

5.7.3.5 Hand  

The hand is probably the most active body part in responding to the body’s 

thermoregulation requirements.  In warm conditions, the hand is fully vasodilated (Figure 5.61 

Warm 1, 2 & 3), and the fingertips are the warmest areas of the hand  (Figure 5.61 Warm 1).  

However, the hand is also very sensitive to cooling.  When the body feels slightly cool, the blood 

vessels of the hand constrict.  A hand whose blood vessels are well constricted has a skin 
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temperature variation in the range of 8 °C (Figure 5.61 Cold).  When the hand is cold, it ceases to 

lose much heat. 

 

 
 
 
Warm 1 

 
 
Warm 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Warm 3 

 
 
Cold 

 

Figure 5.61  Hand skin temperature in warm and cold environments 

 

The hand is very sensitive to the body’s overall thermal state.  Figure 5.62 shows an 

example from a whole-body step-change test.  The photograph was taken a few minutes after the 

subject moved from a warm environment (30°C) to a slightly cool (22.6 °C) environment.  

Although the rest of the upper body temperature has not changed much yet, the blood vessels of 

the hand are already well constricted.   
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Figure 5.62  Skin temperatures a few minutes after moving from a warm to a slightly cool 
environment (18105) 
 

For more information about hand and finger skin temperatures and the effect of hand 

motion on hand temperature, please see section 5.7.1.2.   

 

5.7.3.6 Whole body, legs, and feet  

In general, the upper extremities are warmer than the lower extremities.  We see this in 

images shown in Figure 5.63 which show warm, neutral, and cool bodies, and in the skin 

temperature distributions presented in Table 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4 for neutral, cold, and warm 

environments.  Normally, the toes are the coldest area of the lower extremities. 
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warm (scale: 30.5–35.4 C) 
 

neutral (scale: 24.5–34.5 C) 
 

cool (scale: 35.6– 35.6 C) 
 
Figure 5.63  Whole body skin temperature distributions in warm, neutral, and cool environment 

 

During our tests, the subjects sat in a chamber similar to a normal office and used a 

computer in a manner similar to normal office activity.  Therefore, the subjects’ responses are 

likely to be similar to the responses of people in an office environment. Our results suggest that 

people in office settings are, in general, likely to have colder lower extremities.  This could be 

caused by 1. the stratification of air temperatures in a space, and 2. the absence of activity 

involving the legs and feet during typical office activities. 

 

The distributions of leg and foot temperatures in a cool environment (20°C) are shown in 

Figure 5.64, which shows that in a cool environment, the feet are much colder than the legs, and 

the toes are the coldest (more than 10°C lower than the leg). 
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Figure 5.64  Leg (scale 19 – 29°C) and foot (scale 14 – 24 °C) skin temperature distribution in 
cool environment 

 

The time that we saw warmer toes than feet, warmer feet than legs, is after a subject took 

a warm bath.  The phenomenon is similar to a warm fingertips when people are warm (Figure 

5.57 Warm 1).  At these times the toes and fingers are well dilated and their temperatures are the 

warmest.   In the same way, the feet and hands are warmer than the legs and arms, respectively.  

 

5.8 Overall summary of test results  

The following 11 points summarized the main findings of all the tests. 

 

1. In stable environments, local sensation is well correlated with local skin 

temperature.  Most of the correlations are between 0.6 and 0.8 (Table 5.4). 

 

2. Local skin temperature, rate of its change, and local sensation in transient 

environments:  In transient environments, the correlations between local skin temperature and 

local sensation are reduces to around 0.5 (Table 5.7).  The correlation between derivative of local 

skin temperature and local sensation is high, around 0.5 (Table 5.8). 
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3. Three body groups:  The body parts can be grouped into three groups in terms of 

the influence on the overall sensation, the most influential group (dominant group, chest, back, 

and pelvis), the least influential group (hand and foot), and the moderately influential group 

(head, face, neck, breathing zone, upper and lower arms, thigh, lower leg).  The differences 

between the three groups are statistically significant.  For sensation, the significant level is at 

p<0.005 (Table 5.5).  For comfort, the significant level is better than p<0.05 (Table 5.6). 

 

 

If one wears a shirt in cold weather, no matter how warm the gloves he wears, one would 

still feel cold.  Conversely, if one puts on a warm jacket, one would feel fine even without any 

gloves.  Kayaking in a cold weather, one wears a warm jacket and shorts.  Yet one feels perfectly 

fine.  There is a Chinese saying:  if the chest and back are warm, the whole body is warm.  Those 

areas hold the high priority in keeping the whole body thermally comfortable.  Certain body parts, 

the least influential body parts, do not influence the overall body sensation. 

 

Just as the primary functions of hand and foot are different, the three groups of the body 

parts serve their own thermal purposes. 

 

The local sensation from the dominant group directly impacts the overall thermal 

sensation.  Those segments’ skin temperatures change relatively little while their changes invoke 

the overall sensation change.  Therefore, their heat loss is relatively constant.  The main function 

of those segments seems to be ‘sensing’ the thermal sensation, not for adjusting the heat loss.  It 

is important to keep these segments thermally comfortable.   

 

The opposite of the dominant group is the least influential group, or heat loss group.  The 

skin temperature fluctuates greatly in order to satisfy the thermoregulation needs.  The large skin 
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temperature variation allows the segments to adjust the heat loss.  In many animals, such as bears, 

paws are the primary body parts through which heat is lost in addition to the effects of 

evaporative cooling through the tongue and breathing or panting.  Like them, the human hands 

and feet are also major places to lose heat when the body is hot because they can be well dilated.  

However, when the body is cold, they constrict and will not lose heat any more.  Another 

important feature about hands and feet is that their thermal sensation changes dramatically with 

the dilation and constriction, however, their sensations do not contribute to the overall sensation 

much, unless severe local uncomfortable feeling occurs.  These two features make the group an 

ideal place for thermoregulation.   

 

All the parts in the head region belong to the middle group, which produce significant 

impacts on overall sensation, but are not as sensitive as the segments in the dominant group 

which are very sensitive to cooling.  In fact head segments are very happy with cooling.  In 

general human prefers a cool brain (cool head).  In severe a hot environment or during exercise, 

the brain applies a selective brain cooling function (Cabanac 1995, Cabanac 1998).  In serving 

thermoregulation purpose, head segments are far less constricted than the hands and feet so the 

entire head acts as a heat sink.  It drains the heat from the body.     

 

The groups reflect the fact that thermal sensitivity for different body parts are different 

and that the impact from different segments to the overall sensation is also different.  The highly 

influential group will have higher weighting factors in the whole body integration model.  The 

least group will have smaller weighting factors.  We will see the regression results in the overall 

sensation model (Chapter 6). 
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4.  Core temperature responses 

Summarizing what we saw about core responses in different test conditions, we reached 

these findings. 

a) In neutral conditions, the core temperature is very stable.  The fluctuation is within 0.1 °C. 

b) In warm environments, when applying local cooling, the core temperature responds with 

an immediate increase. 

c) In cold environments, when applying local heating, the core temperature responds with a 

decrease. The magnitude of decrease is smaller than the increase that happens with local 

cooling. 

d) In cold environments, when applying cooling, the core temperature becomes very active.  

It fluctuates up to 0.8 °C. 

e) Core temperature can maintain itself without dropping during a two-hour period of 

exposure to a cold (15.6 °C) environment.  The subjective sensation was between cold     

(–3) and very cold (–4).   

 

These five observations point out two general features of core temperature: 1) core 

temperature tries to maintain its set point and 2)  core temperature is more cold- protective than 

warm-protective.  The measured core temperatures provide rich and precise information.  This 

information will be used to establish more relations about thermoregulation responses in the 

future. 

 

5. Stronger response to cooling than heating 

Our body responds to cooling much more strongly than heating.  Evidence includes: 

sensation overshooting to cooling, but not to heating; discomfort due to local cooling applied to a 

warm body, but no discomfort due to local heating of a cold body in our test range except for 

breathing heating; the overall sensation lowered the same level as the local sensation by cooling 
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of dominant segments, but much less than the local sensation by local heating; much more active 

core temperature responses to cooling than to heating. 

 

The results of sensation responding to cooling more strongly than to heating is also well 

explained by the features of the thermoreceptors.  We know that the number of cold 

thermoreceptors is much larger than the warm thermoreceptors, and the depth of the cold 

thermoreceptors is closer to the surface of the skin than the warm thermoreceptors.  Those 

features contribute the stronger response to cooling than to heating. 

 

Richard de Dear tested human thermal sensation during step-changes in ambient 

temperature.  Immediate sensations that were reported in a suddenly warmer temperature closely 

resembled the later steady-state response to the new environment, while initial subjective 

reactions to temperature down-steps were typically twice the magnitude of their up-step 

counterparts (de Dear, Ring et al. 1993).  This heightened subjective sensitivity to temperature 

down-steps also demonstrates the more sensitive response to cooling.  

 

Candas (Candas 2002) tested human subject transient exposures from neutral to both 

PMV = +1.5 and PMV = -1.5.  The responses and his model predictions show that the discomfort 

is much higher resulting from cooling transients compared to warming transients. 

 

6. Sensation, comfort, and thermoreceptors in transient conditions 

When applying and removing local cooling/heating stimuli, the skin temperature changes 

gradually.  However, most of the sensation and comfort votes show a large sudden change.  That 

indicates the dynamic signal (proportional to the derivative of the skin temperature) plays a large 

role in the transient thermal exposures.  The derivative of skin temperature is the largest at the 

outset of thermal stimuli.  
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In the Chapter 2 (Background), we stated that the source of sensation comes from the 

thermoreceptors and thermoreceptors show the static and dynamic features.  The dynamic signal 

is much larger (10 – 50 times) than the static signal during transient.  The voting behavior shown 

in transient conditions is well explained by these characteristics of the thermoreceptors.   

 

7. Kuno effect  

Under neutral condition, people’s comfort votes rarely reached above 2 (comfortable).  

The very comfortable votes ( 3 or 4) mostly happened during the local cooling removal (heat 

stress removal).  This finding matches the findings by Cabanac, Mower, Issing, and Attia.  This 

finding also serves the base for the proposal of the saddle local comfort model (Chapter 6). 

 

8.  Preference breathing cooling  

Our human subjects show a preference for breathing cooling and uncomfortable feeling 

toward breathing heating.   

 

This is also directly beneficial to the brain cooling.  In general, no matter what 

temperature the air breathed in, the exhaled air is saturated and at the body temperature.  The heat 

exchange by breathing is caused mainly by evaporation.  So when people are happy breathing 

cool air, part of the reason is that the humidity is low in the cool air.  The humidity might be an 

even more important factor for breathing than the air temperature, which was not examined in our 

tests. 

 

9.     Hand motion increases finger skin temperature significantly in cold environment 

Comparing the relatively freer left hand keyboard motion to clicking a computer mouse 

with the right hand, the left hand finger temperature can be 3°C warmer than the right hand finger 
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in a cold environment.  The extra motion increases blood circulation, which enhances skin 

temperature.  This phenomenon indirectly explains why in an office environment people’s feet 

tend to feel cool.  Besides possible air temperature stratification, non-moving feet is also part of 

the reason. 

 

10.   Subjective perception repeatability 

A few repeat tests for local cooling show that the subjects’ thermal sensation and comfort 

votes repeat very well. 

 

11.  Cooling/heating of extremities on one side has no influence on those on the other 

side 

Since a human being is symmetrically produced with extremities, we tested whether 

cooling/heating the extremity on one side would influence the extremity on the other side.  We 

found that there is no influence on extremity skin temperature, as well as the sensation and 

comfort. 

 

5.9 Database 

A database is has been developed which includes skin temperature, derivative of skin 

temperature, core temperature, derivative of core temperature, sensation and comfort for 19 body 

parts and the overall whole body.  The database allows us easily subtract datasets in order to carry 

out the regressions analysis to develop models.  The detailed description of the database in 

provided in Appendix 5.1. 
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6. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

 

Based primarily on the data gathered from our 109 experiments with human subjects in 

the U.C. Berkeley environmental chamber, we developed four models to predict local and overall 

thermal sensation and comfort in asymmetrical, transient conditions:  

 

1) A local sensation model for each of 19 body parts (head, face, neck, breathing 

zone, chest, back, pelvis, left and right upper arms, left and right lower arms, left 

and right hands, left and right thighs, left and right lower legs, left and right feet),  

2) A local comfort model for each of 19 body parts,  

3) An overall thermal sensation model  

4) An overall thermal comfort model  

 

As described in Chapter 4 (Methods), we measured skin temperature at 28 locations and 

core temperature during each test.  We asked sensation and comfort questions for 19 local body 

parts and for the overall whole body.  This Chapter describes how we correlate the human 

subjective sensation and comfort votes with the skin and core temperature measurements and 

develop the models by regression analysis. 

 

The modeling approach is to predict sensation and comfort based on the skin and core 

temperatures and their rates of changes.  In the Chapter 2 (Background) we stated that people 

sense warm and cold only through thermoreceptors (Blix 1884, Goldscheider 1884, Dallenback 

1927).  The thermoreceptors sense the temperatures of their surrounding tissue and send signals.  

When discussing about thermal sensation, McIntyre (MyIntyre 1980) said, “a person cannot 

actually sense air temperature directly.  All he can sense is the temperature of his own nerve 
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endings, which are situated below the surface of the skin.  It must be possible, therefore, to 

predict a person’s sensation of warmth and comfort entirely from a knowledge of his physical 

state…mean skin and deep body temperature”.  As described in the Background (Chapter 2), 

there are other models which link the sensation with the skin, core temperatures, and the 

derivative of the skin temperature (Fiala 1998, Ring and de Dear 1991, Taniguchi, Aoki et al. 

1992).  Based on these studies, we hypothesize that it is possible to correlate the subjective 

perceptions with the skin and core temperatures.   

 

In our models, the local sensation is the function of local skin and the mean skin or the 

core temperatures.  From the experimental data (Chapter 5), we know that sensation and comfort 

are closely correlated.  Our local comfort model is a function of local and the whole-body 

sensations.  So comfort is indirectly linked with the skin and core temperatures.   

 

6.1 Brief overview of the models 

The four models are based on the physiological and subjective parameters measured in 

our tests: skin and core temperature and their rates of change, and perceptions of local and overall 

sensation and comfort.  The local sensation and comfort models were developed based on the data 

from our experiments as well as data from the literature;  from the patterns observed in these data, 

we proposed rational mathematical models and then performed regression analysis of the 

subjective parameters as a function of the physiological parameters. 

 

For development of the model for local sensation, we first modeled local thermal 

sensation under stable conditions and then, based on these results, added transient data to develop 

the model for predicting local thermal sensation under transient conditions. 
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Based on the local and overall whole body sensation and comfort votes of the human 

subject tests, we performed regression analyses to arrive at the integration (overall sensation and 

comfort) models.  The integration models were developed based on the patterns observed in our 

data only as there is very little information in the literature on this topic.  

 

 

The flow chart in Figure 6.1 shows the models that were developed and the their 

relationship.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.1  A flow chart to show models developed and their relationships   
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The models were validated using data from Delphi Wind Tunnel tests.  The Delphi tests 

cover extreme test conditions (Chapter 4 Method), and the asymmetries and transients are higher 

than a normal building environment.  Good validation results would give one confidence that the 

models can be applied to the less extreme environmental conditions found in buildings – such as 

perimeter zones affected solar radiation and air movement from windows. 

 

Each of the models uses a different form of mathematical equation.  The local sensation 

model is based on a logistic linear function, the local comfort model on a “saddle” shaped 

function, and the overall sensation model on a sunburst-shaped weighting factor equation; the 

overall comfort model is rule-based.  We will first give an overview of these four models.  The 

details of the mathematical concepts underlying each model are given in section 6.3 and after. 

 

Our approach was to propose rational models and then apply regression analysis to the 

experimental data to obtain the model coefficients.  By carefully choosing rational models, our 

hope is that as more data becomes available in the future, we can improve the coefficients without 

changing the basic form of the models.  Another advantage is that a rational model with a 

relatively simple mathematical form makes it easier to understand the relationships between 

various body temperatures and comfort.   

 

Although it is not the focus of this study, we did find that an adaptation model to adjust 

the set points of local body skin temperature is necessary.  Based on the literature we proposed a 

model, which is presented in section 6.2.1.6.  We did regression analysis based on our 

experimental data and obtained the coefficients for the models of each body part.  Because this is 

not the main focus, we put the regression results in Appendix 6.1.  As more data available in the 

future, the regression coefficients can be modified. 
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This section describes the logic of the models; details of their development follow in 

subsequent sections. 

 

6.1.1 Local thermal sensation model 

Local thermal sensation is well represented by a logistic function of local skin 

temperature (Figure 6.2).  As the local skin temperature gets further away from the local skin 

temperature set point, the sensation reaches the sensation scale limits (+4 and –4). 

 

Figure 6.2  Logistic local sensation model 

 

The rate of reaching the limit on the warm side is greater than on the cold side because 

the range of skin temperature change on the warm side is much smaller.  Therefore, the slope of 

the logistic curve is asymmetrical, steeper on the warm side and more gradual on the cold side 

(Figure 6.3). 
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Figure 6.3  Asymmetrical logistic model  

 

Local sensation is influenced by the overall body thermal state.  If a local part is warmer 

than the rest of the body, its local sensation will be relatively warmer than it would be (for the 

same local skin temperature) if the rest of the body were warmer.  This is a feature associated 

with the asymmetry of local thermal sensations, that is when the local sensation is different from 

the overall sensation.  In our model, local sensation is influenced by the difference between local 

and overall sensation.   

 

Figure 6.4  Overall body thermal state impact on local sensation 
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In Figure 6.4, both Si,1 and Si,2 represent the I segment sensation.  With the same local 

skin temperature, a neutral body has a higher local sensation, Si,1; warmer whole body feels a 

colder local sensation, Si,2. 

 

The final model of local thermal sensation in a static, asymmetrical environment is 

presented as a group of contours representing overall body thermal states (Figure 6.5).  The local 

sensation is a function of local skin temperature and a parameter representing overall body 

thermal status – either core temperature or mean skin temperature.  This effect can be explained 

by the adaptation in skin temperature.  When the whole body is cooler, the local skin temperature 

must be relatively cooler to have a neutral (zero) sensation.     

 

Figure 6.5 Static local sensation model 

 

The foregoing applies to steady state conditions.  A transient term is added to predict 

local thermal sensation in transient conditions.  An example from our experiment is shown in 

Figure 6.6.  Instead of following the logistic curve which represents the sensation under stable 

condition, the votes (diamonds) jump significantly upon the cooling application and its removal.  

This jump is caused by the activation of thermal receptors which send strong signals when the 

body experiences a sudden temperature change.  It explains the sudden warm feeling that occurs 
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when people enter a warm room, before either body core and skin temperature have raised to a 

steady-state level.  The transient term is a function of the rate of change of the skin temperature.  

The faster the skin temperature changes, the stronger the transient thermal sensation is.   

 

Figure 6.6  Dynamic local sensation model 

 

6.1.2 Local thermal comfort model 

The hotter or colder people are, the more uncomfortable they feel.  This relationship is 

illustrated in Figure 6.7  
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Figure 6.7 Local sensation and local comfort linear model 

 

Mower (1976) demonstrated that during hyperthermia or hypothermia, cold or warm 

stimuli (respectively) to the hand were experienced as very pleasant (Figure 6.8).  In neutral 

conditions, the stimuli were never been perceived as very pleasant.  Two important things were 

demonstrated.  First, the sensation at which the maximum comfort occurs shifts to the left or right 

based on the overall body thermal state.  In other words, when the internal temperature is high or 

the whole body is warm, the cold or cool stimuli are perceived as pleasant; when the whole body 

is cold, the warm stimuli are perceived as pleasant.  Second, the magnitude of the comfort is 

higher when the thermal stimuli remove the heat stress or relief the discomfort.  Both Kuno and 

Cabanac (Kuno 1995; Cabanac, Guillaume et al. 2002) believe that it is the reduction or removal 

of stress that creates pleasure.  Great pleasant occurs when discomfort disappears.   
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Figure 6.8 Hand sensation and comfort when whole body is hypothermia, neutral, and 
hyperthermia (Mower 1976) 

 

We interpret the “pleasant” in Mower’s figure the same as “comfort”.  Cabanac (1969) 

refers the same pleasant scale used in his study as the “thermal comfort”. 

 

Our proposed model is shown in Figure 6.9.  The magnitude of maximum comfort 

increases when overall thermal status is warm or cold.  
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Figure 6.9  Shifts at maximum comfort due to overall sensation 

 

Some body parts experience relatively different levels of maximum comfort by local 

cooling or heating when the whole body is warm or cold.  For example, breathing cool air is very 

pleasant when the body is hot, while in general people do not like to breathe warm air even when 

the body is cool.  This creates an asymmetric shift to the left or right (Figure 6.10).  In Figure 

6.10, we see different maximum comfort levels when the middle curve moves towards warm and 

cold overall sensation, as well as the unequal shifts at which the maximum comfort happens.   
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Figure 6.10  Asymmetrical shifts and maximum comfort 

 

The local comfort is a function of both local sensation and overall sensation.  The final 

local comfort model is represented as a group of curves representing overall whole body thermal 

state.  When the overall body is warm, a cool local sensation is perceived as more comfortable 

than if the overall body was neutral or cool.  When the overall body is cool, a warm local 

sensation is perceived as more comfortable than if the overall body was neutral or warm.   

 
Figure 6.11  Local thermal comfort model 
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6.1.3 Overall thermal sensation model 

Overall sensation is modeled as a weighted average of the local sensation.  The following 

three considerations are the basis when developing the overall sensation model. 

 

1) For some body parts (e.g. chest, back), the weights are larger than for other body parts 

(e.g. hand, foot).  This could be due to segment size or sensitivity.     

 

2) For one segment, the weightings for the warm side (local sensation (Sl) – mean sensation 

(Smean) >=  0) and for cold side ( Sl – Smean < =0) are not necessarily equal.  Smean is a 

simple average of all segments.  One segment may be more important to determine cold 

sensation than warm sensation.   

 

3) The weight for any one body part is a function of difference between the local sensation 

and the overall sensation.  This assigns larger weights to the local sensation when local 

sensation is opposite to or further away from the sensations of the rest of the body (e.g. a 

cold hand contrasted to a warm body).  This relationship shows the importance of local 

asymmetry. 

 

Summarizing above features, the model is presented in Figure 6.12. 
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Figure 6.12  Overall sensation model  

 

Figure 6.12 reflects the three features of the overall model.  One segment (back) is 

more dominant than the others.  As the difference between local sensation and the mean 

sensation of the body increases, the weighting becomes larger.  The weighting for some body 

parts (e.g., face) is different on the warm and cold sides.   

 

Overall sensation as a weighted average of the above weights and the local sensations. 
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6.1.4 Overall thermal comfort model  

Overall comfort is determined from local segment comfort and is a complaint-driven 

model.  It is best derived by a set of rules.  These rules show that discomfort has a decisive impact 

on the overall comfort.   

 

Rule 1: Overall comfort is the average of the two minimum local comfort votes unless Rule 

2 applies. 

 

Rule 2: If the following criteria are met: 

• the second lowest local comfort vote is >–2.5 

• the subject has some control over his/her thermal environment 

or the thermal conditions are transient 

then overall comfort is the average of the two minimum votes and the maximum 

comfort vote. 

 

Note: if both hands or both feet comprise the two most uncomfortable body parts, ignore the 

second lowest hand or foot comfort value, and use the third lowest local comfort vote as the 

second lowest vote in Rule 1 and Rule 2. 

 

This model can be considered as a Boolean weighted model.  It assigns weights of 0 or 1 

to the local comfort and calculates the average. 

 

The following subsections describe the development of the models in detail. 
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6.2 Local thermal sensation model 

 

 

6.2.1 Static local sensation model  

6.2.1.1 Logistic function  

 

Our bodies generate heat by a variety of metabolic mechanisms, fueled by food and 

drink.  The body dissipates approximately 85 percent of its heat through the skin and the rest by 

respiration and excretion under normal environmental conditions (e.g., when not extremely hot or 

performing vigorous exercise).  Therefore, skin is the principal organ for dissipating heat.   

 

Within certain limits when skin temperature is not very low or very high, the correlation 

between skin temperature and thermal sensation is close to linear.  Figure 6.13 shows that overall 

sensation is roughly a linear function of mean skin temperature between 29 and 34°C ( 

transcribed from a figure by McIntyre (McIntyre 1980) using data from Gagge (Gagge, Stolwijk 

et al. 1967)).  As skin temperature moves above or below that, the linear relationship disappears, 

and thermal sensation starts to level off.   
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Figure 6.13  Relationships between sensation and skin temperature (Gagge, Stolwijk et al. 1967)  

 

Fiala (Fiala 2002) developed a physiological model to predict mean skin temperature and 

used data from early thermal sensation studies carried out by Nevins (Nevins, Rohles et al. 1966), 

McNall (McNall et al. 1967), Gagge (Gagge et al.1969), and Rohles (Rohles 1970).  The 

relationship between Fiala’s predicted mean skin temperature and subjective sensation votes that 

he gathered from the literature is shown in Figure 6.14.  The relationship is linear when the mean 

skin temperature is between 3°C below and 1°C above its set point, but beyond those points, the 

relationship approaches the scale limits exponentially.  The set point of the mean skin 

temperature is the value when sensation is neutral (zero in the thermal sensation vote).   
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Figure 6.14  Skin temperature vs. sensation (Fiala 2002) 

 

To cover the entire range of skin temperature change, including the extremes, we propose 

that local sensation is a logistic function of local skin temperature, presented as the difference 

between the local skin temperature and its set point.  The set point for a body part is the local skin 

temperature when the sensation of that body part feels neutral (local sensation is zero).  The 

logistic function is presented in Eq. (6.2).  It exhibits the features shown in Figure 6.15.  It shows 

a linear relationship in the middle but levels off when skin temperature goes high or low.   

 

)
e )T(TC ,setskin,localskin,local

1
1

2
( 4Sensation Local

1
−

+
=

−−
    Eq. (6.2) 

 
 

In this equation, the number “4” defines the sensation range, from very cold (-4) to very 

hot (+4).  When local skin temperature (
localskin,

T ) is much lower than its set point ( set  local,  skin,T ), the 

exponential term )(1 ,,, setlocalskinlocalskin TTCe −− is large and the term 
)(1 ,,,1

2
setlocalskinlocalskin TTCe −−+

 approaches 
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zero.  Therefore, the local sensation approaches its lower limit of –4 (very cold).  When the skin 

temperature is much higher than its set point, the exponential term )(1 ,,, setlocalskinlocalskin TTCe −−  is close 

to zero and the term 
)(1 ,,,1

2
setlocalskinlocalskin TTCe −−+

 approaches a value of 2.  The corresponding local 

sensation approaches its high limit, +4 (very hot).  The term -

)(1 ,,, setlocalskinlocalskin TTC − determines the slope of the logistic function.  When C1 has a larger 

value, the logistic curve is steeper.  The coefficient C1 is different for different body parts.  For 

some body parts (such as chest and back), a small skin temperature decrease induces a large 

cooling sensation, so the slope is steep, and C1 has a large value.  For body parts like the hand, 

the skin temperature change range is quite large, and the slope is therefore much more gradual, so 

C1 is smaller.  Figure 6.15 shows the logistic curves for C1 as 1 and 0.5.   

  

Figure 6.15  Slope and upper and lower limits of  logistic functions 
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6.2.1.2 Impact of whole-body thermal state on local thermal sensation 

6.2.1.2.1 Experimental observations 

Local sensation is influenced not only by local skin temperature but also by overall 

thermal state.  In our tests, we found that a body part with the same local skin temperature feels 

relatively warmer when the rest of the body is colder and colder when the rest of the body is 

warmer.  Figure 6.16  shows examples of this phenomenon.  The solid circles in the graphs are 

from cold-conditions tests when room air temperature is between 14 and 20°C.;  the whole body 

is cold in these tests.  The open triangles are data from warm-conditions tests when the room air 

temperature is between 28 and 32°C; the whole body is warm in these tests.   

 

Except for hands and feet, we see a clear separation of local sensation in relation to warm 

or cold whole-body thermal states.  For body parts with the same skin temperature, local 

sensation is much warmer during the cold tests when the whole body is cold and much colder 

during the warm tests when the whole body is warm.   

 

The trend when Tlocal – Tlocal,set >0 is unclear.  Because our project prioritized cooling 

tests, we performed only a few local heating tests when the body was cold.  Therefore, the 

number of solid circles on the warm side of the figure is very small.  The open triangles on the 

warm side represent data gathered during removal of  local cooling, which do not show a clear 

pattern.  When Tlocal – Tlocal,set < 0, we see a gradual change in local sensation as skin temperature 

gets colder.   

 

As described in Chapter 5.3, we consider that subjects’ votes and physiological data had 

stabilized by the end of one local cooling/heating application and these data are used in this 

section to develop the stable condition local sensation model.   
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Figure 6.16  Local sensation feels warmer when the whole body is colder with same local skin 
temperature 
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This phenomenon is more evident in the head region and trunk regions and less evident in 

the extremities.  The differences result in different regression coefficients for different body 

segments.   

 

6.2.1.2.2 Experimental observations by other researchers 

The observations showing local sensation modified by the relative difference between 

local and overall sensation can be explained in the following way as well:  a local thermal 

stimulus usually produces a local reaction.  That is, if you put your left hand in cold water, it will 

vasoconstrict more than your right hand and feel cold.  However, this effect is modified by the 

temperature of the rest of the body.  A person in a warm environment shows little constriction 

when putting a hand in cold water and therefore feels less cold.  Conversely, a cold person putting 

his hand in warm water does not show an increase in blood flow to the hand (Bader and Mead 

1949), (Hellon 1963), (Rapaport, Fetcher et al. 1949) and therefore feels less warm.  In order to 

cool the hand to a given low temperature when the subject is in a warm environment, a colder 

stimulus has to be applied than would be necessary in a neutral or cool environment.  As a result, 

the hand will feel colder when cooled in the warm environment.  Similarly, to raise the hand skin 

temperature to a given level  in a cool environment, a warmer stimulus has to be applied than 

would be necessary in a warm environment.  This strong heating makes the hand feel warmer 

than it would in a warm environment. 

 

Figures 6.17 (Hildebrandt, Engel et al. 1981, Issing and Hensel, unpublished, from 

Hensel 1982) support our observations shown in Figure 6.16, that local sensation feels warmer 

when the whole body is cold, colder when the whole body is warmer, with the same local skin 

temperature.  The air temperature in the figures represents the overall body thermal state; that is, 

high air temperature indicates a warm overall state and low air temperature indicates a cold 
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overall state.  The horizontal axis is the thermode temperature, which represents local skin 

temperature.  In these figures, we see that when the air is cold, 12°C or 15°C, local thermal 

sensation is warmer compared to local thermal sensation at the same local skin temperature when 

the air is hot (40°C or 45°C).  The two figures also show that within a certain local skin 

temperature range, local sensation and skin temperature exhibit a nearly linear relationship.  The 

linear relationship seems covering larger local skin temperature ranges in these examples, which 

may be caused by the area of a thermode, which is much smaller than a whole local body part. 

 
(Hildebrandt, Engel et al. 1981) 

 

 

From K. Issing and H. Hensel, 
unpublished, copied from (Hensel 
1982) 

 
Figure 6.17  Whole body thermal state modifications on local sensation (horizontal axis is the 
thermode temperature, which represents local skin temperature) 
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6.2.1.2.3 Mathematical description 

From the above analysis, we see that local sensation can be represented by a logistic 

function, but modified by the overall thermal state.  Eq. (6.1) presents the logistic mathematical 

description.  Now we need to incorporate a modification term representing the whole body 

thermal state into Eq. (6.2).  The whole body thermal state can be presented by either ( skinT –

setskin,T ) or (Tcore – Tcore,set).  skinT  is the mean skin temperature.  Tcore is the body core 

temperature.  In our study, we used mean skin temperature, ( skinT  – setskin,T ), to represent the 

whole body thermal state.  In section 6.2.5 we will explain why we chose the mean skin 

temperature instead of the core temperature to represent the whole body thermal state. 

  

Since the exponent in Eq. (6.2), - )(1 ,,, setlocalskinlocalskin TTC − , controls the slope of the 

logistic function, we need to incorporate the whole body thermal state into this part of the 

equation.  From our own test data and the literature, we know that for a given local skin 

temperature, as the overall body is cooler the local sensation is warmer.  The comparison 

between the local and the whole body thermal states is described as (Tskin,local – Tskin,local,set) – 

( skinT – setskin,T ).  Therefore, we can add a modification term –K1[(T skin,local – Tskin,local,set) – 

( skinT  – setskin,T )] into the exponent section, - )(1 ,,, setlocalskinlocalskin TTC − , to account for the 

modification from the whole body.   

Our proposed model is, 

 

[ ] )1
1

2
( 4Sensation Local

)()(1)(1static
  , , , , , , ,

−
+

=
−−−−−− setskinskinsetlocalskinlocalskinsetlocalskinlocalskin TTTTKTTCe

&&&  

          Eq. (6.3) 
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where term –K1[(Tskin,local – Tskin,local,set) – ( skinT  – set skin,T )] (alternatively written as –

K1[(Tskin,local – skinT ) – (Tskin,local,set – set skin,T )])  represents the modifying effect of whole-body 

thermal status on local sensation.  The difference between local and overall sensation is 

represented by the difference between local and mean skin temperatures.  The difference between 

the local skin and mean skin set points, (Tskin,local,set – set skin,T ), provides a reference.  When the 

difference between local and mean skin temperatures equals the difference of their set points, 

then the contribution from whole-body thermal sensation is zero.   

 

The entire modification  -K1[(T skin,local – Tskin,local,set) – ( skinT – set skin,T )] is based on the 

relative difference between local and overall sensation.  The bigger the value, the larger the 

impact of this difference on local sensation, and the further away of the curve from the base curve 

(T skin,local – skinT  = Tskin,local,set – set skin,T ).  The coefficient K1 is different for different body parts.  

For the same body part, it is also different for Tskin,local – Tskin,local,set <= 0 and Tskin,local – Tskin,local,set 

>= 0, the cold and the warm sides.  The different K1 values for cold (left) and warm (right) sides 

are responsible for the different degrees of steepness on the two sides as seen in Table 6.1.  The 

base-curve is represented by a thick gray line in the figures shown in the table. 

 

Although we did not use core temperature, we did develop a model to predict core 

temperature as a function of time of day and gender (see Appendix 6.2). 

 

6.2.1.3  Regression results 

The regression results for local sensation (13 body parts, left and right extremities are not 

distinguished) in a stable asymmetrical thermal environment are shown in Table 6.1.  The 

coefficients (C1 and K1) are listed separately for local skin temperature when it is higher or lower 
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than its set point.  The right figure represents the subjects’ actual votes (horizontal) vs. the 

model’s predictions (vertical).  The ideal prediction should follow a 45°C line.  The square of the 

correlation, R2, is presented in the last column.  

 

The regressions were performed after adjusting for the subjects’ adaptive set points using 

the model as described in Appendix 6.1.  Larger adjustments are made for the cold tests when the 

body has adapted to a cold skin temperature.   
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Table 6.1.  Regression coefficients for Eq. (6.3) – local sensation model  
in asymmetrical environment  

 
Tskin,local –  
Tskin,local,set <0 

Tskin,local– 
Tskin,local,set >=0 

 

Body part 
(temperature 
measurement 
location) C1 K1 C1 K1 

Actual vs. 
predicted votes, 

 

R2 

Back 
(upper back) 

0.3 0.1 0.7 0.1 

 

0.66 

Chest 
(upper chest) 

0.35 0.1 0.6 0.1 

 

0.67 

Face  
(cheek) 

0.15 0.1 0.7 0.1 

 

0.70 

Hand  
(back of hand) 

0.2 0.15 0.45 0.15 

 

0.74 

Foot 
(top of foot) 

0.25 0.15 0.26 0.15 

 

0.76 

Neck  
(front neck) 

0.4 0.15 1.25 0.15 

 

0.63 
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Table 6.1 (continued)  Regression coefficients for Eq. (6.3) – local sensation model in 
asymmetrical environments 
 

Tskin,local – 
Tskin,local,set <0 

Tskin,local– 
Tskin,local,set >=0 

 

Body part 
(temperature 
measurement 
location) C1 K1 C1 K1 

Actual vs. 
predicted votes, 

 

R2 

Breath (cheek) 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.2 

 

0.58 

Head 
(forehead) 

0.38 0.18 1.32 0.18 

 

0.55 

Pelvis 
(thigh) 

0.2 0.15 0.4 0.15 

 

0.50 

Lower arm  
(lateral side of 
lower arm) 

0.3 0.1 0.7 0.1 

 

0.81 

Upper arm 
(lateral side of 
upper arm) 

0.29 0.1 0.4 0.1 

 

0.72 

Lower leg 
(front shin) 

0.29 0.1 0.4 0.1 

 

0.62 

Thigh  
(front thigh) 

0.2 0.11 0.29 0.11 

 

0.50 
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6.2.1.4 Body builder impact  

Subjects’ gender, age, and body fat ratio affect local sensation. Information about body 

build is not incorporated in the thermal sensation models, but I examined its influence on local 

sensation. Regression results with body build information incorporated are presented separately in 

Appendix 6.3. 

 

6.2.1.5 Analysis of the regression results 

The relationship between sensation and skin temperature on the warm side is much 

steeper than on the cold side.  This is reflected in the magnitudes of the regression coefficients.  

We see that for each body part, the coefficient for the warm side is much larger than the 

coefficient for the cold side.  The larger coefficients make a steeper logistic curve and therefore 

correspond to a smaller skin temperature change. 

 

The coefficient C1 represents the base curve (when the skin temperature difference 

between local and mean is the same as the difference between their set points) with no adjustment 

for the overall body thermal state. The C1 values for the most influential/dominant body parts are 

bigger than those for the least influential/least dominant body parts.  The bigger value 

corresponds to a steeper curve and a smaller change in local skin temperature produces a larger 

change in local thermal sensation.  The C1 value for the least influential body parts is smaller, 

corresponding to a shallow curve.  The shallow curve implies that a change in local skin 

temperature produces a smaller change in thermal sensation.  We can see this for the regression 

results for back and chest and for hand and foot.  For the cool side (Tskin,local – Tskin,kicak,set<0), the 

coefficients of C1 for the back and chest are 0.3 and 0.35 respectively; for the hand and foot, the 

coefficients are both 0.2.  The coefficient C1 for the neck is also large, 0.4.  The reason is that the 

front neck skin temperature does not change much because it was measured between the two 
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carotid arteries.  That is, the front skin temperature change range is small, which corresponds to a 

large change in local sensation.  

 

For breathing, we use cheek skin temperature as the variable.  Although cheek skin 

temperature may not reflect the temperature of breath intake air well, the cheek is the closest 

physical location to the breath intake temperature.  The breathing intake air should correlate the 

breath sensation the most.  In the near future, we will conduct a regression analysis between these 

two variables (this is addressed in the Future Work section in Chapter 7).  

 

6.2.1.6 Adaptation  

Skin adaptation to temperature is an aspect of human physiology similar to other sensory 

adaptations, e.g.,  eyes to darkness, tongue to taste, and ears to noise.  Using noise as an example, 

consider that we are often unaware of the noise level in our environment;  only when this level 

exceeds a certain threshold (e.g., construction work in a building) do we become conscious of it.  

Similarly, if background noise should suddenly cease (e.g., an electricity failure, turning off of an 

exhaust fan) we then become acutely aware of the absence of familiar sound.  Most of the time 

we accept background noise subconsciously as part of our surroundings (Hopkinson 1963).  

 

Adaptation entails a shift of reference set points.  When part or all of the body is 

subjected to a change in environmental conditions, the sensation caused by the change soon 

ceases, partially because the set point has been shifted toward the changed environmental 

condition and partially because of the disappearance of the dynamic sensory signal.  Stevens 

tested human responses to warmth and cold by applying thermal stimuli to the forearm (Stevens 

and Stevens 1960) and found that neutral skin temperature set points change with repeated 

stimulation.  A heat stimulus presented toward the end of an experimental session usually elicited 
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a smaller estimate of warmth than the same stimulus presented near the beginning of a session.  

This adaptation (sometimes called sensory fatigue) shifted the set point for the forearm from 31.6 

to 33 °C.   

 

Adaptation happens within one to two minutes (Hensel 1979) or even within seconds for 

temperatures slightly above or below normal skin temperature (Haber 1958).  The skin can adapt 

to temperatures between 29 and 37°C (Kenshalo 1970) though wider ranges, particularly towards 

the cold end, have been reported (McIntyre 1980).   

 

When a local area of skin has adapted to a temperature, the skin temperature can fluctuate 

within a range of temperatures extending to either side of the adaptation temperature without 

producing any temperature sensation.  This is called the neutral zone.  When the ambient 

temperature is changed sufficiently above or below the neutral zone, then the skin cannot 

maintain neutral sensation, and a persistent sensation of warmth or coolness is perceived (Haber 

1958).  

 

Kenshalo’s (Kenshalo 1970) study supports Haber’s finding.  He first applied a thermal 

stimulus (14.4 cm2) to the dorsal surface of the forearm for 45 minutes to have the surface 

adapted to a temperature from 28 to 40 °C.  Then he applied a thermal stimulus to test the 

temperature at which a temperature sensation was just noticeable.  Figure 6.18 shows the adapting 

temperature (horizontal axis) and a thermal stimulus (temperature difference from the adapting 

temperature, vertical axis) when a change in skin temperature is perceived.  The solid curve 

represents for the warm and cold thresholds.  The dotted line represents for the thresholds when a 

change in sensation was perceived. 
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There is a neutral zone through which the skin temperature can be changed without 

producing any temperature sensation.  Above and below the neutral zone, a persisting warm or 

cool is felt. 

 

The range of the neutral zone changes depending on the size of the thermal stimulator 

and location of body parts (McIntyre 1980).  In this figure with the area of  14.4 cm2 stimulation 

on the forearm, the neutral zone covers 31 – 36 °C.   

 

 

Adapting temperature (°C) 

 

Figure 6.18  Just noticeable changes in forearm skin temperature as a function of the 
adapting temperature.  Warm and cool thresholds are shown by the solid curve; the 
dotted curve is the thresholds for a change in sensation, after McIntyre (1980), original 
figure from Kenshalo (1970) 
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The adaptation model calculates the adapting thresholds.  Based on Kenshalo’s study and 

the results from other researchers as described, we proposed an adaptation model as shown in 

Figure 6.19.  It is a logistic function.  The horizontal axis represents skin temperature (Tskin), the 

vertical axis represents the adapting threshold (adapting set points, Tskin,set,ad).  The curve in the 

figure represents the adapting threshold.  Above the curve, a warm sensation is felt, below the 

curve, a cool sensation is felt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a neutral zone as represented by a straight line within two points in the curve.  

Same as Kenshalo, in this zone, the skin temperature equals the adapting threshold so the 

difference between the skin temperature and its adaptive set point is zero (following the 45° line), 

and sensation is neutral.  The two points are the limits of the neutral zone.  Beyond them, the skin 

temperature thresholds still adapt, but to a level less than the skin temperature change.  In these 

two regions, there exists a difference between skin temperature and its adaptive threshold so a 

cool or warmth sensation exists.  These regions are similar to the regions of “persisting cool” or 

“persisting warm” in Kenshalo study (Figure 6.18). 

 

 
 

 
 

Tskin,set,ad       Tskin = Tskin,set,ad 
       Perceive warmth 

 
 
 
 

      Tskin=Tset,ad (neutral zone) 
 
 

 Perceive coldness 
 
 

  Tskin  

Figure 6.19  Proposed adaptive model 
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As for the two limits of the neutral zone, we applied skin temperatures measured under 

neutral conditions from our tests and the data provided by Olesen and Fanger (Olesen and Fanger 

1973).  The skin temperature in our tests is about 1°C higher than the skin temperature measured 

by Olesen and Fanger.  Since both skin temperature were obtained when people felt neutral, we 

know that the two skin temperatures belong to the neutral zone.  Whether they are the limits of 

the neutral zone is unclear.  Because currently there is no information available, we assume that 

the two skin temperature values are the limits of the neutral zone.  In the future, as more data 

available, we can modify the limits. 

 

The process of determining the coefficients of the adaptation model for each individual 

body part is presented in Appendix 6.1.  The results listed in Table 6.1 include the effect of the 

adaptation adjustment.  To use the regression results in Table 6.1, it is necessary to first find the 

adaptive set point.  The adaptive set point can by found by using the previous two minutes’ 

average skin temperature, finding the adaptive set point for that temperature in Table A6.3.1 of 

Appendix 6.1, and applying the adaptive set point to the skin set points in Table 6.1. 

 

6.2.2 Dynamic model for local sensation in transient conditions  

The local sensation model in transient conditions is described as follows: 

 

Local Sensation = Sensationstatic + Sensationdynamic   Eq. (6.4) 

 

The static portion (Sensationstatic) of  the equation is the steady-state model as presented 

in Table 6.1.  A dynamic portion (Sensationdynamic) is added to the steady state model to predict 

local sensation in transient conditions.  In order to perform the regression analysis to derive this 

dynamic portion, we first predicted the static portion of thermal sensation based on local skin and 
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mean skin temperatures.  Then we subtracted the static model’s predicted votes from the actual 

votes during transient test conditions and performed the regression between the residuals with the 

rates of change of skin temperature and core temperature.  This resulted in the dynamic portion of 

the local sensation model (Table 6.2).  The reason that we used the derivative of core temperature 

instead of mean skin temperature is explained in Chapter 6.2.5.   

 

The regression is separated into two parts for positive and negative derivatives of skin 

temperature.  A positive derivative means that the body part is experiencing local heating, and  a 

negative derivative means that the body part is experiencing local cooling.  We know that people 

respond to cooling and heating differently, and the response to cooling is much stronger than the 

response to heating.  This is confirmed in our test data.  To capture the difference, we performed 

the regressions separately for positive and negative derivatives, and the regression coefficients are 

provided for the positive and negative derivatives of skin temperature separately.  In the models 

shown in Table 6.2, dTlocal skin/dt(+) is used when dTlocal skin/dt>=0, the local skin temperature is 

increasing, dTlocal skin/dt(-) is used when dTlocal skin/dt<=0, local skin temperature is decreasing. 

 

When the derivative of skin and core temperature is zero, the body is in a steady-state 

condition.  The dynamic portion is zero, and the local sensation is predicted by the steady- state 

model. 
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Table 6.2  Dynamic model as a function of the derivatives of skin and core temperatures 

Segment Regression Equation of Dynamic 
Section (dTback/dt(-) unit, °C/second) 

Actual vs. 
Predicted 
Sensation 

R2 

Back Sensationdynamic = 88 dTback/dt(-) + 192 
dTback/dt(+) – 4054 dTc/dt  (Without the 
dynamic term, R2=0.22) 

 

0.73 

Chest Sensationdynamic = 39 dTchest/dt(-) + 136 
dTchest/dt(+) – 2135 dTc/dt   

 

0.61 

Face Sensationdynamic = 37 dTface/dt(-) + 105 
dTface/dt(+) – 2289 dTc/dt   

 

0.74 

Hand Sensationdynamic = 19 dThand/dt(-) + 46 
dThand/dt(+)  

 

0.90 

Foot Sensationdynamic = 109 dTfoot/dt(-) + 162 
dTfoot/dt(+)  

 

0.55 

Neck Sensationdynamic = 173 dTfoot/dt(-) + 217 
dTfoot/dt(+)  (Small change, larger 
coefficient – different from hand.  We 
can show the figure too) 

 

0.80 

Breathing Sensationdynamic = 68 dTcheek/dt(-) + 471 
dTcheek/dt(+)  

 

 

0.92 

Head Sensationdynamic = 543 dTforehead/dt(-) + 90 
dTforehead/dt (+)  

 

 

0.64 
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Table 6.2 (continued)  Dynamic model as a function of the derivatives of skin and core 
temperatures 

 
Segment Regression Equation of Dynamic 

Section (dTback/dt(-) unit, °C/second) 
Actual vs. 
Predicted 
Sensation 

R2 

Pelvis Sensationdynamic = 75 dTthigh/dt(-) + 137 
dTthigh/dt(+) –5053 dTc/dt  

 

0.86 

Lower Arm Sensationdynamic = 144 dTlarm/dt(-) + 125 
dTlarm/dt(+)  

 

0.77 

Upper Arm Sensationdynamic = 156 dTuarm/dt(-) + 167 
dTuarm/dt(+) (R2=0.74) 

 

0.74 

Lower Leg Sensationdynamic = 206 dTlleg/dt(-) + 212 
dTlleg/dt(+) (R2=0.85) 
 

 

0.85 

Thigh Sensationdynamic = 151 dTthigh/dt(-) + 263 
dTthigh/dt(+) 

 

0.94 

 

During a sudden environmental change, these derivatives, especially the one for skin 

temperature, can be very large.  Therefore the dynamic sensation contribution is large.  This 

explains the overshooting response shown in our test results (presented in Chapter 5).  The large 

dynamic sensation contribution also explains the sudden warm or cold feeling when people move 

between very different environmental conditions (e.g., entering an air-conditioned room from the 

warm outdoors).   
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We saw in Chapter 5 that the core temperature responds to local cooling, especially of 

most influential body parts, with an immediate increase.  This is reflected in the negative 

coefficients for the derivative of the core temperature for the three highly influential segments 

(back, chest, and pelvis).  The negative coefficient for the derivative of the core temperature also 

appear for face.  For other segments, the influence of the derivative from core temperature is not 

significant and therefore the coefficients are zero.    

 

6.2.3 The complete local thermal sensation model 

The complete local sensation model for a body part under transient condition is presented 

in Eq. (6.5).   
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 Eq. (6.5) 

 

It combines the steady state and dynamic local thermal sensation models.  When the 

derivatives of skin and core temperatures are zero, the model predicts thermal sensation in steady 

state conditions.  This equation is provided for every body part. 

 

Our approach is similar to the approach applied by Fiala (Fiala 2002) in developing a 

sensation prediction model.  Both models predict the whole body thermal sensation in transient 

condition from skin and core temperatures and their derivatives.   

 

Fiala found that the derivative of the core temperature is not significant, so the dynamic 

term is calculated by the derivative of the skin temperature only.  Fiala’s model is as follows: 
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where a is 0 and 1.08 for  mean skin temperature above and below its set point, ( skinT -

set skin,T ) < 0 and ( skinT - set skin,T ) > 0, respectively; d skinT /dt(+) = 0 for d skinT /dt > 0 and 

d skinT /dt(-) = 0 for d skinT /dt < 0.  g is calculated by: 
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,,94.7 setmeanmeannsethyhy TTTTeg  

 

Where DTS represents for thermal sensation under transient condition (Dynamic Thermal 

Sensation), Thy represents for the hypothalamus temperature.   

 

The difference between the two models is that Fiala’s model predicts thermal sensation 

for the entire body in a uniform environment, and our model predicts local sensation in a 

potentially asymmetrical environment.  Fiala’s model was developed based on the subjects’ votes 

in early studies carried out at Kansas State University ( Gagge et al. 1967, Gagge et al. 1969, 

Nevins et al. 1966, Rohles et al. 1966, Rohles 1970, McNall et al. 1967), which did not involve 

physiological measurements; instead, he used his physiology model to predict skin and core 

temperatures from environmental variables measured in the tests.  Fiala’s regression analysis is 

therefore based on the votes of human subjects and simulated skin and core temperatures.  The 

correlations are therefore specific to Fiala’s physiology model.  Our rational model has the ability 

to express the logical relationships among variables more explicitly.   
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In our tests we gathered both physiological data (skin and core temperature) and 

subjective perceptions (sensation and comfort votes), so the model stands alone and is not subject 

to any physiology model 

 

6.2.4 Local thermal sensation model validation  

The Delphi Wind Tunnel test data were used to validate the local sensation models.  The 

Delphi Wind Tunnel test included summer and winter tests.  Summer test conditions included air 

temperature 30, 37.8, 43.3 °C, with and without solar radiation.  Winter test conditions included 

air temperature –6.7, -17.8, -23.3 °C, with and without solar radiation.   

 

The validation was conducted using the data from the period after the subjects went 

inside the car and started the air-conditioning.  This is the most transient period.  The validation 

was conducted for the summer and winter tests separately, each includes 8 tests, and 8 different 

drivers. 

 

So far the validation was carried out only for the front driver, who experienced more air 

temperature and flow-rate asymmetry and transients than other passengers.  The summer test 

validation is presented in Figure 6.20, winter in Figure 6.21.  The figures show the actual votes 

(horizontal) to the predictions (vertical).  The validation R2 and the standard deviation of 

residuals (STDEV) are also included.  
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Back, R2 = 0.34, STDEV=0.68 Chest, R2 = 0.65, STDEV=0.63 

Face, R2=0.70, STDEV=0.58 Lower arm, R2=0.65, STDEV=0.57 

Foot, R2=0.66, STDEV=0.55 Lower leg, R2=0.74, STDEV=0.45 
 

Figure 6.20 Validation for Delphi Wind Tunnel summer tests (driver) (continued on next page) 
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Hand, R2=0.55, STDEV=0.58 Upper arm, R2=0.65, STDEV=0.61 

Thigh, R2=0.76, STDEV=0.59 Pelvis, R2=0.3, STDEV=0.7 

 
Figure 6.20 Validation for Delphi Wind Tunnel summer tests (driver) 
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Back, R2 = 0.32, STDEV=0.61 Chest, R2 = 0.36, STDEV=0.75 

Face, R2=0.40, STDEV=0.62 Lower arm, R2=0.58, STDEV=0.62 

Foot, R2=0.3, STDEV=0.65 Lower leg, R2=0.53, STDEV=0.57 
 

Figure 6.21  Validation for Delphi Wind Tunnel winter tests (driver) (continued on next page) 
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Hand, R2=0.65, STDEV=0.61 Upper arm, R2=0.6, STDEV=0.54 

Thigh, R2=0.36, STDEV=0.6 Pelvis, R2=0.69, STDEV=0.38 

 
Figure 6.21  Validation for Delphi Wind Tunnel winter tests (driver) 

 

The prediction does not explain some actual votes well.  A substantial reason is that the 

Delphi votes were 1-unit increment.  So their actual votes were not very sensitive to physiological 

changes.  We see this from the figures.  Corresponding to one actual vote, there exist several skin 

temperatures and the rates of their change, which would result in different predictions.   

 

The validation for summer is better than for winter.  Some of the thermocouples were 

loose, not taped on the skin well.  The loose thermocouples were more influenced by the 

environmental conditions in winter condition than in summer condition.  So the thermocouple 

readings are less accurate in winter.   

 

In general, the local sensation model predicts the actual votes well. 
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6.2.5 Use of mean skin temperature ( skinT ) and 
dt

dTc   

In our local sensation model, we use mean skin temperature ( skinT ) as the representative 

of the whole body thermal state for the static sensation portion and the derivative of core 

temperature (
dt

dTc ) as the representative of the whole-body response for the dynamic sensation 

portion.  The following explains why. 

 

We found that the body core temperature is very responsive, increasing during transient 

local cooling especially for the most influential bodypart local cooling.  When individual body 

parts are heated, the core temperature response is not as predictable, but it generally exhibits a 

decrease.  We consider that Local Sensation = Sensationstatic + Sensationdynamic as shown in Eq. 

(6.4).  For the dynamic local sensation, we use the derivative of core temperature and local skin 

temperature as independent variables.  We did not use the derivative of the mean body 

temperature to calculate the dynamic portion, for two reasons:   

• The derivative of skinT  is an average of several local sensations.  If the sensations of some 

body parts grow warmer while others colder, these changes are cancelled out in the averaged 

derivative of mean skin temperature.  

•  Skin temperature measurement data inevitably show noise, which may not significantly 

influence the absolute skin temperature but has a huge impact when derivatives are 

calculated.  As a result, we smoothed skin temperature data in order to get a smoothed 

derivative.  (Smoothing of data is described in Appendix 6.4).  Some estimations were 

introduced due to this smoothing step.  In contrast, measured core temperatures show very 
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smooth responses during transient conditions, so these results are much cleaner; nonetheless, 

we went through one step to smooth core temperature data when calculating its derivative.   

 

For the static portion of local sensation, the situation is different.  The absolute values of 

subjects’ individual core temperatures showed significant differences of about 0.4°C from 

morning to afternoon.  Females’ core temperature also changes in relation to  menstrual periods.  

Although we made an effort to categorize core temperatures (according to subject’s conditions, 

time of day, etc. Appendix 6.2), our model needs further development and verification with 

additional data. Another feature of core temperature is that during short- time cooling 

applications, the core temperature increases, but for long-term cooling applications (e.g., during 

immersion in cold water), it decreases.  Our tests were not long enough to characterize this 

feature.  Xu and Tikuisis et al. (Xu, Tikuisis et al. 2003) did a cold-water immersion test and 

showed that the core temperature initially increased and then, about 20 to 30 minutes later, started 

to decrease.  The water temperature was 8°C, much colder than temperatures in our tests.   

 

Mean skin temperature does not increase and decrease like core temperature.  If there is 

no significant metabolic activity, core temperature and mean skin temperature correlate well.  

This means that, when one is hot, both core and mean skin temperatures are high, and both 

represent the whole-body thermal state.  Core temperature and mean skin temperature behave in 

opposite fashion in situations such as when people exercise vigorously in cold weather; skin 

temperature is low because of the cold air, but core temperature is high because of the exercise.  

In this case, core temperature is a better predictor of overall body thermal state.  Under our stable 

test conditions, subjects are sedentary, so we can use either of the two.   

 

There are several other reasons that we chose mean skin temperature to represent overall 

body thermal state: 
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• mean skin temperature is more easily obtained during experiments than core temperature, 

so our model can be widely applied in the future.   

• mean skin temperature information is readily available in the literature for use in 

validating or applying our model; core skin temperature is rarer in the literature.  

• when we study the local sensation of extremities, mean skin temperature may better 

represent overall thermal status than core temperature;  e.g., when a subject is cold, 

his/her extremities will vasoconstrict before the core temperature changes, resulting in a 

lower mean skin temperature. 

 

The use of core versus mean temperature to represent whole-body thermal state is 

controversial. Mower (Mower 1976) suggests that sensation does not depend on internal 

temperature but that pleasure (comfort) does.  Cabanac believes pleasure does not come from skin 

sensation but only from internal temperature (Cabanac 1971).  However, Marks and Gonzalez 

argue (Marks and Gonzalez 1974) that the main goal of thermoregulation is to keep core 

temperature constant and that much behavior thermoregulation (e.g., putting on additional 

clothing) takes place at constant internal temperatures; it would be a disadvantage to wait until 

core temperature changes to get the signal that represents overall thermal state.  Therefore, mean 

skin temperature is a better indicator of whole-body thermal state. 

 

We use the seven locations proposed by Hardy (Hardy and DuBois 1938) to calculate 

mean skin temperature; this method is widely used by researchers, so our model can be easily 

applied by others. It also involves relatively few measurement points. 

 

The limitation of our model is that it does not account for metabolic change resulting 

from activity.  For example, as noted above, when person exercises strenuously in cold weather, 
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s/he has a lower mean skin temperature but a higher core body temperature; this phenomenon is 

addressed in the Chapter 7.3.1 at the end of this thesis. 
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6.3 Local thermal comfort model 

 

 

 

Thermal sensation probably reflects the pure response of thermoreceptors;  thermal 

comfort describes the synthesized human feeling about the body’s thermal state (McIntyre 1980).  

This makes thermal comfort more difficult to predict.  Local comfort is influenced by local 

sensation and overall sensation.  For example, the evaluation of a cold local body part is different 

when the whole body feels warm or cold,.   

 

6.3.1 Results from literature and our tests 

In a uniform environment, as the overall sensation moves away from neutral, the comfort 

level reduces.  This relationship is presented in Figure 6.22 (transcribed from a figure by 

McIntyre (McIntyre 1980) using data from Gagge (Gagge, Stolwijk et al. 1967)).   
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Figure 6.22  Overall sensation vs. comfort.  Comfort is reduced as sensation further away from 
neutral (Gagge, Stolwijk et al., 1967) 

 

When the whole body thermal state is different from a local thermal state, the comfort 

assessment of the local part is affected.  Chatonnet and Cabanac (Chatonnet and Cabanac 1965) 

and Cabanac (Cabanac 1969) systematically changed the core temperature of human subjects by 

immersing them in baths of various temperatures (Figure 6.23).  When the subjects were 

hypothermic, warm stimuli applied to the hand were perceived as pleasant, and cold stimuli were 

perceived as unpleasant.  The opposite responses were observed in hyperthermic subjects.  These 

experiments indicate that local thermal comfort is influenced by both core and skin temperatures; 

when the core temperature is cold, a warm hand is perceived as more comfortable than it would 

be if the body core temperature were not so cold, and the same applies when core temperature is 

warm and the hand is exposed to cool stimuli. Comfort is correlated with thermoregulatory needs.  

When an action satisfies a need, the action is perceived as pleasurable.  Cabanac called this 

“sensory pleasure” (Cabanac 1992), and the process to induce the pleasure “alliesthesia”, a word 

that he coined to describe that a given stimulus can arouse pleasure or displeasure according to 

the thermal state of the body.  Because the primary goal of thermoregulation is to keep core 
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temperature constant, it is clear why an action (e.g., putting a hand in warm water) can be 

perceived as either comfortable or uncomfortable depending on the body’s thermal state.   

 

  

Figure 6.23  Hand comfort depends on  whole body thermal status (Cabanac 1969) 

 

Even if the body is cold, an increasingly hot local sensation will eventually be perceived 

as uncomfortable (Figure 6.23).   

 

Mower (Mower 1976) (Figure 6.8) and Attia (Attia and Engel 1981, Attia 1984) (Figure 

6.24) expanded Cabanac’s study by adding stimuli to other body parts and including the neutral 

body thermal state.  The observed local comfort for the body parts in that study all show a similar 

X-shaped pattern for hyperthermic and hypothermic thermal states.  The horizontal axis is the 

thermode temperature, which represents the local skin temperature.  Attia applied a thermode of 5 

x 2.75 centimeters in size as a thermal stimulus.  Mower put the entire hand into different water 

buckets. 
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Figure 6.24  Local comfort vs. local skin temperature and whole body thermal states 
(Hildebrandt, Engel et al. 1981), data from Attia and Engel (Attia and Engel 1981) 

 

An important observation of Mower and Attia’s studies is that, under neutral conditions 

(30°C room air, 0.05 clo in Attia’s study), the most comfortable vote recorded on his thermal 

comfort scale is close to a vote of “indifferent”.  Local cooling or heating produced great comfort 

only in hyper- and hypothermic conditions, respectively.  In neutral thermal conditions, humans 

are less aware of the thermal environment and don’t feel strong comfort/pleasure responses.  

Maximum pleasure is felt primarily while discomfort is being relieved or partially relieved.  

 

Cabanac, Mower, and Attia’s applied a thermal stimulus for a very short time, 3 seconds 

in Cabanac and Mower’s studies, 10 seconds in Attia’s study.  The local comfort votes shown in 

Figure 6.8, 6.23, and 6.24 were obtained under transient conditions.   
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Issing and Hensel (Issing and Hensel 1981) used a constant stimulus in a gradually 

varying environment.  They applied thermodes of 75 cm2 to forehead, abdomen, and foot of 

twelve subjects.  The thermodes were kept at various constant temperatures throughout the entire 

experiment, while the room was maintained at 12°C for 30 minutes and then continuously 

increased to 45°C in 45 minutes, which resulted different average skin temperatures.  The local 

comfort was accessed in certain intervals.  Their local comfort votes were obtained under 

relatively stable condition because the local stimulus was constant.  The purpose of their study 

was to compare the static local thermal sensation produced by the constant local thermal stimulus 

with local and overall thermal comfort.  

 

The results are shown in Figure 6.25.  The horizontal axis is the thermode temperature, 

which is same as the local skin temperature.  The skin temperatures are marked inside the figure.  

It is obvious that with the same thermode temperature (i.e. 38°C), the local comfort is highly 

depend on the average skin temperature. 
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  Thermode temperature (°C) 
 
 
Figure 6.25  Local comfort as a function of static temperature of forehead, abdomen, and foot at 
various skin temperature (Ts)  (Issing and Hensel 1981) 
 
 
 

The results shown in Figure 6.25 are similar to the results by Mower (Figure 6.8) and 

Attia (Figure 6.24).  We can assume that one of the mean skin temperatures in the middle (say Ts 

= 33°C represented by solid triangles) represents a neutral whole body.  The maximum local 

comfort when applying a warm or cold thermode to the neutral whole body is lower than the 

maximum comfort when the body was cold or warm. 
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That means for both transient and stable conditions the relationships between local 

sensation, whole body thermal state, and local comfort are similar. 

 

Another test by Issing and Hensel (unpublished, presented by Hensel (Hensel 1982)) put 

the subjects’ feet into water baths from 20 – 45°C, while the subjects’ whole bodies were cold, 

with a mean skin temperature near 29°C (room temperature at 12°C, naked subjects).  Their tests 

show very similar results to the studies described above: for a cold whole body, the cooling of the 

foot was perceived as uncomfortable, while warming of the foot was perceived as very 

comfortable.  Unlike Mower and Attia who applied the small thermode to their subjects, Issing 

and Hensel put the entire foot into the water bath, which is similar to Cabanac’s approach of 

putting the subjects’ entire hand into the water bath.  Therefore, the results from Issing and 

Hensel are similar to Cabanac’s hand cooling and warming tests that at very high foot 

temperatures the foot felt increasingly unpleasant in spite of general cold discomfort (Figure 

6.26).  They did not perform this test with a warm whole body.  
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Figure 6.26  Local thermal comfort as a function of foot skin temperature as a mean skin 
temperature of 29°C.  From Issing and Hensel, unpublished, copied from Hensel (Hensel 1982) 

 

Figure 6.27 shows some examples from our tests in which the correlation between local 

sensation and comfort is similar to that found in previous studies cited above: maximum comfort 

shifts to the left or right based on the whole-body thermal state, maximum comfort is higher than 

the comfort in neutral condition (when local sensation is zero).  These examples also show that 

when the whole body is cold, heating an individual body part creates comfort (triangles) and 

cooling an individual body part produces discomfort (open circles), as shown in the figures for 

hand and foot.   

 

The data are taken from the last vote of one local cooling and heating applications (as 

described in Chapter 5.3).  We consider these data as representing stable condition. 
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Figure 6.27  Local comfort vs. local sensation and whole body thermal states 

 

Our test results differ from Mower’s in that our subjects’ comfort votes moved to the 

“uncomfortable” level when the sensation votes were between cool (-2) and cold (-3) or between 

warm (+2) and hot (+3).  In Mower’s study, votes never reached the uncomfortable level.  For 

example, in our tests, when local sensation was close to –2.5 for the chest and to –3 or +3 for the 

hand, the local comfort vote dropped into the negative range (uncomfortable); Mower did not 

observe this drop in comfort.  However, Cabanac’s results (Figure 6.23) and Issing and Hessel 

(Figure 6.26) show similar drops at the extreme conditions near the ends of their scales. 
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Another difference between our study and both Cabanac’s and Mower’s is that the 

maximum comfort  recorded in our tests is not as high as in Cabanac and Mower’s studies.  For 

the differences mentioned above, we believe the reasons are :  

 

• We applied the cooling to entire body parts, which comprise much larger areas than the 

thermode-size areas (5 cm x 2.75 cm) stimulated in Mower’s study.  Therefore the 

uncomfortable feeling shown in our tests may be caused by the large stimulation areas, which 

produce stronger stimulations.  

• We applied large volumes of air at relatively low temperature (14°C and 23 °C) to relatively 

large areas, so comfort levels dropped rapidly.  If we had applied relatively smaller amounts 

of cooling, we might have seen higher peaks in comfort.  

• Our subjects are not in or near extreme thermal states, i.e., hypo- or hyperthermia, so during 

cooling for example, our subjects likely experienced cooling as uncomfortable sooner than 

would have been the case of the subjects had been hypothermic as they were in Cabanac and 

Mover’s studies.  We did not experiment with applying heat to individual body parts when 

the entire body was hot. 

 

Moreover, under neutral conditions, our subjects voted 2 (comfortable) but not 4 (very 

comfortable). This result is the same as in the Mower (Mower 1976), Issing and Hensel (Issing 

and Hensel 1981), and Hildebrand’s (Hildebrandt, Engel et al. 1981) studies.  Cabanac did not 

study neutral conditions. 

 

Based our test data (Figure 6.22) and studies from Cabanac, Mower, Attain, and Issing as 

presented above, we propose the following hypothetical local thermal comfort model. 
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6.3.2 Key hypotheses for the local comfort model 

1. Local thermal comfort is a piecewise linear function of local thermal sensation.  As local 

sensation moves from neutral toward very hot (+4) and very cold (–4), local comfort 

moves toward very uncomfortable (–4).  See Figure 6.7. 

 

2. The local sensation at which maximum comfort is felt shifts with the overall sensation.  

The warmer (or cooler) the overall sensation, the cooler (or warmer) the local sensation at 

which the maximum local comfort is felt.  See Figure 6.9. 

 

3. Maximum comfort is a function of overall sensation.  The warmer (or cooler) the overall 

sensation, the greater the maximum comfort in response to local cooling (or heating).  

 

4. Maximum comfort levels are asymmetrical (see Figure 6.10) on the cool and warm sides.  

Some body parts feel comfortable when warmed while overall sensation is cool but do 

not feel comfortable when cooled while overall sensation is warm.  In our tests, for 

example, we noticed that cooling of the breath intake air feels pleasant when subjects feel 

warm overall, but warming of breath intake air does not feel comfortable in any of our 

tests. Subjects also experience a warm pelvis region as pleasurable when the overall body 

is cold but do not experience a cool pelvis as pleasurable or comfortable when the overall 

body is warm.  

 

5. When local sensation = 4 (very hot) or –4 (very cold), local comfort = –4 (very 

uncomfortable).  
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The proposed model is an asymmetrical saddle as shown in Figure 6.28.  The five key 

hypothesis are marked in the figure.   

 

 

Figure 6.28  The local thermal comfort model 

 

 

We spent considerable time examining the zero local sensation point, the crossover 

between warm and cold.  We were concerned about whether the neutral overall contour (So = 0) 

should be above or below the contours for warm or cold overall body at this crossing point.  We 

initially expected the neutral contour to cross below the others, but the data did not show a clear 

effect like this.  When examining the results from other researcers (Figure 6.8, Figure 6.24), we 

see that at the crossing point of the hyperthermia and hypothermia body thermal states, it is 

unclear whether local thermal comfort is higher or lower than the local comfort under neutral 

condition.  The study by Mower (Figure 6.8) shows that local comfort is slightly higher in the 

neutral condition than in hyper- or hypo-thermic states.  The examples by Attia (Figure 6.24) 
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show the local comfort in neutral condition to be slightly lower than hyper- or hypo-thermic 

states.  In general, the local comfort contours in Mower and Attia’s data at the crossing point are 

quite close.  In our proposed model (Figure 6.28), the local comfort contours in the middle near 

the crossing point are also close, with some higher and some lower than the neutral condition 

local comfort.   

 

The following subsection explains the mathematical definition of the model based on 

local and overall sensation data. 

 

6.3.3 Mathematical description 

The primary challenge is to provide a mathematical description of the two-part linear 

model that changes slope and magnitude at a location depending on overall sensation.   

 

This requirement can be satisfied by a logistic function that provides two values with a 

transition range in between. The following example shows how the logistic function acts on the 

linear model. 

 

Let us assume the following basic logistic function with arbitrary constants: 

b
e

a
y offsetxc −

+
= + 1)(      Eq. (6.6) 

 

 

When the exponential term (x) is very large, y equals –b.  The value –b is the right- hand 

side linear model slope.  When x is negative and very small, the exponential term is near zero and 

y is found by: (a – b).   The logistic function not only allows the sign to switch (positive vs. 
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negative), but also provides two different values, which correspond to the different slopes for the 

linear function.  The exponent c controls the speed of the slope transition from –b to a – b and 

allows the two curves to meet in a curve rather than a sharp angle. The smaller the value, the 

more gradual the curve. 

 

Thus, the proposed model is a linear model modified by a logistic function.  We call it a 

logistic-adapted linear model.  The logistic function provides two different slopes for the linear 

model. 

 

MaxComfortoffsetSlnctionLogisticFuComfortLocal ++= )(    Eq. (6.7) 

 

MaxComfortoffsetSlsloperight
e

a
ComfortLocal offsetSl +++

+
= + )( ) 

1
( )(5  Eq. (6.8) 

 

When we change the ‘offset’ value, the maximum comfort shifts left or right.  When we 

change the ‘MaxComfort’, the maximum value rises up or down.  These two changes are shown 

in the graph in Figure 6.28.  When we change the ‘right slope’ and ‘ a ’ values, we change the left 

( a  - right slope) and right side slopes of local sensation.  Figure 6.29 shows how the logistic 

function acts on the linear function in the logistic-adapted linear model.   
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Figure 6.29  Logistic function acts on the linear function  

 

 

Figure 6.30 demonstrates how the model works to create the saddle. 
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Figure 6.30  Logistic function acts on the linear function to create saddle 

 

Offset:  Based on hypothesis 2 above, local sensation at the maximum comfort point 

shifts based on overall sensation.  Therefore, the offset is a function of overall sensation: the 

warmer the overall sensation, the more the shift to a cooler local sensation, and vice versa.  We 

have assumed a simple linear model for this effect (offset = C3 x So).   

 

MaxComfort:  Based on hypothesis 3 above, maximum comfort is a function of overall 

sensation: the warmer (or cooler) the overall sensation, the greater the comfort produced by local 

cooling (or heating).  We have again assumed a linear model (MaxComfort = C6 + C7 abs (So)).  

Based on hypothesis 4, the increases are asymmetrical for warm and cool overall sensation, so the 

coefficients should be separately presented, MaxComfort = C6 + C71 abs (So-)+ C72 abs (So+).  

All three coefficients (C6, C71, and C72) should be positive.  This description reflects the fact 

that great comfort is induced by removing thermal stress. 
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a  and right slope in the logistic function:  The logistic function is responsible for 

the change of the slopes of the linear model.  The coefficient “right slope” and the range 

“D1” in Eq. (6.8), which combines with the right slope to get the left slope, are the function 

of the overall sensation (So). 

 

a =  C1 + C2So 

Right slope = C4 + C5 So 

 

Putting the above relations into Eq. (6.8), we get: 

 

+−
+ ++++++

+
+

= SoCSoCCSoCSlSoCC
e

SoCC
ComfortLocal

SoCSl
 72 716) 3( )54

1
21

( 
)3(5

  

Eq.(6.9) 

 

There are two limits.  The linear model has to pass two points (4, -4) and (-4, -4) for the 

local sensation and local comfort (hypothesis).  The maximum comfort happens at x = shift point 

= -C3 So, y = MaxComfort = C6 + C71 abs (So-)+ C72 abs (So+). 

 

So these limits are translated as: 
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From the above two equations, we get (C1 + C2 So) as a function of C6, C71, C72, and 

C3: 
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Putting equations 6.10 - 6.12 into the original equation 6.9, we find: 
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Eq. (6.13) 

 

This equation is close to the final form.  There are three parameters to define:  C3 

determines the offset of the maximum comfort (this should be a positive value, as noted above);  
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C6 should be a positive value because it is the maximum comfort value; and  C71 and C72 should 

be positive values because as overall sensation moves in the direction of cooler or warmer, the 

maximum comfort is higher. 

 

There are two additional adjustments, which are significant only for some body parts.  

When they are not significant, the regression coefficient is zero.  The two adjustments are as 

follows:  

 

1.  The above model implies that when overall sensation is neutral, the slopes on the left 

and right are symmetrical; this is true for some body parts but not others. Figure 6.31 illustrates 

both cases; for body parts such as the hand and back, the symmetrical assumption can be met, but 

for other body parts, such as breathing, the foot, and the pelvis, we do not see a symmetrical 

pattern.  Therefore, we modified Eq. (6.13) by adding a constant value to the local sensation 

offset portion so that when overall sensation is neutral, the local sensation can be shifted by this 

constant amount.  The new form is shown in Eq. (6.14).  In the regression, when the data are quite 

symmetrical, this shift is zero.  That means, based on the general description of Eq. (6.13), the 

regression will result in one of three types of shifts: zero, toward warm (negative value, e.g., for 

foot), or toward cold (positive value, e.g., for breathing). 
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Back 
 

Foot 

Hand 
 

Neck 

Breathing Pelvis 

 
Figure 6.31  Symmetrical and asymmetrical relationships between local sensation and local 
comfort when the whole body is neutral.  The horizontal axis represents local sensation, and the 
vertical axis represents local comfort.   
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Eq. (6.14) 

 

2.  The second adjustment is in response to an observation based on the scatter plot of 

local sensation and comfort for different body parts, a few examples of which are shown in 

Figure 6.31.  We don’t want to limit ourselves with the linear model.  For some body parts, a 

quadratic shape may better represent the relationship between local sensation and local comfort.  

We let the regression decide the order of this equation.   

 

In sum, there are three possible models, linear-, quadratic-, 1.5 exponential (Figure 6.32).   

 

Figure 6.32  Possible three shapes to present the relationship between local sensation and local 
comfort 
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We did a regression analysis with the three values (n=1, 1.5, 2) for each body.  In general, 

the R2 did not change much.  However, the distribution of the residual changed.  By comparing 

R2 and the residual distribution with the three regressions for each body part, we chose one value 

of n for each segment.  The general regression form is presented in Eq. (6.15), and the regression 

results are in Table 6.3. 
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Eq. (6.15)  

 

Eq. (6.15) is the final form of local comfort model (the asymmetrical saddle).  The form 

allows us to change the shape of the saddle (linear vs. curved), to adjust the shifts to cold or warm 

local sensation, and to determine maximum comfort values separately for warm and cold overall 

thermal states.  These adjustments are functions of local and overall thermal sensation. 

 

6.3.4 Regression results 

 

Local comfort as a function of local and overall sensation is shown in Table 6.3. 
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The low R2 values, indicating that the local comfort prediction does not correlate well 

with local and overall sensation, are mostly for the head region.  This means the ways in which 

people evaluate the comfort of the head region based overall sensation varies more than for other 

body parts.  

 

The figures on the right side are the actual votes vs. predicted votes.  The idea prediction 

follows the 45 degree line.  The more scatter from this line, the lower the R2. 
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Table 6.3  Regression coefficients for the local thermal comfort model  

Segment C31 C32 C6 C71 C72 C8 n Act vs. fit R2 
Head 0 1.39 1.27 0.28 0.4 0.5 2 

 

0.55 

Face -0.11 0.11 2.02 0 0.4 0.41 1.5 

 

0.44 

Neck 0 0 1.96 0 0 -0.19 1 

 

0.43 

Breath 0 0.62 1.95 0 0.79 1.1 1.5 

 

0.33 

Back  -0.5 0.59 2.22 0.74 0 0 1 

 

0.74 

Upper 
Back 

0 0 2.05 0 0 0 1 

 

0.45 

Lower 
Back 

0 0 2.2 0 0 0 1 

 

0.69 

Chest -1.15 0 1.88 0.92 0 0 1.5 

 

0.68 
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Table 6.3 (continued)  Regression coefficients for local thermal comfort model  

Segment C31 C32 C6 C71 C72 C8 n Act vs. fit R2 
Chest -1.07 0 1.74 0.35 0 0 2 

 

0.70 

Pelvis -1 0.38 2.7 0.83 -0.64 -0.75 1 

 

0.74 

Upper 
Arm 

-0.43 0 2.2 0 0 -0.33 1 

 

0.70 

Lower 
Arm 

-1.64 0.34 2.38 1.18 0.28 -0.41 1 

 

0.77 

Hand -0.8 0.8 1.99 0.48 0.48 0 1 

 

0.6 

Thigh 0 0 1.98 0 0 0 1 

 

0.59 

Lower 
Leg 

-1 1.5 1.27 0.4 1.22 0.36 1.5 

 

0.68 

Foot -2.31 0.21 1.62 0.5 0.3 -0.25 2 

 

0.55 
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6.3.5 Analysis of the regression results 

A summary of the coefficients is provided below in order to easily understand the 

explanation of the regression results.  The coefficient C6 represents  maximum local comfort with 

neutral overall sensation.  As overall sensation gets colder or warmer, maximum local comfort is 

felt at warmer or colder local sensations, and rises higher than the maximum local comfort felt 

with neutral overall sensation.  The coefficient C31 represents the shift in local sensation toward 

the warm direction as overall sensation gets colder, and the coefficient C32 represents the shift in 

local sensation toward the cold direction when overall sensation is warm.  The larger the 

coefficients, the bigger the shifts.  The coefficients C71 and C72 correspond to heightening of 

maximum comfort.  The larger the coefficients, the higher the level of maximum comfort.  The 

coefficient C8 reflects the preference of each body part toward cool or warm sensation under 

neutral condition.  A positive value indicates a cool preference, and a negative value indicates a 

warm preference. 

 

The regression coefficients reflect the characteristics of local comfort observed in 

Chapter 5.    We show regression results for the breath intake air, pelvis, foot, and back below. 

 

Our test results showed that cooling of the breathing intake air was experienced as 

comfortable but warming of the intake air was experienced as uncomfortable.  In Table 6.3, we 

see a positive coefficient (1.1) for C8.  This indicates that with neutral overall conditions, the 

maximum breathing comfort is felt at a breathing sensation near slightly cool (–1.1).  This cool 

preference (1.1 sensation shift towards cool side) is also shown in Figure 6.27.  When the overall 

body is warm, people feel comfortable with even cooler breathing sensations;  that is, local 

sensation shifts toward cool  (0.62, corresponding to 1 overall sensation increase), and local 

comfort increases (0.79, corresponding to 1 overall sensation increase).  The shift to the warm 

side and the increase in comfort are zero (C31 = 0, C71 = 0).  That indicates people don’t like 
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breathing warm air, even when the body is cold.  In our tests, the subjects show an unfavorable 

feeling towards breathing zone air heating (Chapter 5).  Figure 6.33 shows the regression result 

for breathing. 

 

Figure 6.33  Breathing local thermal comfort model 

 

Our test results showed that subjects were most comfortable with a cool head region and 

warm feet.  The regression results show that three out of four coefficients of the head region 

(head, neck, face, breathing) for C8 are positive.  The positive value indicates a negative local 

sensation at the maximum local comfort when overall sensation is neutral.  Three out of four 

coefficients for C31 and C71 are zero.  These zero coefficients mean that when people are colder, 

maximum local comfort does not shift toward the warm direction and the maximum comfort level 

does not increase.  For the foot, there is a small preference for warm local sensation at maximum 

comfort (C8 =       -0.25).  The shift in the warm direction (C 31 = -2.31) for a cold whole body is 
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much larger than the shift in the cold direction for a warm whole body (C32 = 0.21).  The 

increase in maximum comfort for the warm local shift with a cold body is also higher (C71 = 0.5) 

than for the cold local shift with a warm body (C72 = 0.3).   

 

Under neutral whole-body conditions, the pelvis shows a preference for a warm local 

sensation (C8 = -0.75).  As the whole body gets colder, the shift toward the warmer local 

sensation in the pelvis is larger (C31 = -1) compared to the shift toward a cold local sensation 

when the whole body is warm (C32 = 0.38).  Local maximum comfort increases (C71 = 0.83) 

with the shift toward warm local sensation when the overall whole body is cold.  Maximum 

comfort does not increase as local sensation shifts toward cold (C72 = 0), when the overall body 

is warm.   

 

Regression results for the upper and lower back are similar to each other but are not 

modified by the overall sensation.  The regression for the whole back indicates a shift toward 

warm or cold for maximum local comfort.  The level of maximum comfort increased when the 

back is warmed and the whole body is cold (C71 = 0.74), but there is no increase in maximum 

comfort when the back is cooled and the whole body is warm (C72 = 0).  The exponential 

coefficient (n) was 1 for all three areas of the back (back, upper back, lower back).  The value of 

n for the highly influential/dominant body parts should be equal to 1 because a linear shape rather 

than a curved exponential shape can indicate greater sensitivity of local thermal comfort 

responses as local sensation moves toward the two extremes.  The more sensitive the body part, 

the faster the decrease in local comfort.  In our regression results, n is 1 for back, upper and lower 

back, and pelvis. 

 

For the chest model, the non-zero shift (C31 = -1.07) toward warm and the increased 

maximum comfort (C71 = 0.35) indicates that local warming of the chest feels very comfortable 
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when the whole body is cold.  There is no shift toward preference for cooling of the chest when 

the whole body is warm.   

 

From the regression results above for the three dominant segments (back, chest, and 

pelvis), we see that local cooling does not increase maximum comfort when the body is warm.  

These dominant segments are sensitive to local cooling. 

 

The hand does not show any preference in the neutral condition, so C8 =0.  The hand also 

does not show any asymmetry during local cooling and heating when the whole body is warm or 

cold (for example, the study from Cabanac shown in Figure 6.23).  The regression results from 

our data also show a symmetrical results (C31 = -C32, C71 = C72).  The model for hand is shown 

in Figure 6.34. 
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Figure 6.34  Hand local thermal comfort model  

 

The 3-D presentation of our saddle model and the model proposed by Issing and Hensel 

are presented in Figure 6.35.  The two figures show similar results.  In our model, the x and y axis 

represent local and overall sensation.  In Issing and Hensel’s model, the x and y axes are the room 

(representing for the overall whole body thermal state) and the thermode (representing for the 

local skin) temperatures.   
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Our model Issing and Hensel, unpublished, copied 
from (Hensel 1982) 
 

 
Figure 6.35  3-D presentations of our saddle model and the model proposed by Issing and Hensel 

 

The literature shows the X shape-relationship in both stable (Issing and Hensel (Issing 

and Hensel 1981), Figure 6.25) and transient studies (Cabanac, Mower, Attia).  The data from our 

tests used in the regression were the last votes at the end of local cooling/heating applications.  

All of these data show the similar X shape for the relationship between local sensation, local 

comfort, and the whole body thermal state.  We also tried to add a transient term in the saddle 

model, but the improvements were not statistically significant.  Therefore we believe that the 

saddle model applies to both stable and transient conditions.   

  

6.3.6 Discussion 

Our approach to the regression analysis has been to use a rational model based on the 

literature and our test data.  Our regression coefficients represent only the range of testing and test 

conditions in our experiments.    

 

The gaps in our data show in places such as heating of the neck when the body is cold, 

which did not enhance maximum comfort in our tests.  Based on real-life behavior – e.g., zipping 

jacket collars or wearing neck scarves when cold – we  would expect a very comfortable feeling 
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to result when the neck is warmed.  However, we did only a very limited number of neck-

warming tests, and our data did not support this expectation.  We see a difference between our 

regression results and those of Attia’s human subjects (Attia and Engel 1981) in response to neck 

cooling or warming with extremely hot and cold body.  Attia’s data show a local comfort increase 

with cooling or heating of the neck (Figure 6.4).  In our regression results, there is no increase 

(C71 = 0, C72 = 0).  This may be a result of the different sizes of areas exposed to thermal 

stimuli.  In Attia’s experiment, the area warmed or cooled is only the size of a thermode, 5 x 2.7 

cm.  In our test, the entire neck was heated or cooled.  Subjects may welcome a small area of 

local heating or cooling when the overall body is cold or warm, but application of heating or 

cooling to an entire body part might be felt  to be too much, so local comfort does not increase.  

 

Our coefficients may also be affected because we did not explore a wide range of 

temperature conditions in our tests.  For example, because we cooled the back using a large 

volume of relatively cold air, we did not see a shift toward cold local sensation and an increase in 

maximum comfort when the body was warm.  We did not investigate the effect on local comfort 

of very slight cooling of the back when the overall body is warm.  Had we performed this test, 

our results might be different.   

 

Other examples where our data may not be sufficient include the models for the back, 

upper back, and lower back.  The regression results for the upper and lower back are similar (C31 

= 0, C32 = 0), but the results for the entire back are different from those for the upper and lower 

back (C31 = -0.5, C32 = 0.59).  The reason may be that we did a smaller number of tests for the 

upper and lower back than for the whole back. 

 

These examples show how our coefficients could be improved in the future if more data 

are available. 
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6.3.7 Validation of the local thermal comfort model – the saddle model 

We applied the local thermal comfort (saddle) model to the data we gathered from tests 

performed in the Delphi Wind Tunnel (PRE-test data).  As described in Chapter 4.4.2.6, the 

sensation and comfort in Delphi PRE dataset was cast after the subjects entered the car and before 

they started the engine and the air-conditioning.  The car had been soaked in the Wind Tunnel for 

60 to 90 minutes.  The data can be considered as either stable or transient depending on how 

much difference of the environment is between the wind tunnel and inside of the soaked car.  The 

dataset includes 67 records.  Each records includes sensation and comfort for overall and all the 

local body parts (12 local body parts: face, chest, back, right lower arm, right foot, right calf, right 

hand, left upper arm, left foot, left thigh, left hand, pelvis).  The validation results are shown in 

figures, prediction R2, and the standard deviation of the residuals (STDEV) in Figure 6.36 for 

these 12 local body parts.  The figures show the actual votes (x axis) vs. the prediction (y axis).   

 

The predictions explain from 51% of the variance (right foot) to 76% of the variance 

(right hand), with most of the predictions around 70%.  The reason that the prediction for the foot 

is not as good is that in the UC Berkeley chamber experiment (data used for developing the local 

comfort models), the subjects showed a preference towards warm feet.  So the saddle is 

asymmetrical being more comfortable toward the warm side.  However, the Delphi data did not 

show this preference, so the residuals are larger when evaluating foot comfort when foot is warm.  

We show two examples for predictions (represented by “p”) vs. the actual votes (presented by 

open circles) in the two figures in Figure 6.37.  From the two figures, we see the over-estimation 

of the foot local comfort on the warm side.  
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There is one thing that may contribute to residuals when using Delphi data  to validate 

our models.  As we described in Chapter 4.4.2.6, the Delphi sensation and comfort votes are on a 

one-unit discrete increment scale (sensation scale is:  very cold, cold, cool, slightly cool, neutral, 

slightly warm, warm hot, very hot; comfort scale is from just comfortable to very comfortable 

and just uncomfortable to very uncomfortable).   The sensation comfort scales used in the U.C. 

Berkeley Environmental are continuous, covering the same ranges.  The one-unit increment scale 

resulted the Delphi votes more scattered.   
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Face, R2=0.69, STDEV=0.81  Chest, R2=0.59, STDEV=0.97 

Back, R2=0.7, STDEV=1 Lower arm, R2=0.67, STDEV=0.74 

Upper arm, R2=0.68, STDEV=1.16 Right foot, R2=0.51, STDEV=1.4 
 

Figure 6.36  Validation of the thermal comfort model by Delphi Wind Tunnel test data (continued 
on next page) 
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Left Foot, R2=0.55, STDEV=1.36 Left thigh, R2=0.53, STDEV=1.13 

Right calf, R2=0.69, STDEV=1.01 Right hand, R2=0.76, STDEV=0.75  

Left hand, R2=0.73, STDEV=0.8 
 
Pelvis, R2 = 0.7, STDEV=1.04 

 
Figure 6.36  Validation of the thermal comfort model by Delphi Wind Tunnel test data  
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Figure 6.37  Predictions and actual votes of right and left foot  (Delphi Wind Tunnel test, PRE 
dataset 
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6.4 Overall thermal sensation model 

 

 

The EHT method (see Background, Chapter 2) has been the only way to quantify local 

sensation.  However, the EHT method only provides an environmental temperature range for each 

body segment, within which 80% of people are said to be comfortable.  The EHT evaluation 

method cannot assess the actual local sensations, how they interact with each other, and how the 

body integrates them to provide an overall impression of  thermal sensation.  It cannot 

distinguish, for example, the difference between two persons who are both within the EHT 

ranges, but one with EHT values for every body part on the cold side vs. a person with EHT 

values for every body part on the warm side.  Our overall sensation model (whole body thermal 

sensation model) integrates the local sensations and provides an overall evaluation of the whole-

body thermal state.  It was developed using the measured local sensation data from our 

environmental chamber experiments. 

 

The overall sensation is a weighted average of all the local sensations (Eq. (6.18)). 
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∑
∑=

i

ilocali

weight

Sweight
sationOverallSen

) ( ,     Eq. (6.18) 

where Slocal,i represents for the local sensation for segment “i”, and weighti is the 

weighting factor for that segment.   

 

6.4.1 Proposing an integration model involving weighting factors 

We know some basic things about the relationship between local and overall sensation; 

when our overall body is hot, putting a hand into a cool water produces a feeling of comfort.  We 

feel the cooling hand much more strongly than the hand that remains warm, because the warm 

hand is registering essentially the same sensation level as the rest of the body.  A similar thing 

happens when we are cold and put a hand into warm water.  We notice the sensation of the warm 

hand much more strongly than the sensation of the hand that remains cold.  Consider another 

familiar example.  After a day of skiing in cold weather, we get into a car  and turn on the heat, 

which blows warm air.  All of the body quickly warms except for the very cold feet.  When 

someone asks how we feel under those conditions, we most likely notice our cold feet  rather than 

the sensation of the rest of the body.  It appears true that the further a local sensation is from the 

mean sensation (ie, a simple average of the local sensations), the larger the local sensation’s 

impact on the overall sensation, and therefore the bigger the weight.   

 

This suggests linear or quadratic models as good candidates for predicting the weighting 

coefficients for each body part.  Constant,  linear, and quadratic models were examined (Figure 

6.38). 
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Some of the data from our tests for a few body parts are shown in Figure 6.39.  The data 

are from local cooling/heating tests which include data in both stable and transient conditions.  In 

the figure, the vertical axis represents the weights, which are the ratios of overall sensation 

change vs. local sensation change during single-segment cooling or heating applications.  The 

bigger the ratio, the larger the overall sensation change caused by a unit of local sensation change.  

The horizontal axis is the difference between local and the overall sensations.  During the tests, 

we could not each time survey the sensation for every body part, so we could not obtain an 

average of the local sensations.  We use instead the difference between local sensation and the 

overall sensation, which we did measure every time, to represent  the difference between local 

sensation and the average of the local sensations.   

 

The figures show test data and the linear (“sun-burst” ) model, which provides the best 

fits for most body parts.  The figures on the left show the original scatter plots.  The figures on the 

right add the linear regression results.   

 

  Weighting 
 

Linear model    Quadratic model 
   
 
      

Constant model 
 
 

- Slocal – Smean +  

 

Figure 6.38  Proposed three models for predicting weights 
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Figure 6.39  Linear relationships to calculate the weights based on the difference between local 
sensation and the overall sensation (continued on next page) 
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Figure 6.39  Linear relationships to calculate the weights based on the difference between local 
sensation and the overall sensation (continued on next page) 
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Figure 6.39  Linear relationships to calculate the weights based on the difference between local 
sensation and the overall sensation 

 

6.4.2 Regression results 

Table 6.4 shows the regression results for all the body parts, including the slopes of the 

linear models.  These slopes are used to get the weights based on the differences between the 

local sensations and the averages of the local sensations.  From the generally high values of the 

least square correlation, R2, we know that the linear model predicts well.  The data used for the 

regressions include both transient and stable condition votes, so we believe that the overall 

sensation model applies to both stable and transient conditions. 

 

In the table, Sl represents the local sensation and So represents the overall sensation. 
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Table 6.4  Overall sensation model: slopes (shaded) to calculate weight, weight= a (Slocal – Smean) 
(obtained from single body part local cooling and heating tests) 

 
Local Body Part Sl-Smean<=0 R2 Sl-Smean>=0 R2 
Breathing  -0.16 0.44 0.19 0.14 
Head  -0.13 0.82 0.21 0.57 
Neck  -0.13 0.71 0.23 0.68 

Face  -0.15 0.71 0.30 0.81 
Chest  -0.23 0.90 0.23 0.70 
Back  -0.23  0.81 0.24 0.80 
Pelvis  -0.17 0.85 0.15 0.73 
Upper arm  -0.10 0.69 0.14 0.42 
Lower arm  -0.10 0.69 0.14 0.42 
Hand  -0.04 0.29 0.04 0.23 
Thigh  -0.13 0.38 0.26 0.30 
Lower leg  -0.13 0.38 0.26 0.30 

-0.09 0.10 0.24 (2 feet) 0.37 Foot 
-0.09 0.10 0.14 (1 foot) 0.20 

Upper back  -0.16 0.86 0.26 0.88 
Lower back  -0.21 0.84 0.35 0.88 

 

6.4.3 Analysis of the regression results 

As noted in Chapter 5, Results, body parts can be grouped into highly 

influential/dominant, moderately influential, and least influential groups.  These groupings are 

reflected in the models.  For the body parts in the dominant group, the slopes are much larger.  A 

larger slope represents a bigger weight, and the bigger weight means a stronger impact on overall 

sensation.  The larger slopes are found for the back, chest, and the pelvis.  As mentioned, we also 

observed in our test results that the head is more sensitive to heating than to cooling.  This is 

reflected in the hot/cold asymmetry in the slopes for the head region (head, face, neck, breathing 

zone air), and for the foot, with the warming side slopes (Sl – Smean >=0) much larger than that 

for the cooling side (Sl – Smean >=0).  The least influential group, the hand and foot, which serve 

to actively adjust body heat loss, have very small slopes, so their impact on overall sensation is 

very small.  The insignificance of the impact of these body parts on overall sensation is also 

reflected in their smaller least square correlation, R2.   
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Figure 6.40 shows a small number of examples for back, face, and hand based on the 

regression results shown in Table 6.4.  In these examples, we see again that the back has a strong 

impact on overall sensation (large weight), and the hand has the least impact.  We can also see 

that the impacts of some body parts (i.e. face) are different on the warm side and the cold side.  

For the face, for example, sensation on the warm side has a stronger impact than sensation on the 

cold side.  This means that when the face gets colder, its influence on overall sensation is not as 

great when it feels warmer.  As the face feels warmer, its contribution to overall sensation is 

stronger.   

Figure 6.40  Examples of integration models for back, face, and hand 
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6.4.4 Overall sensation model validation 

6.4.4.1 Validation using Delphi test data 

To validate the overall sensation model, I applied the model to all the Delphi Wind 

Tunnel test data: PRE test data, datasets All1, All2, All3, and All4.  In general Delphi data are 

good for the validation because the test conditions are complex and cover large ranges.  As 

described in Chapter 4.4.2.6, the Delphi test range from –23.5°C to 43°C, with and without solar 

load.  Once the air conditioning is started (datasets All1, All2, All3, All4), there are large 

variations in local sensation and comfort. 

 

 As described in Chapter 4.4.2.6 and 6.3.7, the sensation and comfort in the Delphi PRE 

dataset was obtained after the subjects entered the car and before they started the engine and the 

air-conditioning.  Once the air-conditioning started, each time the subjects voted, they voted for 

only half the body parts.  Based on which half of the body parts were voted on, the winter data are 

divided into datasets All2 and All4, and the summer data are divided into datasets All1 and All3.  

These datasets can be considered either as stable or transient depending on how often the subject 

adjusts the air conditioning.  Each dataset includes about 300 records.  Each record includes 

sensation and comfort for the overall and for half of the local body parts.  Since datasets All1, 

All2, All3, and All4 include the data recorded after the air-conditioning was started, there exist 

large variations between local sensations (e.g. very cold chest (-4) vs. warm back (+2) in a 

summer test).  Therefore, these data are valuable for validating the overall sensation model.  Even 

the PRE data have large local sensation variations, especially in the winter tests (i.e. the overall 

sensation was cold (-3), while the chest was neutral (0), and the hand was cold (-3) during a cold 

test).  
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We validated our overall sensation model with these five datasets.  The following figure 

shows the validation results for the 5 Delphi datasets (Figure 6.41).  The validation R2 and the 

standard deviation of the residuals (STDEV) are also included. 
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Figure 6.41  Actual votes vs. prediction – validation of the overall sensation model (continued on 
next page) 
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Figure 6.41  Actual votes vs. prediction – validation of the overall sensation model (continued on 
next page) 
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Figure 6.41  Actual votes vs. prediction – validation of the overall sensation model 

 

The prediction shows that the model explains near 90% of the variance.  Therefore, the 

integration model predicts well.   

 

6.4.4.2 Validation using UCB stable-condition tests 

Chapter 5.2 showed local sensation and comfort distributions observed in the UC 

Berkeley stable condition tests.  The stable conditions tested were:  neutral (overall sensation near 

0), slightly warm (overall sensation near 1), slightly cool (overall sensation near –1), warm/hot 

(overall sensation between +2 and +3), cold (overall sensation near –3).  This section validates 

the overall sensation model’s predicted overall sensation using these distributions.   

 

Figure 6.42 summarizes the six sensation distributions discussed in Chapter 5.2 There are 

significant local sensation variations in warm/hot and cold environments.  The local sensation 

variations for other conditions are smaller. 
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neutral 1, 8 tests neutral 2, 07075 

warm/hot (overall sensation between +2 and 
+3), 10 tests 

cold (overall sensation near –3), 5 tests 

slightly warm (overall sensation near +1), 3 
tests 

slightly cool (overall sensation near –1), 6 
tests 

 
Figure 6.42  Sensation distribution in stable conditions (UCB tests) 

 

The validation results for the above 6 conditions are shown in Figure 6.43. 
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Figure 6.43  Validation of the overall sensation model in stable conditions (UCB tests) 

 

The residuals of the prediction for the 6 conditions are presented in Table 6.5.  From both 

Figure 6.43 and Table 6.5, we see that except for warm/hot, the residuals are near or below 0.5.   

 

Table 6.5  Residuals of overall sensation model  
validation results of UCB stable condition  
experiment data 
 
Test environment Residual 
neutral 1 0.5 
neutral 2 0.1 
warm/hot 1.3 
cold -0.5 
sl. warm 0.4 
sl. cool 0.4 

 

For ‘neutral 1’, ‘neutral 2’, and ‘sl. cool’, the overall sensation is warmer than the coldest 

body part, but colder than most of the rest of the body parts.  The ‘sun-burst’ shape of the overall 

sensation model assigns a larger weight for the coldest body part, so it has a bigger influence on 

the calculated overall sensation, and the prediction residuals are within 0.5.  For ‘cold’, the 
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overall sensation is not much warmer than the coldest vote.  The  calculated weights for the 

colder votes are also larger; the residual is small as well. 

 

Observing the results in ‘warm/hot’ and ‘sl. warm’, we see that the overall sensation is 

closest to the head region local sensations (head, face, neck, but not the breathing zone air).  This 

indicates that for warm conditions, the head region sensation has a bigger impact on the overall 

sensation than for cold conditions.  That is why the overall sensation model has asymmetrical 

slopes for the head region, with a very large slope for the warm side.  This asymmetry feature is 

able to make the prediction well when the whole body is not that warm (sl. cool).  However, 

when the body is much warmer (warm/hot), the overall sensation model under predicted warmth 

sensation (the residual is 1.3).    

 

6.4.5 Discussion of the overall sensation model 

The analysis for warm/hot condition data suggests that the sun-burst model, although it 

provides large weights for the head region in warm conditions, it is still not enough to bring the 

predicted overall sensation close to the head region sensation when environment condition is 

extreme.  The datasets used to develop the overall sensation model were the data from local 

cooling/heating tests.  They are not extreme.  For this warm/hot data, if bigger weights were 

assigned to head region, the prediction would be better.  For ‘cold’ condition data, if bigger 

weights were assigned to the coldest local body parts, the prediction could also be better because 

we see that in Figure 6.36 the overall sensation is close to the coldest two sensations (although the 

current method has a residual of –0.5, not very large).  These two test conditions are further from 

the neutral condition than the other 4 conditions.  This suggests that for extreme conditions we 

might consider a quadratic model instead of a linear model to calculate the weights.  Although 
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our experimental data (which are not as extreme) was best represented by the linear model,  in the 

future we may examine the quadratic model further. 

 

The regression data are from both stable and transient conditions.  The validation is also 

for both stable (UC Berkeley data) and transient (the five Delphi datasets may be considered to 

include both stable and transient data), we conclude that the overall sensation model is applicable 

to both stable and transient environments. 
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6.5 Overall thermal comfort model  

 

 

How do people determine whole-body comfort, given that different parts of the body can 

simultaneously feel very different, especially in asymmetrical and transient environments?  There 

is no model in the literature addressing the complex process of determining whole-body comfort. 

 

We have already discussed examples of the complexity of asymmetrical and transient 

thermal conditions, such as the following:  A warm person walks into a hot car, turns on the air 

conditioning, and lets the cold air blow on his/her face and chest.  The face becomes comfortable 

because the cold air eliminates the heat stress in this area.  The person’s back remains hot and 

uncomfortable, however, and the cold air on the chest creates slight discomfort there.  Different 

levels of comfort and discomfort can exist at the same time, and the discomfort may be in 

response to either warm or cold.  All of this sensation information is received by the person’s 

brain and somehow integrated into an overall evaluation of the person’s comfort level.   The 

section describes how to develop a model that predicts a person’s overall sense of comfort. 
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6.5.1 Process of developing the overall thermal comfort model  

Our first attempt at developing a model to predict overall thermal comfort employed an 

approach similar to that used to develop the overall sensation model described in the previous 

section.  That is, we tested a sun-burst linear model to define weights for all local comfort 

perceptions, and summed the local comforts using these weights to arrive at overall comfort (we 

called this the all-body-parts weighting method).  However, when we examined the subjective 

comfort votes from both the U.C. Berkeley environmental chamber tests and the Delphi wind 

tunnel tests, we found that overall comfort is not an additive function of all local perceptions of 

comfort.  Thermal comfort integration instead follows a “complaint” pattern; that is, the most 

uncomfortable body parts have the decisive impacts on the perception of overall comfort.  

Whenever two body parts are more uncomfortable than –2 (uncomfortable), the overall comfort 

vote is on the uncomfortable side no matter how comfortable the other body parts might feel.  

Moreover, the level of overall discomfort is similar to the level of the two local areas of 

discomfort.   

 

All-body-parts weighting adds the contributions from all the local comfort perceptions; 

this approach overestimates overall comfort regardless of the weights applied.  Figure 6.44 and 

Figure 6.45 show two examples of overestimates from this method.  The residuals are mostly 

negative.  (The datasets are the PRE and All4 of Delphi test data.  The Delphi experimental setup 

and datasets are described in Chapter 4.4.2.6, and briefly summarized again in section 6.4.4.1 

where Delphi data were used to validate the whole body thermal sensation model.)  
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Figure 6.44  Delphi PRE dataset shows an overestimate from the all-body-part weighting method 
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Figure 6.45  Delphi All4 dataset shows an overestimate from the all-body-part weighting method 
 

Cabanac has been studying pleasure as a behavior motivator since the 1970s, on the 

premise that seeking pleasure has a central role in human life and is the key consideration in 

decision-making.  His hypothesis is that people tend to maximize their experience of mental 

pleasure or minimize mental displeasure (Cabanac 1992).  In one of his experiments (Cabanac, 

Guillaume et al. 2002), he let the subjects choose among four different behaviors in 50 situations 
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taken from daily life.  He found that the behavior selected significantly coincided with the 

maximizing the highest positive pleasure or minimizing the lowest negative displeasure. 

 

Based on Cabanac’s study and our comfort data,  it seemed logical to give high priority to 

extreme feelings when modeling the brain’s ranking of multiple signals. More intense signals 

tend to overshadow less intense ones.   

 

Pellerin et al. (Pellerin, Deschuyteneer et al. 2003), in a study for Renault, found that 

whole-body comfort can be expressed as a function of the number of body parts that feel 

unpleasant.  The important thing about this finding is that it shows that the overall comfort 

correlates with local discomfort, not with local comfort, supporting our observation that comfort 

is determined by “complaints,” that is by the body parts that are most uncomfortable.  

 

We explored more than a thousand survey records in which local and overall comfort 

values were entered, from the Delphi Wind Tunnel tests and the UC Berkeley chamber 

experiments.  The best model we found for predicting overall comfort in these datasets was the 

following two rules: 
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Rule 1: Overall comfort is the average of the two minimum local comfort votes unless Rule 

2 applies. 

 

Rule 2: If the following criteria are met: 

• the second lowest local comfort vote is >–2.5 

• the subject has some control over his/her thermal environment 

     or the thermal conditions are transient 

then overall comfort is the average of the two minimum votes and the maximum 

comfort vote. 

 

Note: if both hands or both feet comprise the two most uncomfortable body parts, ignore the 

second lowest hand or foot comfort value, and use the third lowest local comfort vote as the 

second lowest vote in Rule 1 and Rule 2. 

 

The model assigns weights of 1 or 0 to the local comfort and calculates the average.   

 

We developed this comfort model using the Delphi data as well as the UC Berkeley 

chamber data, because during the transient portions of the UC Berkeley cooling/heating 

applications, we could ask only 5 questions at a given time (normally two local sensations and 

one overall sensation, one local comfort and one overall comfort, as described in Chapter 4.3.3.2).  

The only times we could survey local comfort for all the body parts at once were in the stable 

period before local cooling/heating applications began.  The number of UCB data points useful 

for the integration model is therefore small (24 records).  The Delphi PRE dataset surveyed 12 

local comforts and one overall comfort at a given time,  and the other four datasets surveyed 7 
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local comforts and one overall comfort for each record.  The differences in the results of the two 

experiments suggested the criterion in Rule 2 about transient condition and local control.   

 

One major difference between the Delphi and the UC Berkeley chamber tests is that in 

the Delphi tests, the subjects had control over their environments.  The subjects were allowed to 

adjust the car air conditioning based on their preferences.  Brager et al. (Brager, G. et al. 2003a, 

Brager, G. et al. 2003b) have shown that when people have control over a given environment, 

their comfort level is higher than if they do not.  In the U.C. Berkeley tests, the subjects had no 

control over the chamber environment, and their comfort votes were lower. 

 

Another difference between the two experiments is that the UC Berkeley data are from 

stable conditions, while Delphi data involve both stable and transient conditions.  The transients 

may create higher comfort, whether due to the overshooting from removing heat stress, or from 

the types of pleasurable sensation shown in Section 6.3 (Cabanac 1969, Mower 1976, Hensel 

1981, and Attia 1984).   

 

We put the second criterion in Rule 2 to account for the higher comfort levels found in 

the Delphi data for otherwise equal comfort combinations.  Although the cause of the higher 

votes has not been proven to be these two effects alone, their influence can be seen to be strong.  

The comfort votes predictably overshoot in the positive direction as subjects manipulate the 

HVAC systems to restore comfort. 

 

6.5.2 Validation of the model 

We validated the model using data from both Delphi and UC Berkeley tests. 
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6.5.2.1 Validation using Delphi test data  

 

First, we look at validation results for the PRE and All4 data sets.  The results are 

improved substantially in relation to the results from the all-body-parts weighting model.  The 

validation results are shown in Figure 6.46 and Figure 6.47. 
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Figure 6.46  Validation of the integration comfort model for Delphi PRE dataset 
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Figure 6.47 Validation of overall comfort model for Delphi All4 test dataset 
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Validation was also carried out for the rest of the Delphi datasets (All1, All2, All3).  The 

results are shown in Figure 6.48, Figure 6.49, Figure 6.50. 
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Figure 6.48 Validation of overall comfort model for Delphi All1 test dataset 
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Figure 6.49 Validation of overall comfort model for Delphi All2 test dataset 
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Figure 6.50 Validation of overall comfort model for Delphi All3 test dataset 

 

The subjects in the Delphi tests experienced very complicated sets of sensations and 

perceptions.  Some body parts were comfortable and some were uncomfortable, and the 

discomfort came from both warmth and cooling, i.e., an uncomfortable hot back and a slightly 

uncomfortable cooled chest.  The validation results shown in Figure 6.40 – Figure 6.44 for the 

Delphi test data demonstrate that the rule-based integration comfort model gives good prediction 

results. 

 

6.5.2.2 Validation using UCB steady-state-tests 

As we stated in section 6.5.1, in the UCB tests, the only time we surveyed the local 

comfort for every body part at once was in the steady-state conditions just before local 

cooling/heating was applied.  We validate the overall comfort model with these data.   
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Because the test conditions were stable and the subjects did not have control over the 

chamber environment, “Rule 2” is not met and “Rule 1” is applied.  The UCB stable-conditions 

tests are grouped as cold, warm, slightly cool, and slightly warm, based on the subjects’ votes.   

 

1. Cold tests (overall sensation near -3, 5 tests) 

The distributions of sensation and comfort votes from five cold tests are averaged and 

shown in Figure 6.51.  The sensation votes are included in the figure in order to show what 

causes the discomfort.  In this figure, we can see that local comfort covers a large range, from 

–3 for the hand to +1.5 for breathing.  The overall comfort vote is close to the lowest two 

comfort votes (all three are circled).  Based on our overall comfort model, prediction of 

overall comfort in this case is the average of –3 and –2.6, i.e.,  –2.8.  The average of the 

subjects’ overall comfort votes from 5 tests is also –2.8, so the predicted and actual votes are 

the same. 
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Figure 6.51  Validation of overall comfort model for UC Berkeley chamber experiment data in 
cold environment (overall sensation near –3, 5 tests) 

 

2. Warm tests (overall sensation between +2 and +3, 10 tests) 

The average sensation and comfort votes from 10 warm tests are shown in Figure 

6.52.  Local comfort varies from –0.3 to –1.7.  Based on the model, the predicted overall 

comfort should be the average of the two least comfortable votes (-1.7 and –1.6, head and 

face), which is –1.65.  The average of the overall comfort votes from the 10 tests–1.4, so the 

prediction is close to the actual vote (residual –0.25). 
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Figure 6.52  Validation of overall comfort model for UC Berkeley chamber experiment data in 
warm environment (overall sensation between +2 and +3, 10 tests) 

 

 

3.  Slightly cool tests (overall sensation near –1, 6 tests)  

 

The average sensation and comfort votes from six slightly cold tests is shown in Figure 

6.53.  The prediction is the average of the two least comfortable (-0.1 and 0.2), which is 0.05.  

From the experiment, the average of the overall sensation votes of the six tests is –0.1.  The 

difference between the prediction and the actual vote is 0.15. 
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Figure 6.53  Validation of overall comfort model for UC Berkeley chamber experiment data in 
slightly cool environment (overall sensation near –1, 6 tests) 
 

 

4. Slightly warm condition (sensation near 1)  

The average sensation and comfort votes from three tests under slightly warm 

conditions are presented in Figure 6.54.  The overall comfort (-0.44) is very close to the 

lowest two votes (-0.34, -0.48).  The average of the two least comfortable votes is –0.41.  The 

residual is 0.03. 
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Figure 6.54  Validation of overall comfort model for UC Berkeley chamber experiment data in 
slightly warm environment (overall sensation near 1, 3 tests) 

 

6.5.3 Discussion of the overall comfort model 

A. Rule 1 versus rule 2; Delphi and UC Berkeley comfort data  

Rule 2 in the overall comfort model raises the predicted overall comfort by adding in the 

maximum comfort vote when calculating the average.  We tested the difference between the rules 

by applying Rule 1 using to the Delphi Wind Tunnel data.  When we applied only Rule 1, which 

predicts the UC Berkeley overall comfort votes well, to all the Delphi datasets, we see a 

significant under-estimation of the overall comfort.  Figure 6.55 presents the actual vs. predicted 

comfort votes (left figures) and the residuals (right figures).  The under-estimation is obvious 

from the large amount of data below the 45° line (left figures) and the positive residuals above 0° 

line (right figures), and from comparison with Figures 6.46 and 6.50, which was predicted by 

applying Rule 2.   
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We also tested how Rule 2 would work with UCB data.  The residuals increased for all 

three conditions.  As shown in Figure 6.52, 6.53, 6.54, the overall comfort was close to the lowest 

local comfort values.  Adding the maximum comfort vote into the average increased the errors. 

(In figure 6.51, the second minimum comfort vote was <      -2.5, so Rule 2 could not be applied 

in any case).   
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Figure 6.55 Under estimation of the overall comfort Rule 1 for Delphi datasets (continued on next 
page) 
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Figure 6.55 Under estimation of the overall comfort of Rule 1 for Delphi datasets 
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B.  Using the second minimum comfort vote in Rule 2 

It is important that our Rule 2 requires the second lowest local comfort vote (> -2.5), 

rather than a single minimum vote.  This reduces the chance of hands or feet alone becoming the 

decisive factor in overall comfort when either of these body parts is the only area of the body that 

is uncomfortable.  Recall that we established above that hand and foot sensation and comfort have 

little impact on overall sensation and comfort. Thus, if only the hands or feet are uncomfortable, 

the overall state may nonetheless be perceived as comfortable, so we want the model not to 

determine overall comfort based on hands or feet votes alone.  If the hands and feet are the two 

minimum comfort votes, the chances are good that there is discomfort in other areas of the body 

as well, and therefore a hand or foot could be the second minimum vote.  

 

A summary of the four sensation and comfort prediction models has been published in 

“The 5th International Meeting on Thermal Manikin and Modeling” in September 2003, France 

(Zhang et al. 2003). 
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7. CONCLUSION 

7.1 New sensation and comfort models 

At the 10th International Conference on Environmental Ergonomics, Victor Candas 

stated: 

“The interaction between temperature and sensation has not been investigated in 
conditions of non-uniformity or of large heterogeneity.  The relationship between 
the various local sensations and the local sensations at various levels of body 
thermal state are not described.  It is not even clear how the global thermal 
sensation is modified by changes in the local ones, a condition often observed for 
instance when people modify their clothing distribution.” (Candas 2002) 

 

In discussing existing comfort models, he went on to say: 

‘Unfortunately, to our knowledge, none of the published models is effectively 
based on clear relationships between body temperature and sensations or 
pleasantness.  The fact is that nobody knows exactly what these relationships are 
and how they interact locally to build the global judgment’.  

 

This thesis has examined thermal sensation and comfort in complex thermal 

environments and developed a series of models to predict them.  The models predict: local 

sensation based on local thermal stimulus and the whole body thermal state (local sensation 

model), local thermal comfort based on local and whole body thermal sensations (local comfort 

model), integration of the local sensation to get a overall sensation (overall sensation model), and 

overall comfort based on the knowledge of local comfort (overall comfort model). 

 

These models reflect or explain many observations found in the literature.  They reflect 

studies of thermal sensitivities of different body parts and their different levels of influence on 

whole body sensation (local sensation and overall sensation models); incorporate the fact that 

people are more sensitive to cooling stimuli than heating stimuli; describe mathematically how a 

given thermal stimulus can feel pleasant or unpleasant depending on the overall thermal state of 
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the body (local comfort model); model the observations that local sensation, with the same skin 

temperature, feels warmer if the whole body is colder than if the whole body is warmer (local 

sensation model); and propose an answer to the question of how the body integrates signals from 

local body parts based on their importance to the whole body, asymmetrical influences between 

cold vs. warm, and the higher impact of local sensations that are further away from the rest of the 

body.  

 

The observations of the test results and the models answer numerous questions, such as 

how core temperature responds to different environment and thermal stimuli; why a sudden 

breeze in a slightly warm naturally ventilated house improves comfort; how repeatable subjective 

perception is; what influence one side of the body has on the other side when experiencing local 

cooling/heating; and, not least, how adaptation and transient sensation effects explain John 

Locke’s observations of the thermal sensations of hands placed in basins of warm and cool water 

over 300 years ago. 

 

This study also uncovered many interesting subjective and physiological behaviors, such 

as how subjective perception and thermoregulation response differs between three body groups; 

how the characteristics of thermoreceptors affect subjective thermal sensation and comfort in 

transient conditions; that local discomfort can have a decisive impact on overall comfort and 

therefore why a high priority in achieving comfort is to remove any local discomfort; that people 

do not like breathing warm air but much prefer breathing cool air; that the pelvis area always 

prefers to be warm; that when the body is warm, hand and finger temperature recovers very 

quickly after a local cooling stimulus is removed; that hand motion has a significant influence in 

increasing the skin temperature of a cold hand or finger. 
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We proposed rational models based on our test results and observations from the 

literature.  These models are explicit in how each parameter contributes to the predicted variables.  

We then used the test data to statistically fit the coefficients for these models.  The models are 

validated with Delphi wind tunnel test data and the results are satisfying.   

 

The information provided from the test results and models will be very valuable in 

designing and evaluating air-conditioning systems in vehicles, personally-controllable ‘task-

ambient’ systems in buildings, new types of glazing and solar control, perimeter zone heating and 

cooling, and mixed-mode naturally ventilated design.   

 

The availability of this new model opens the door for many new interesting research 

areas and we provide suggestions for future study. 

 

7.2 Limitations  

7.2.1 Local sensation model during exercise  

In calculating local sensation based on physiology parameters, the model uses local skin 

temperature to represent local thermal state, and mean skin temperature to represent the whole- 

body thermal state. 

 

When people have a high metabolic rate, mean skin temperature may not represent the 

whole-body thermal state.  Our model was developed from sedentary activity tests.  How to apply 

it to higher metabolic activities needs further study. 

 

Although we did not do any testing under higher metabolic rates, it is quite possible that 

exercise would not limit the applications of the other three models: local comfort model, overall 
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sensation model, and the overall comfort model.  These models do not directly correlate with the 

skin or core temperatures.  Local comfort is a function of the local and overall sensations.  

Overall sensation integrates the local sensations, and overall comfort integrates the local comfort. 

 

7.2.2 Skin wettedness and discomfort 

Sweating serves an important purpose in thermoregulation.  Heat loss through 

evaporation can be easily reach 75% when people are hot (the other 25% is lost through radiation 

and convection).  When the environmental temperature is higher than core temperature, sweating 

becomes the only mechanism to reject heat. 

 

Many researchers have found that thermal discomfort is correlated with skin wettedness 

(Gonzalez and Gagge 1973).  However, our local sensation model correlates sensation only with 

skin and core temperatures.  We also didn’t design test conditions with different levels of 

humidity.  Does that mean our models only apply to non-sweating people? 

 

The answer is no.  We believe that people feel hot or cold only through warm and cold 

thermoreceptors, and therefore we can correlate the local sensation with temperature.  Sweating 

has an indirect impact on skin temperature.  The skin swells when covered with sweat (Kerslake 

1972, personal communication with L. Berglund).  When heavy sweating is taking place, the 

sweat rate declines after a while because the presence of moisture on the skin inhibits local sweat 

secretion.  When sweating is reduced, the skin temperature increases and people feel warmer.  

Recovery is rapid if the skin is dried (McIntyre 1980).     

 

Skin wettedness is more closely related to the sense of discomfort or unpleasantness than 

to temperature sensation (ASHRAE 1993).  ASHRAE Fundamentals terms the feeling of 
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discomfort caused by the skin wettedness as ‘moisture sensation’(ASHRAE 1997).  When skin 

wettedness is above 0.25, people rarely feel comfortable.  The stickiness of clothing caused by the 

increased friction between skin and the wet clothing induces an unpleasant feeling.  Although our 

subjects did sweat in the warm and hot environment test conditions, the stickiness caused by the 

wet clothing may not have been sensed as much as with normal clothing, because the leotard that 

they wore was effective at wicking away moisture.  The current study does not examine the 

correlation between comfort and skin wettedness.   

 

7.3 Implications for thermal environmental control  

 
The detailed sensation and comfort prediction models have great potential for evaluating 

thermal comfort in complex thermal environments and helping designing new HVAC systems in 

buildings and vehicles in order to provide better comfort and to use energy more efficiently. 

 

As an example, based on the findings of this study, we propose a small step-change air 

temperature control strategy for task ambient HVAC systems and automobile air-conditioning.  

This strategy activate the high level of thermal comfort associated with the relief of discomfort 

during the small step-change process.  This strategy and others are discussed further in Appendix 

7.1. 

 

Wireless sensors are quickly becoming more available for buildings and vehicles, and 

will provide the ability to inexpensively gather much more detailed information about the thermal 

environment than have been possible up to now.  Rather than a single thermostat representing 

several hundred square feet of office space, we may begin to have information about the local 

microclimates around individual occupants.  Coupled with the models developed in this study, 

ubiquitous wireless sensors could reshape the way we control spaces to provide comfort in an 
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energy-efficient manner.  They could enable decentralized HVAC systems to provide better 

control based on individual occupants’ thermal comfort.  

 

7.4 Suggestions for Future Work  

7.4.1 Future studies 

1.  Incorporation with the UCB Physiology/Comfort Model 

Over the last few years, I have been working with other researchers to develop the UCB 

Physiological Comfort Model (Huizenga et al. 2001).  The model predicts detailed skin and core 

temperatures of individuals in asymmetrical and transient conditions.  The subjective models 

described in this thesis predict sensation and comfort from skin and core temperatures.  An 

immediate next step is to incorporate these comfort models into the UCB Physiological Comfort 

Model so that the model is able to predict local and overall sensation and comfort in complex 

environments. 

 
2.  Applications of the model  

Once we have the UCB Physiological Comfort Model able to predict thermal sensation 

and comfort in complex environments, we will apply the model to many realistic situations to 

evaluate their impact on comfort.  Applications areas include: glass type and window design, 

perimeter zones, natural ventilated buildings, local radiation, air temperature stratifications, 

underfloor supply systems, and different strategies for thermal environmental control in buildings 

and cars.   

 
3.  Additional tests in warm environments  

Because of budget limitations, this project focused on cooling effects in warm 

environments.  Although we did conduct some heating tests (applying local heating in cold 

environments), the number of these tests was very limited.  For example, we did not do local 
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heating tests in warm or hot conditions.  We hope to be able to carry out such heating tests in the 

near future.  The method will be similar to the local cooling tests. 

 

Because people sweat in warm environments, when we do the heating tests, we will 

collect local sweating information, such as identifying sweating locations and local discomfort 

due to skin wettedness.  We will examine the correlation between comfort (or discomfort) and 

local skin wettedness (moisture sensation).   

 

4.  Additional tests in cool environments 

The conditions in our cooling tests were also limited.  For example, we only supplied two air 

temperatures, 14 C and 22 C.  We would like to do additional tests including more moderate air 

temperatures in the range of 28 to 34°C.  We also need to carry out more tests of local cooling in 

cold environments, and tests using slower transient thermal environments.   

 

5.  Higher metabolic rate tests 

The current test conditions do not include higher metabolic rates.  As stated in the 

Limitations section above, the application of the local sensation model to higher metabolic rates 

needs further study.  We are hoping to study the effects of increased metabolic rate on the models 

developed in this thesis.   

   

6.  HVAC control strategies 

In Appendix 7.1, we proposed a step-change cooling pattern for air-conditioning as a 

means of generating higher comfort response.  This idea and others like it need to be examined 

with human subject tests.   
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7.  Further development of the adaptation model 

This project did not focus on the study of skin thermal adaptation.  During the regression 

analysis we realized the importance of this effect.  We proposed a rational adaptation model 

based on a limited set our and Olesen’s data.  This model needs further development.  One 

practical approach would be to create different overall thermal states by putting people in a water 

bath at different temperatures, then putting their hands (or other individual body parts) into a 

separate bath at a yet different temperature.  We could then examine how quickly adaptation 

happens and what the adaptation ranges are for different parts of the body.   

 

8.  Further development of the overall comfort model 

Currently the overall thermal comfort model is a rule-based model.  Because overall 

comfort is complaint-driven (meaning uncomfortable local votes have a larger impact on overall 

comfort than comfortable votes), it might be possible to develop a comfort model as presented in 

Figure 7.1.  In this hypothetical model, the weights for the uncomfortable segments are 

significantly larger than the weights for comfortable segments.  How to use the existing data to 

develop this model needs further exploration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weighting (0 – 1) 
 
 
 
 
             

        Local segment  
         -4  Cl < 0     0 Cl >0   +4 

1.1.1.1.1.1.1  
 

Figure 7.1  Another hypothetical overall comfort model 
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9.  Acceptability  

Our models predict thermal sensation and comfort locally and globally.  It would be 

useful to understand the relationship between comfort and acceptability for each body part as well 

as the whole body.  It is possible that acceptability can be expressed as a function of local and 

overall comfort.  In order to find this relationship, we would need to do human subject tests using 

questionnaires for all three aspects: sensation, comfort, and acceptability.   

 

10.  Foot comfort 

The relationship between sensation and comfort for the foot needs to have a separate 

study.  People seem to have a very high preference for warm feet.  There are many studies of the 

hand in the literature, but very few for the foot.  Such a study would be useful because indoor air 

temperatures are often stratified, with cooler air at the feet and warmer air at the head – exactly 

opposite of most people’s preference.  

 

11.  Breathing zone thermal sensation correlating with air temperature 

In our local sensation model for the breathing zone, we correlate the sensation with the 

cheek skin temperature.  Our purpose was to find a physiology parameter to link to the thermal 

sensation model.  As we stated in Chapter 6.2.1.5, cheek skin temperature may not be the best to 

represent breathing zone air.  The next regression step is to correlate the breathing zone thermal 

sensation directly with the air temperature, and if possible, to the relative humidity as well. 
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7.4.2 Recommendations for experimental methods 

 1.  Screened human subjects 

We found that for detailed human subject tests like those performed for this study, it is 

beneficial to use screened or trained subjects to help reduce experimental uncertainty.  For 

example, in our tests, we found that one subject never voted above slightly warm (+1) or below 

slightly cool (–1) while the rest of the subjects voted ±3 or ±4 under the same test conditions.  In 

the end we had to drop this subject from our database.  Since the study was not about the use of 

scales, some training or pre-testing would have prevented this problem, and our data collection 

more efficient.  Great care must be used to avoid introducing bias. 

 

 2.  Effects of extremity movement on segment temperature and sensation 

We found that hand motion increased finger and hand skin temperature significantly 

when the hand was cold.  We did not provide enough instruction to our subjects about hand 

movement, and as a result there is more scatter in these data.  It is not known whether the 

increased hand and finger temperatures were caused by local metabolism or by reducing 

vasoconstriction in hand and fingers.   

 

 3.  Votes for every body part before local cooling/heating removal 

During our transient heating and cooling applications, we could not survey too many 

body parts because the time was so limited.  But at the end of local cooling/heating when steady-

state had been reached, time was no longer an important issue and we should have asked 

sensation and comfort for every individual segment.  In our tests, we asked the local sensation 

and comfort for the body part which had just experienced local stimulus.  However, it would be 

useful if we had the information for the other body parts as well, even though they are less 

important since they had not experienced local cooling/heating.    
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 4.  Continuing core temperature measurement after cold test 

During the cold tests, the subjects sat in a cold environment (16 – 20 °C) working on a 

computer.  The activity level was around 1 to 1.1 met.  The overall sensation votes were between 

–1 to –4 and the core temperature did not drop during the entire two hour cold exposure (Figure 

5.12).  There was no obvious shivering shown.  After the tests, when the subjects started to walk 

outside, even though it was sunny and warm, they started shivering. 

 

The reason is that their extremities had become well vasoconstricted during the cold 

environment tests.  The hand and foot skin temperature were near 23 C (see Chapter 5.2.2).  Once 

the subjects started to walk, the body began to deliver the blood to the working muscle, and that 

brought the cooler blood from the cold tissue to the core.  It would be useful to have a core 

temperature reading during this period, but we didn’t continue the readings after the chamber 

tests were finished.  In the future, when doing the cold tests, we would recommend continuing to 

measure the core temperature for at least half an hour or longer, depending on how fast the core 

temperature recovers. 
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9. APPENDICES  

9.1 Appendix 4.1 – Selection of a method to cool/heat local skin temperature 

 

Possible alternatives 

By looking at the literature and checking the products on the market, we considered four  

possibilities: a water suit or water blanket, phase change material, electric fabric, and air (the first 

three alternatives are shown in Figure A4.1.1).  The two major criteria for choosing the method 

were to create (1) a temperature distribution over each that is as natural as possible, (2) a feeling 

to the wearer of the cooling/heating device that is as natural as possible.  Our study is about 

“comfort”, and so we should avoid any uncomfortable feeling produced by the experimental 

device used to heat and cool the body parts.   
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Commercially available 
tube suit 

Water pads 

 

 

Phase change gel Electricity heating fabric 

 
Figure A4.1.1  Possible alternatives to control local skin temperature 

 

A commonly used method for controlling local skin temperature is the water suit.  Xu 

(Xu, 1999) developed a liquid cooling garment to remove heat during exercise.   Frank (Frank, 

Raja et al. 1999) applied circulating-water mattresses to control skin temperature when studying 

the relative contributions of core and cutaneous temperatures on thermal comfort.  Our concern is 

that because we are conducting a thermal comfort study, the unfamiliar feeling of the heavy water 

suit may affect the thermal sensation.  In addition, the water suit controls the skin temperature at a 

constant level over each body part, because the resistance from skin to the water is so low.  This 

rarely happens in real life where our skin shows variations in temperature even on one segment.  

For example, the cooling of the upper arm to the same skin temperature as the lower arm 

probably only happens for a swimmer.  Koscheye (Koscheye, Paul et al. 1998 ) also point out that 

using a water suit produces rapid skin temperature changes, which emphasizes the impact from 

the skin rather than from the core.  That may be more proper for astronauts because they actually 
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wear water suits in space, but less desirable for normal people.  Because of the nature of our 

comfort study, we decided the water suit approach is not preferable. 

 

The electric fabric has the advantage that it is a fabric and can wrap a body part (Figure 

A4.1.1).  An electric fabric suit would not produce the unfamiliar feeling as with the water suit.  

However, when we checked the surface temperature of the electrical fabric with an IR camera, we 

realized that the surface temperature shows strong variation (Figure A4.1.2), which would cause 

differential heating.   

 

  
Lower power supply, surface 
temperature 31 – 37°C 

Higher power supply, surface 
temperature 36 – 47°C 

 

Figure A4.1.2  Uneven surface temperature of an electrical fabric 
 

We intended to combine the electric fabric together with the phase change material to 

control the skin temperature.  After measuring the phase change material surface temperature, we 

realized that the phase change material appears hard and rigid at the phase change temperature, 

which is not convenient for covering the skin; in addition, the temperature of the phase change 

material did continuously rise at the phase change temperature, which reduced its value as a cold 

sink (Figure A4.1.3).   
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 Figure A4.1.3  Phase change material surface temperature during phase change process 
 

Local skin temperature distribution is realistic 

Figure 4.4 in chapter 4 shows large skin temperature variations of the lower leg after it 

was cooled.  Table A4.1.1 and Figure A4.1.4 shows the back skin temperature variation in a 

uniform environment, with a 1.5 °C variation.  The middle back is warmer than the sides and the 

upper back is warmer than the lower back.    

 

Table A4.1.1  Back skin temperature distribution (02004) 
 

Location Skin temperature (°C) 
upper middle back 36.1 
upper right back 35.6 
upper left back 35.6 
lower middle back 35.5 
lower right back 34.6 
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Figure A4.1.4 Back skin temperature distribution 
 

 

The natural skin temperature variation implies that the contact methods (water suit and 

blanket, phase change material, and electrical fabric) will produce artificial skin temperature 

distributions.  So we decided to focus on an air approach. 

 

Early local air cooling/heating ideas 

A few images showing the early designs of the air cooling/heating approach are presented 

in Figure A4.1.5.  Judging from the effects of the two main criteria, we gradually became aware 

that an air-sleeve approach fitted our requirements the best. 
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mock up of air sleeve 

 
 
air hood to cool head testing the air chair for 

pelvis cooling  

 

 

suitcase design 

 
 

 
 
ice box 

 
 
helmet for head and 
neck 

 
Figure A4.1.5  Design process of local skin temperature control 
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9.2 Appendix 4.2 - Skin temperature measurement sites 

This appendix describes how we chose the skin temperature measurement locations for 

our tests. 

Skin temperature variation from one place to another is large in cold environment due to 

vasoconstriction, but much more uniform in warm environments.  Figure A4.2.1 (Houdas and 

Ring 1982) shows skin temperature at 10 locations under 5 environmental conditions, 20 and 

25°C (cold), 30°C (Neutral), 35 and 40°C (hot). 

 

Figure A4.2.1  Skin temperature distributions under different thermal environments (Houdas and 
Ring, 1982) 

 

“Mean skin temperature” is usually determined from a series of skin temperature 

measurements.  To relate skin temperature measurements to underlying tissues, a coefficient is 

assigned to each of the skin temperature measurements, depending on the site and the surface 

characteristics of the area.  If the area is large and anatomically simple, e.g., the abdomen, the 
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thermal gradients across the surface are low and one measurement with a high coefficient can be 

used for the whole area.  However, the extremities have complicated shapes and possess high 

thermal gradients.  For this reason, a greater number of measurements are required and the 

coefficients are lower. 

 

There are many proposals in the literature for the sets of measurement sites used to get 

mean skin temperature.  The number of sites necessary to represent mean skin temperature 

depends on the level of non-uniformity of skin temperature, which is in turn determined by 

environmental conditions.  In warm conditions when skin temperature is rather uniform and is 

mainly determined by vasodilation, 2 –4 sites may be enough.  In neutral conditions 4 – 8 sites 

may be needed.  In cold conditions, 8 – 12 sites may be necessary to account for local skin 

temperature variations (Olesen 1984).  The number of sites has often been decided as a 

compromise between what is necessary and what is economically and technically possible.  Since 

our experiment is about thermal comfort, we want to minimize discomfort by limiting the number 

of skin temperature measurement sites, because numerous cables can cause discomfort.  Here I 

present several commonly used methods to calculate the mean skin temperature, and propose the 

skin temperature measurement sites for our test. 

 

Background for mean skin temperature measurement sites 

A simple method to calculate the mean skin temperature is a three-point method proposed 

by Burton (Burton 1934). 

 

Average Ts = 0.50 Tchest + 0.36 Tleg + 0.14 Tlower arm     Eq. (A4.2.1) 
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Providing weights based on surface areas calculated after Dubois (Dubois and DuBois 

1915), Winslow et al. proposed 15 points to get the mean skin temperature (Winslow, Herrington 

et al. 1936).  These 15 points are shown in Figure A4.2.2.  The method calculates the arithmetic 

mean for four anatomical segments: the head, the upper extremities, lower extremities, and trunk.  

Each segmental mean temperature is then weighted by the area to get the whole body mean skin 

temperature.  

 

  

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 
Hardy and DuBois (Hardy and DuBois 1938) produced a seven point method by 

modifying the 15 points of Winslow et al.  They did this by switching the right front points to the 

 

Figure A4.2.2  Fifteen locations to 
calculate mean skin temperature 
(Winslow et al. 1936) 

Figure A4.2.3  Twenty locations tested to 
get mean skin temperature by 
Hardy/DuBois (Hardy and DuBois 1938) 
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left front, switching the side lower leg to the shin, and adding 5 more to provide a 20 points 

measurement sites (Figure A4.2.3) for which they obtained an average temperature using a 

radiometer. From this average skin temperature, the authors provided a mean skin temperature 

calculation from seven body parts as shown in equation (A4.2.2) (Hardy and DuBois 1938).  The 

coefficients are based on area weighting.  The seven-site method is widely accepted.   

The letters in these two equations correspond the letters in Figure A4.2.4. 

 
7-Site Average skin Temperature = 

(0.07 x forehead (A)) + 

(0.35 x left abdomen (E)) + 

(0.14 x left lower arm (F)) + 

(0.05 x left hand (G)) + 

(0.19 x left anterior thigh (H)) + 

(0.13 x left lower leg (J))+ 

(0.07 x left foot instep (K))      Eq. (A4.2.2) 

 

Replacing some of the seven single point temperatures with averages of several points, 

Mitchell and Wyndham provided a twelve-site method in Equation (A4.2.3) (Mitchell and 

Wyndham 1969).   

 

12-Site Average skin Temperature = 

(0.07 x forehead (A)) +  

[0.35 x [left abdomen (E)) + left upper chest (C) + left scapula (M) + left lower back 

(N)]+  

(0.14 x left lower arm (F)) +  
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(0.05 x left hand (G)) +  

[0.19 x ((left anterior thigh (H) + left posterior thigh (P))] +  

[0.13 x ((left lower leg (J) + left calf (Q))] + (0.07 x left foot instep (15))   

Eq. (A4.2.3)  

 

The exact locations for the Hardy seven and Mitchell twelve sites are shown in Figure 

A4.2.4.  They are a modification of the Winslow’s fifteen sites so you will notice that the 

locations in Figure A4.2.2 and Figure A4.2.4 are very similar, except that the right front points of 

Winslow are switched to the left front points. 

 

Figure A4.2.4  Seven and twelve locations to calculate mean skin temperature by Hardy and 
DuBios (referred from Mitchell and Wyndham 1969) 

 

By combining the arm and hand together, thigh, lower leg, and foot together from 
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Hardy/DuBois seven location equation (Eq. A4.2.2), Houdas (Houdas 1982) proposed a 5-

location measurement sites to get mean skin temperature.  The exact locations for head and 

extremities are different from the original seven point method (Figure A4.2.5). 

 

Figure A4.2.5  Five locations to calculate mean skin temperature, with weighting coefficients 
(Houdas 1982) 

 

Ramanathan simplified the Hardy/DuBois seven-point method by reducing the number of 

measurement sites (Ramanathan 1963).  For each of the seven body parts, ten observations on 

anterior, posterior, and either sides of the body for the extremities were taken.  He found that the 

temperature in different body parts differed considerably on occasion (3 –4°C), but the 

differences of temperature from individual measurements within the same body part remained 

small, being less than 0.5°C.  He suggested that the human body can be divided into four sections, 

and the corresponding mean skin temperature formula is, 
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Average Ts = 0.3 Tchest + 0.3 Tarm + 0.2 Tthigh + 0.2 Tleg    Eq. (A4.2.4) 

 

Gagge and Nishi (Gagge and Nishi 1977) divided the Hardy/DuBois trunk into chest and 

back, arm into upper arm and forearm, and combined leg and foot into leg, to create an eight-

point formula for mean skin temperature.  This method is still in common use. 

 

Average Ts = 0.07 Thead + 0.175 Tchest + 0.175 Tback + 0.07 Tupper arm + 0.07 Tforearm + 0.05 Thand + 

0.19 Tthigh + 0.20 Tleg       Eq. (A4.2.5) 

 

 

Teichner (Teichner 1958) measured mean skin temperature on 10 sites on 323 soldiers 

and studied the possibility of the estimation from fewer points.  By analyzing the relation between 

the 10-point mean and each of the individual points the author found that no more than six points 

are required to provide a good estimation.  The six locations and the weightings are presented in 

Eq. (A4.2.6). 

 

Average Ts = 0.100 Tcheek + 0.125 Tchest + 0.125 Tback + 0.070 Tupper arm + 0.125 Tlateral thigh + 0.125 

Tmedia thigh        Eq. (A4.2.6) 

 Olesen (Olesen 1984) proposed 14 sites (shown in Figure A4.2.6) to get an un-weighted 

mean skin temperature. He divided the whole body into 14 segments of equal body area so that 

the mean skin temperature is simply an average of the 14 skin temperatures.  He compared 820 
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measurements with the results predicted by Burton, Ramanathan, Teichner, Hardy/DuBois, and 

Gagge/Nishi.  The comparison shows that the best fits (highest R2) are Hardy/DuBois 12 site 

method (0.98), Gagge/Nishi (0.91), Hardy/DuBois 7 site method (0.89), followed by Ramanathan 

(0.79), Burton (0.75), and Teichner (0.73).   

 

 
Figure A4.2.6  Fourteen locations used by Olesen to calculate mean skin temperature (Olesen 
1984) 

 

Average Ts = 0.076 T1 + 0.126 T3 + 0.094 T4 + 0.080 T5 + 0.084 T6 + 0.067 T7 + 0.095 T8 + 0.077 

T10 + 0.079 T11 + 0.072 T12 + 0.079 T13 + 0.071 T14  

Eq. (A4.2.7) 
 

Our approach 

The selection of skin temperature sites serve four purposes.  1.  To locate thermocouples 

to measure the local skin temperature for each of the 19 body parts, as needed  to develop the 

1 Forehead
2 Lower Ociput
3 Right Scapula
4 Left Upper Chest
5 Right Upper Upper Arm
6 Left Lower Upper Arm
7 Left Hand
8 Right Abdomen
9 Left Lower Back
10 Right Anterior Thigh
11 Left Posterior Thigh
12 Right Shin
13 Left Calf
14 Right Foot Instep
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local sensation model.  2.  To estimate mean skin temperature, using measurement locations that 

have been widely used in the literature, for the whole-body component of the local sensation 

model.  3.  To provide more detailed measurement of the particular body parts to which local 

heating or cooling was being applied.  4.  To add a few measurement sites which have special 

interests to us, such as the fingers.  We wanted to keep the number of thermocouples low to avoid 

discomfort from having too many thermocouple wires. 

 

The Hardy/DuBois 7-sites method provides a good fit to the 14-sites method used by 

Olesen to summarize previous work on measurement locations.  Since it requires less 

measurement sites than Olesen’s, and is so widely accepted in the literature,  we chose it for 

measuring our mean skin temperatures.   

 

In addition to the seven sites for measuring mean skin temperature, and 19 sites for the 

local temperatures for the 19 segments (the 19 include six of the seven Hardy/DuBois sites) , we 

added one more thermocouple on the neck and one on the left hand ring finger.  The exact 22 

measurement sites are shown in Figure 4.18 in Chapter 4.  
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9.3 Appendix 4.3 – Comparison of three core temperature measurements 

Before the start of the human subject tests, we compared three methods of obtaining core 

temperatures.  The CorTempTM thermometer pill from HTI Technologies, Inc. was tested against 

two tympanic methods: the IR thermometer (manufactured by Braun Company) and a 

thermocouple touching the tympanic membrane.  The purpose was to see (1) how responsive the 

pill is to transient test conditions, (2) what the differences are between the tympanic temperature 

and the pill temperature, and the delay in reaching the max/min temperature, (3) what the 

difference is between the tympanic temperatures measured by the thermocouple and by the IR 

thermometer, and (4) what the difference is in measured temperature between swallowing the pill 

right before the test or long before the test.  Swallowing the pill at different times results in it 

measuring different locations in the body’s digestive system. 

 

A. Test 1 

In the first test we applied all three sensors - a thermocouple, an IR thermometer, and a 

CorTempTM pill.  The thermocouple wire is very fine and is the thinnest available (28 gauge, 

Omega) so that it has the fastest response to the tympanic temperatures under transient 

conditions.  The ear with the thermocouple was sealed with cotton during the measurement. 

 

The test conditions were similar to those of our human subject tests, except that the 

bathtub had a high temperature (40°C) in order to show the maximal difference between the 

tympanic temperature and the temperature measured by the pill.  First, the subject stayed in the 

bathtub for 25 minutes.  Then she stayed in a room with an air temperature of 29.4°C for half an 

hour.  After that the cold air (14°C) was applied to her back.  This lasted about 20 minutes.  After 
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another 30-minute rest, the cold air was applied to her face for 10 minutes.  After another 15-

minute rest, the test was over.  The results are shown in Figure A4.3.1. 

 

 
Figure A4.3.1  Comparison of tympanic temperature measured by a thermocouple and an ear 
thermometer, and core temperature measured by a CorTempTM pill 

 

These are the phenomena that we observed from the test: 

 

(1).  Tympanic temperatures measured by both the thermocouple and the IR thermometer 

responded to the heating in the bathtub similarly (see period 1).  However, the temperature 

measured by the pill (CorTempTM  pill) reached the peak 8 minutes later at about 0.5°C lower.  

This may be due to the smaller amount of blood flowing to the stomach compared with the blood 

flow to the brain.  A normal brain weighs 1.4 kg, receiving 15% of the body’s total blood.  The 

G.I. tract weights 2.5 kg, receiving 10% of the total blood.  Per unit weight of the tissue, the G.I. 
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tract receives 35% as much blood as the brain.  The tympanic temperature changes were dramatic 

right after the human subject left the bathtub. 

 

(2).  In period 2, three core measurements showed the same trends.  The pill reading was 

higher than the other two measurements.  At the end of period 2, the difference between the pill 

and the tympanic thermocouple was 0.4°C. 

 

(3).  In period 3, the three core temperatures stopped decreasing (the thermocouple had a 

very slight increase of 0.1°C) when back cooling was applied.   

 

(4).  In region 4, once the back cooling was removed, the three temperatures started to 

decrease again (the pill had a very brief and small increase before it decreased).  This was due to 

the removal of the back cooling, resulting in the resumption of blood circulation to the superficial 

area of the back.   

 

In period 4, when the subject drank room temperature water, it reduced the pill 

temperature by more than 1.5 °C.  It required about 20 minutes for the pill to recover.  It had been 

about 1.5 hours since the ingestion of the pill, and was still highly influenced by the water.   

 

(5).  A conflict between the tympanic and pill measurements occurred in period 5 during 

face cooling, when both tympanic sensors showed decreasing temperature, while the pill showed 

a slightly increasing temperature.  This conflict may only happen with face cooling.  We expect to 

see the largest difference between the tympanic and pill measurements during face cooling.  This 

is also why we chose face cooling to examine the differences.  Face cooling directly influences 

the tympanic temperature.  However, because of the strong cooling effect from the face cooling, 

the body sensed the cold and started to save energy.  Therefore, the pill temperature started to 
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increase slightly.  This increase is not shown in the tympanic temperatures.   

 

Nielsen and Jessen (Nielsen and Jenssen 1992) point out that under face cooling, the 

tympanic temperature is not a reliable index of core temperature.  The reason is that over a 

considerable distance, the external carotid artery is in close contact with the external jugular vein, 

which receives tribularies carrying cold blood from the scalp.  A heat exchange across this 

interface must happen, and this appears to be the cause of the downward displacement of 

tympanic temperature in response to fanning the face with cold air.  Tympanic temperature is 

lowered when convective heat loss from the face and the head is high.  Therefore, under these 

conditions tympanic temperature is not a reliable index of core temperature.  In this regard, the 

pill may be a better way to present the ”core” - hypothalamus temperature.  Nielsen showed that 

the esophageal temperature is a better representation of the hypothalamus.  However in our 

experiment, we didn’t do a test using esophageal measurements, so we cannot compare the 

readings between the pill and the esophageal temperatures.   

 

(6).  After the face cooling was removed, the tympanic temperature further decreased by 

about 0.2°C in 4 minutes and then started to increase.  The other two measurements showed a 

very similar pattern.   

 

(7).  During the bathtub heating (period 1), the two tympanic readings (from the 

thermocouple and the IR thermometer) were very close.  The readings from the IR thermometer 

were all about 0.2 °C lower than the thermocouple until face cooling.  This may be caused by the 

insulation provided by the cotton in the ear which had the thermocouple.  It may also indicate that 

the reading from the IR thermometer was contaminated by the ear canal.  However, during face 
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cooling, the thermocouple reading was lower than the IR thermometer reading.  That suggests 

that during face cooling, the blood to the tympanic membrane was cooler than the ear canal itself. 

 

B. Test 2 

The purpose of test 2 was to compare the results when the pill was swallowed a long time 

before the test to the results when pill was swallowed right before the test (as described in Test 1 

above).   

 

In this test, the pill was swallowed at 7:30 AM.  The test was conducted at 3:30 PM, 8 

hours after the pill was swallowed.  The subject first stayed in a bathtub (40°C) for about 30 

minutes, then rested in a room (29.4°C) for 30 minutes before cold air (14°C) was applied to the 

back.  After a 15-minute back cooling and another 15-minute rest, the face cooling was applied 

with the same cold air for 10 minutes.  After removing the face cooling and taking a 20-minute 

rest, the test was over.   

 

Because it is very uncomfortable to use the thin thermocouple to measure the tympanic 

temperature, and also because we had found in the previous test that the readings from the 

thermocouple and the IR thermometer were close.  We only applied the IR thermometer and the 

pill in this test.  The results are Shown in Figure A4.3.2. 
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Figure A4.3.2  Comparison of tympanic temperature measured by an ear thermometer with the 
pill core temperature measurement 

  

(1).  The main difference between Test 1 and Test 2 occurred after the subject left the 

bathtub.  The pill core temperature dropped much more slowly in Test 2 than in Test 1.  When the 

pill reached the peak values, the differences between the pill and the ear thermometer temperature 

were 0.16°C in Test 1 and 0.18°C in Test 2, as the arrows show in the two figures.  After 16 

minutes, the differences were 0.59°C in Test 1 and 0.88°C in Test 2.  That means the pill 

decreased 0.29°C less in Test 2 when it was much further down in the digestive system.   

 

(2).  Unlike in Test 1, where the pill core temperature leveled off during the back cooling, 

in Test 2, the pill core temperature continued decreasing.  The pill was not very responsive.  In 

general, the rectal temperature shows delay and decreased responsiveness compared with other 

core temperatures.  By this time, the pill may be further down in the digestive system and 

therefore less responsive to transient changes. 
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From the observations described above, we believe that swallowing the pill right before 

the test is a better strategy.  We let the subject drink warm body temperature water to swallow the 

pill.  During the test, no drinking was allowed. 
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9.4 Appendix 4.4 -  Test conditions  

The 109 test conditions are summarized in Table A4.4.1.  The five digits of the Test ID 

are used in this thesis to identify individual tests, as presented in several figures in Chapter 5.  

The first two digits are the subject ID, followed by a three-digit number which represents the test 

number from 1 to 109.  All the tests were carried out in March and the middle of August, 2002. 

 

The numbers under the Test type in the table correspond to: 

1 local cooling  

2 local heating 

3 multiple cooling/heating 

4 whole body step-change 

5 neutral condition test  

6 IR test 
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Table A4.4.1  Test conditions 

Test ID Subject D Date 
mm/dd 

Time Test type Room air (°C) Supply air 
(°C) 

Bathtub 
(°C) 

03001 03 3/1 12:30 1 28.2 14.0 35.5 
04002 04 3/5 15:30 1 26.3 14.0 35.9 
05003 05 3/12 16:15 1 29.0 14.0 35.9 
02004 02 3/14 14:00 1 27.0 14.0 35.9 
01005 01 3/15 15:00 1 29.4 14.0 40.0 
06006 06 3/19 13:00 1 28.8 14.0 35.5 
07007 07 3/19 18:00 1 28.8 14.0 na* 
01008 01 3/20 16:00 1 29.4 14.0 40.0 
03009 03 3/26 9:30 1 28.2 14.0 36.1 
08010 08 4/1 12:00 1 28.8 14.0 na 
09011 09 4/2 17:45 1 28.2 14.0 35.9 
10012 10 4/3 10:15 1 28.2 14.0 35.3 
11013 11 4/4 14:00 1 29.0 14.0 35.9 
07014 07 4/4 18:00 1 28.2 14.0 35.6 
12015 12 4/5 10:00 1 28.2 14.0 35.3 
13016 13 4/5 14:00 1 28.0 14.0 35.7 
14017 14 4/5 18:00 1 28.0 14.0 35.3 
11018 11 4/8 15:00 1 28.2 14.0 35.3 
07019 07 4/9 18:30 1 28.2 14.0 35.3 
07020 07 4/9 20:30 1 28.2 14.0 35.3 
13021 13 4/11 14:00 1 30.0 14.0 35.3 
09022 09 4/11 18:00 1 30.0 28.0 35.3 
12023 12 4/12 9:30 1 30.0 14.0 35.3 
15024 15 4/16 17:00 1 28.2 14.0 na 
16025 16 4/17 10:00 1 30.0 14.0 35.6 
12026 12 4/19 9:30 1 30.4 14.0 35.3 
07027 07 4/19 14:00 1 30.4 14.0 35.8 
07028 07 4/19 17:00 1 30.4 14.0 35.8 
16029 16 5/1 10:00 1 30.4 14.0 35.3 
13030 13 5/2 14:00 1 29.5 14.0 35.5 
09031 09 5/2 18:00 1 29.2 14.0 35.5 
07032 07 5/5 10:00 1 30.0 14.0 35.5 
07033 07 5/5 13:00 1 30.0 14.0 35.5 
06034 06 5/7 10:30 1 30.0 14.0 35.8 
15035 15 5/7 16:30 1 30.0 14.0 35.5 
17036 17 5/8 14:00 1 29.8 14.0 35.5 
13037 13 5/9 14:00 1 29.8 14.0 35.5 
09038 09 5/9 18:00 1 30.0 14.0 na 
10039 10 5/10 14:00 1 30.4 14.0 35.5 
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Table A4.4.1 (continued)  Test conditions 
 
07040 07 5/13 10:00 1 30.0 14.0 na 
07041 07 5/13 13:00 1 30.0 14.0 na 
17042 17 5/15 11:30 1 30.0 14.0 35.5 
18043 18 5/15 15:30 1 30.0 14.0 35.5 
13044 13 5/16 14:00 1 30.5 14.0 35.5 
12045 12 5/17 9:30 1 30.0 14.0 35.5 
07046 07 5/20 10:00 1 30.5 14.0 35.5 
07047 07 5/20 13:00 1 30.5 14.0 35.5 
19048 19 5/21 14:15 1 30.5 14.0 35.6 
16049 16 5/22 10:00 1 31.0 14.0 35.6 
18050 18 5/23 15:00 1 31.0 14.0 35.6 
16051 16 5/29 10:00 3 29.5 23 .0 35.5 
17052 17 5/29 14:00 3 29.0 23 .0 35.5 
19053 19 5/30 10:30 3 29.0 23 .0 35.5 
12054 12 5/31 9:30 3 30.0 23 .0 35.5 
19055 19 6/4 14:00 3 29.0 23 .0 35.5 
12056 12 6/7 9:30 3 28.5 23 .0 35.5 
13057 13 6/7 14:00 3 29.0 23 .0 35.5 
16058 16 6/13 10:00 3 29.5 23 .0 35.3 
13059 13 6/13 12:00 3 28.5 23 .0 35.5 
10060 10 6/14 10:15 3 28.5 23 .0 35.3 
20061 20 6/17 10:00 3 28.5 23 .0 35.3 
16062 16 6/21 14:00 5 + 1 25.5 25 .0 34.5 
10063 10 6/23 10:00 1 28.0 23 .0 35.3 
21064 21 6/25 12:00 1 28.0 23 .0 35.3 
22065 22 6/26 14:00 1 28.0 23 .0 35.3 
18066 18 6/26 16:30 1 30.5 23 .0 35.3 
01067 01 6/27 12:00 5 + 1 25.5 23 .0 34.5 
12068 12 6/28 9:00 5 + 1 25.5 23 .0 34.5 
10069 10 6/28 12:30 5 25.5 na 34.5 
21070 21 7/3 11:00 1 26.0 23 .0 35.3 
13071 13 7/3 16:00 5 + 1 25.5 23 .0 34.5 
04072 04 7/8 12:00 1 28.3 23 .0 35.3 
21073 21 7/9 11:00 1 29.3 23 .0 35.3 
10074 10 7/10 10:30 1 22.0 14.0 32.9 
07075 7 7/10 15:45 5 + 1 25.5 23 .0 35.3 
19076 19 7/11 9:00 1 26.5 23 .0 35.3 
09077 09 7/11 16:00 1 28.5 23 .0 35.3 
22078 22 7/12 9:00 1 29.0 23 .0 35.3 
18079 18 7/12 13:30 1 31.0 23 .0 35.3 
24080 24 7/15 13:00 2 22.0 28.0 31.6 
21081 21 7/16 9:00 2 22.0 28.0 31.6 
23082 23 7/16 13:30 1 20.7 14.0 31.6 
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Table A4.4.1 (continued)  Test conditions 
 

21083 21 7/17 9:00 1 15.6 14.0 29.2 
17084 17 7/17 13:30 1 17.0 14.0 29.2 
13085 13 7/19 9:30 2 17.0 37.0 29.2 
07086 07 7/19 2:00 2 19.0 36.0 29.2 
25087 25 7/25 9:00 2 17.0 37.0 29.2 
23088 23 7/25 13:30 2 19.5 37.0 29.2 
23089 23 7/26 9:00 2 17.5 38.0 29.2 
26090 26 7/26 13:30 2 20.0 35.0 29.2 
27091 27 7/29 13:30 2 20.0 37.5 29.2 
23092 23 7/30 14:00 2 17.5 37.0 29.2 
17093 17 7/31 9:00 3 31.0 37.0/24.0 35.3 
21094 21 7/31 13:30 3 31.5 37.0/24.0 35.5 
21095 21 8/1 9:00 3 28.0 36.0/19.5 35.3 
18096 18 8/1 15:30 3 30.0 37.0/18.0 35.3 
13097 13 8/2 9:15 3 29.5 37.0/20.0 35.3 
04098 04 8/2 11:30 3 30.0 38.0/20.0 38.4 
23099 23 8/5 9:00 2 + 6 19.0 37.0 29.2 
27100 27 8/5 13:15 5 + 6 25.5 na 34.5 
27101 27 8/5 15:15 5 + 6 25.5 na 34.5 
25102 25 8/6 9:00 1 + 6 28.0 14.0 35.3 
26103 26 8/6 13:30 1 + 6 28.0 14.0 35.3 
04104 04 8/7 9:00 4 + 6 30/22/30 na 35.5 
18105 18 8/7 15:00 4 + 6 22.6/30/22.6 na 31.6 
21106 21 8/8 8:30 4 + 6 23.5/32.7/23.5 na 31.6 
17107 17 8/8 13:30 4 + 6 34.3/26.4/33.7 na 35.5 
23108 23 8/9 8:30 3 + 6 31.5 37.0/20.0 35.5 
16109 16 8/12 14:00 4 + 6 31.8/22.2/30.8 na 35.5 

na* indicates that the bathtub was not used in that test. 
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9.5 Appendix 4.5 – A paper accepted for the SAE Technical Paper Series 

A paper “Using a Driving Game to Increase the Realism of Laboratory Studies of 

Automobile Passenger Thermal Comfort” has been accepted for the Society of Automotive 

Engineers (SAE) Technical Paper Series 2003-01-2710 and to be published in 2004.   

 

The paper examines the effect of using a computer driving game in a laboratory study on 

the metabolic heat production.  The metabolic rates of subjects playing or watching the game are 

found to be very close to their rates when driving or riding in a real car.  The paper is attached to 

the end of the thesis. 
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9.6 Appendix 5.1 – Database  

To make all of the data accessible for analysis, we constructed a relational database.  The 

database stores all data measured in our tests:  skin temperature, core temperature, their 

derivatives, thermal sensation and comfort votes, the test conditions, and subjects’ information.  

By simple operation of the database, we can construct new datasets and conduct regression 

analysis. 

 

Table A5.1.1 briefly describes each file in the database.  The “elapsed time” in the files 

assumes the start of the test at zero.   

 

Table A5.1.1 A brief description of each file in the database 

File name information provided 
skin Test ID, elapsed time of skin temperature measurement, 28 

skin temperatures 
Skin der Test ID, elapsed time of skin temperature measurement, 

derivatives of the 28 skin temperatures 
coretemp Test ID, elapsed time of core temperature measurement, core 

temperature and its rate of change 
SVoteSegFix Test ID, elapsed time of the sensation measurements, sensation 

votes for 19 local body parts and for the overall whole body 
CVoteSegFix Test ID, elapsed time of the comfort measurements, comfort 

votes for 19 local body parts and for the overall whole body 
Tests Test ID, subject ID, test category (1 – local heating/ cooling 

test, 2 – whole-body step-change test, 3 – neutral condition 
test), date of the test, elapsed time of the start and end of the 
test 

TestPhaseWith2Number Test ID, phase type index (0 – steady-state, 1 – cooling, 2 – 
cooling recovery, 3 – heating, 4 – heating recovery, 5 – multi-
stimuli application, 6 – multi-stimuli removal, 7 – whole-body 
step to cool environment, 8 – whole-body step to warm 
environment, 9 – neutral test, 10 – short steady-state), elapsed 
time for the start and the end of each phase type 

Subject Subject ID, gender, age, height, weight, body fat, 
circumferences on the waist, neck and hip (women) 

Segments Body Segment ID 
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When we were developing the local sensation model for the back, we first put all the 

back cooling/heating data together by segment ID to make a new dataset for the back.  The 

segment ID identifies the body part (e.g. back, head, hand).  The new dataset includes local skin 

temperature, its rate of change, mean skin temperature, core temperature and its rate of change, 

and back sensation.  From this dataset, we developed the local sensation model by regression 

analysis as a function of local and mean skin temperatures, as well as derivatives of skin and core 

temperatures.   

 

When we were developing the local comfort model for each body part, we first 

constructed a new dataset which includes local sensation, overall sensation, and local comfort for 

the body part.  Then we carried out the regression analysis to develop the local comfort model, 

which is a function of both local and overall sensations. 

 

Figure A5.1.1 shows an example when constructing a new dataset based on the database.   
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Figure A5.1.1  Constructing a new dataset based on the database 

 

The database will be available to the public.  We plan to publish the database on the Web 

so that people can access the data and carry out their own analyses. 

 

9.7 Appendix 6.1 - Adaptation model  

This Appendix explains how we get the coefficients for the logistic adaptation model for 

each individual body part.  See Chapter 6.2.1.6 for the description of the proposed adaptation 

model. 

 

The mathematical description is presented in Eq. (A6.1.1). 
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 Eq. (A6.1.1) 

 

Eq. (A6.1.1) defines a logistic relationship between skin temperature and its adapting 

threshold.  The center of the logistic curve is at the “Intercept”, which is the average of the two 

skin temperatures at the ends of the neutral zone.   The “ middleT ” is the center of the logistic curve 

of the skin temperature, which in this case is the same as the “Intercept”.  The slope of the logistic 

has to be close to a 45° line in the middle.   

 

The logistic curve is defined by the “Range” and the “Slope” in the equation. 

  

The logistic curve for the warm side (the adapting threshold >= neutral zone) and for the 

cold side (the adapting threshold <= neutral zone) are not necessarily equal, so we are going to 

calculate the logistic curves for the warm side and the cold side separately.   

 

Using the definition of the logistic function, we know that when very cold, the cold 

adapting threshold is constant.  Therefore, I used the test data when subjects were very cold to 

carry out a linear regression between skin temperature and the sensation vote.  Using the 

regression intercept and the slope, I calculated the adaptation threshold, which is a constant 

(minimum threshold) and is listed in the left column of Table A6.1.1 for each body part.  Using 

the data when subjects were hot, I did another linear regression.  Next, using the regression 

intercept and slope, I calculated the constant adapting threshold when hot (maximum threshold), 

which is listed in the last column of Table A6.1.1.  The range of a logistic function is the 

difference between this constant threshold and the “Intercept”, the average of the two adapting 

skin temperatures of the neutral zone.  Figure A6.1.1 depicts the thresholds for the neutral zone 

(middle gray bar) visually, and the thresholds for cold and hot (the dark gray bar on the left and 
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light bar on the right).  The ends of the two bars are the two constants.  The range of the logistic 

curve is the difference between the middle of the neutral zone (center circle) and the constant 

thresholds shown by the two circles at the ends of the cold and hot thresholds.  

 

Table A6.1.1  Adapting thresholds for each body part 

body part Tset-ad-low end 
Tset-ad-neutral-

low Tset-ad-neutral-high 
Tset-ad-high 

end 
head 33.8 34.2 35.8 35.8 

breath 31.7 33 35.2 35.2 
face 32 34 35.2 36.2 

front neck 36.6 35.6 35.8 36 
chest 33.8 34.5 35.1 35.4 
back 33.8 34.4 35.3 35.8 
pelvis 32.6 34.9 34.3 34.8 

upper arm 31 33.5 34.2 34.6 
lower arm 31 32.7 34.6 36.5 

hand 30 33.5 34.4 36 
thigh 31.6 33.7 34.3 34.8 

lower leg 31.8 32.6 32.9 35.1 
foot 30.8 32.2 33.3 35 
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Figure A6.1.1  Skin temperature adapting threshold for each body part 

 

Now the only variable unknown for Eq (A6.1.1) is the slope.  The slope has to pass 

through the two ends of the neutral zone.  We found the best fit and determined the slope.  An 

example of selecting the best fit for the back is shown in Figure A6.1.2.  The coefficients for Eq. 

A6.1.1 for each body part are provided in Table A6.1.2. 
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Figure A6.1.2  The adaptation model for the back 

 

Table A6.1.2  Coefficients for the adaptation model (Eq. A6.3.1) for each body part 
 

Cold side Warm side Body part 
range slope range slope 

Intercept (°C) 

head 2.3 -2 1.7 -3 35.0 
breath 4.8 -0.9 2.2 -3 34.1 
face 5.2 -0.8 3.2 -1.5 34.6 

front neck 0.2 -7 0.6 -6 35.7 
chest 2.2 -2 1 -4 34.8 
back 2 -2.3 2 -2.3 34.8 
pelvis 2.7 -1.5 1.7 -2.5 35.1 

upper arm 5.5 -0.8 1.7 -3 33.8 
lower arm 5.1 -0.8 5.9 -0.7 33.6 

hand 7.7 -0.5 4.3 -1 33.9 
thigh 4.7 -0.9 1.7 -2.5 34.0 

lower leg 1.8 -1.9 4.8 -1 32.8 
foot 2.9 -1.7 5.5 -0.8 32.8 
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There are two assumptions in determining the adaptation models:   

1. We assume that the two skin temperatures under neutral conditions in our test and in 

Olesen and Fanger ( 1973) are the two end values of the neutral zone.  These two values 

belong to the neutral zone.  Whether they are the end values needs further validation.   

2. In getting the constant thresholds for the cold and hot ends, we applied our cold and hot 

test results and assumed that the thresholds in these two conditions would reach the 

constant values.  Whether they are the maximum and the minimum of the thresholds also 

needs further validation.  See the suggestions for future study (Chapter 7) for a suggested 

method to test the adaptation model. 
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9.8 Appendix 6.2 - Core temperature prediction model 

This appendix describes a model that we developed to calculate the core temperature set 

point. 

 

The set point of the human body fluctuates follows a nyctohemeral cycle.  It is caused by 

circadian oscillations synchronized with the earth’s rotation (local time) (Hensel 1981).  This 

change is only one of many physiological parameters subject to circadian rhythms (Pittendrigh 

1974, Palmer 1976, Aschoff 1979).  The magnitude of fluctuation is described differently by 

different authors:  0.7 – 1.5°C (Hensel 1981), 1 °C (McIntyre 1980), or 0.4°C (Pandolf, Sawka et 

al. 1988).  The rising period starts in the morning (between 2 – 8 AM) and the falling period starts 

in the afternoon (between 2 – 8 PM) (Figure A6.2.1 and A6.2.2).  In Figure A6.2.1, the open 

circles represent the esophageal temperature set point estimated when the cold and warm stimuli 

applied to the hand of human subjects are perceived as neither pleasant nor unpleasant (Cabanac 

called it the behavioral method (Cabanac et al. 1976)).  Solid circles were the measured 

esophageal temperature at the end of a resting period.  The figure shows an obvious fluctuation.  

Figure A6.2.2 also shows the temperature rising in the early morning and falling in the afternoon.  

The figure shows the resting esophageal temperature, thresholds for vasodilation and sweating 

(Pandolf, Sawka et al. 1988). 
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 Time      2         8    14         20          2        8   14        20 

 

Figure A6.2.1  Nyctohemeral cycling of mean esophageal temperature set point (Tset) 
estimated from the behavioral method and the resting esophageal temperature Trest from 
human subjects tests (Hensel 1981, data from Cabanac et al. 1976) 

 

 

Figure A6.2.2  Changing esophageal temperature (Tes) at rest, Tes threshold for sweating and 
vasodilation with the circadian period (Pandolf, Sawka et al. 1988) 

 

The shift of the set point means a shift in thermal regulation (e.g. Figure A6.2.2 

shows the changes of the vasodilation and sweating thresholds).  The evidence is:   
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(1) The onset of sweating is at a 0.4°C higher oral temperature in the luteal phase (Haslag 

and Hertzman 1965) of the female menstrual cycle.  The luteal phase could have a core 

temperature as much as 0.5°C higher than the follicular phase due to the production of 

hormones (Hensel 1981, Pandolf, Sawka et al. 1988, McIntyre 1980).  Cunningham and 

Cabanac found that during menstruation, when female subjects assessed thermal comfort 

elicited by local stimulation of the hand, the judgments change according to the shift in 

the set point (Cunningham and Cabanac 1971).  Women in the follicular period 

responded as if they were regulating their core temperature 0.4 or 0.5°C lower than 

during the luteal phase.   

(2) Sleep was associated with a burst of sweating (Day 1941, Hammel, Jackson et al. 1963) 

during the slow wave sleep phase in a warm environment, while during fast wave sleep, 

sweating was absent even in warm environments of 37 to 39°C in men (Shapiro, A. T. 

Moore et al. 1974).  This is due to the changes in set points.  Local cooling of the 

hypothalamus to 33°C in kangaroo rats (the normal threshold is 36°C) did not cause a 

metabolic heat increase during fast wave sleep (Shapiro, A. T. Moore et al. 1974).   

(3) When fever is present, the set point is elevated.  Therefore, unlike hyperthermia, when 

regulation works at the limit of its capacity, there is hardly any thermoregulatory burden 

during a fever. 

 

Since signals are based on shifted set points, we need to define the set point.  Figure 

A6.2.3 represents our 24-hour measured core temperature data during rest and sleep.  The 

goal is to develop a formula to calculate the Tc set point.   
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Figure A6.2.3  Measuring core temperature with a CorTemp pill in a 24-hour circle 

 

From the data, we see that the core temperature started to rise between 2 and 6 AM, 

and fell in the late afternoon (around 6 PM).  We did two other tests measuring the core 

temperature and both showed a peak core temperature in the late afternoon.  Therefore, I 

propose a core temperature model that peaks at 5:30 PM.   

 

This figure shows that in the morning around 9 AM, the core temperature was 

37.1°C.  The afternoon core temperature was around 37.3°C near 5:30 PM.  The lowest core 

temperature was registered in the morning before waking (5:48 AM).  The core temperature 

changed about 1°C during an entire day.   

 

Most of our tests were conducted during the day.  Observing the core temperatures 

during the tests (we didn’t continue to measure the core temperature after the tests finished), 
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we see that the morning core temperatures are lower than the afternoon ones.  The morning 

core temperatures are usually located near 37.1 and the afternoon ones (2 PM) are usually 

located near 37.2.   

 

Based on these data, I have proposed a hypothetical core temperature model shown in 

Figure A6.2.4. 

 

 

9 AM (37.1)    5:30 PM (37.3)   5:30 AM (36.4)            9 AM(37.1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure A6.2.4  Proposed core temperature set point model 

  

The region that we are interested is the daytime core temperature.  We don’t have 

enough information to propose an evening model.   

 

The temperature from 9 AM to 5 :30 PM as a linear model is presented in Eq. A6.2.1. 

 

Tc = 37.1 + (37.3 – 37.1) (time – 9)/(17.5 – 9)  (°C)   Eq (A6.2.1) 

 

An example calculating the core temperature at 2 PM is: 

 

Tc = 37.1 + 0.2 x 5/8.5 = 37.22 (°C) 
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Considering the female menstrual cycle, the modified Eq (A6.2.1) is presented as: 

 

Tc = 37.1 + (37.3 – 37.1) (time – 9)/(17.5 – 9)  + 0.2 x cycle (°C)  Eq (A6.2.2) 

 

where “cycle” refers to the menstrual cycle.  In the luteal period, cycle = 1.  During 

the follicular period, cycle = 0.  For the period in between, we assume cycle = 0.3. 

 

The proposed model needs further validation.  From current human subject tests we don’t 

have the data to validate the model. 

 

9.9 Appendix 6.3 – Body composition influences on local sensation 

The local thermal sensation model was derived from our test population.  If we want to 

predict for a specific individual with human body information (body fat, gender, age), we 

developed a model as shown in Eq. (A6.3.1). 

 

Local sensationbody builder  = Local sensation + 0.025 body (fat – average fat) (%)   –0.12 

(gender – average gender) + 0.016 (age – average age)    Eq. (A6.3.1) 

 

Local sensation in Eq. (A6.3.1) is presented in Table 6.2 in Chapter 6.  Local 

sensationbody builder  is the local sensation including the body builder information.  For gender, I 

used value 10 to represent female, 5 to represent male. 

 

The average values in Eq. (A6.3.1) are from our tests, which is listed in Table A6.3.1. 
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Table A6.3.1  Average values for body builder information from our tests 
 

Element Age Body fat (%) Gender 
Average value 31.8 25.4 7.78 

 

 

Body fat and age are a positive influence.  With the increase of body fat and age (range 

20 – 51 in our tests), people tend to feel warmer.  For gender influence, I used value 10 to 

represent female, 5 to represent male.  The negative regression coefficient indicates that females 

tend to feel cooler.   

 

With our human subjects, fat varies from 25 to 50%, which corresponds to 0.63 sensation 

difference.  The subjects’ ages cover a range from 20 to 51, which corresponds to a 0.5 sensation 

variation.  The variation between male and female is 0.6, with males feeling warmer.  The cold 

sensation goes to slim, young females, while the warmer thermal sensation goes to older, high fat 

level males. 
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9.10 Appendix 6.4 – Skin temperature data smoothing 

The skin temperature measured by a thermocouple includes noise signals.  The noise 

signals are very small.  They are visible only with an enlarged skin temperature scale (from 32 – 

36 °C), as shown for a three-hour test in Figure A6.4.1.  The figure shows local skin temperature 

during a local cooling process.  The vertical axis represents the skin temperature.  The noise 

signal has little influence on measured skin temperature.  The thermocouple records data every 5 

seconds, and the number in the horizontal axis represents the thermocouple readings. 

 

 
Figure A6.4.1  Small noise signal in skin temperature measurement 

 

However, the same data, when we calculate the derivative, 
dt

dTskin
, show that the 

derivative is dominated by the noise signal (Figure A6.4.2).  The vertical axis represents the 

derivative.  Since the derivative is an important part of our transient model, we need to do signal 

processing to remove the noise. 
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Figure A6.4.2  Dominant small noise signals in derivative of skin temperature 

 

We used a process called wavelet smoothing, common in the signal processing industry.  

It filters the noise signal without losing the sharp transient resulting from the application and 

removal of the thermal stimulus (Figure A6.4.3). 

 

 

 
before  

 
after  

before 
after  

 

Figure A6.4.3  Skin temperature before and after smoothing 

 

The influence of the noise on the derivative is significantly reduced (Figure A6.4.4). 
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Figure A6.4.4  Derivative after wavelet smoothing 

 

We took one more step smoothing the derivative:  We used a constant time exponential 

function to smooth the derivative after the wavelet smoothing.  The smoothed results are shown 

by the thick black lines in Figure A6.4.5.  This derivative is used in our regression analysis. 
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Figure A6.4.5  Smoothing of the derivative after wavelet smoothing 
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9.11 Appendix 6.5 – A paper for the European Journal of Applied Physiology 

A summary of the predictive models (sensation and comfort for local and the whole 

body) will be published in the European Journal of Applied Physiology.  A copy of the paper is 

attached to the end of the thesis. 
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9.12 Appendix 7.1 – Implications for air-conditioning  

This appendix suggests potential implications on designing air temperature and flow rate 

of task ambient HVAC systems in buildings and air-conditioning in vehicles to provide better 

comfort.   

  

1.  Transient aspects - small step-change cycling air-conditioning 

From our asymmetric and transient experiment results as well as literature studies, we 

know that a thermally neutral condition is not necessary to achieve the highest comfort.  Thermal 

pleasure is associated with the removal of heat stress or the partial relief of discomfort, as seen by 

the saddle shape of our local comfort model.  McIntyre (McIntyre 1980) recommends that 

engineers designing climate control and other technologies should aim to create thermal pleasure 

for users rather than simply for creating a state of “neutrality” or for avoiding discomfort, which 

is the conventional approach.   

 

Based on this idea, it seems possible that a control strategy of small step-changes in air 

temperature could potentially achieve higher better comfort than the traditional constant 

temperature approach.  By intentionally creating different temperatures, occupants would 

experience the removal of discomfort.  The result might be similar to the pleasant feeling in a 

slightly warm environment with a breeze coming through an open window in a naturally 

ventilated building.  This idea is different from the concept of ramping the air temperature slowly 

so that people would not feel the changes.  Gonzalez and Berglund (Gonzalez and Berglund 

1978) did a study of the perception of temperature and humidity drifts imposed in buildings to 

save energy.  The study found that for sedentary persons, temperature ramps less than 0.5°C/h 

from a neutral comfort point were indistinguishable from constant temperature conditions.   
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We recommend a small, not a large, step-change supply air pattern.  One of the reasons is 

that while we are creating high comfort when relieving thermal discomfort, people first have to 

experience this intentionally created discomfort.  The small step-change is one way to control the 

level of the thermal stress that is created, so that the discomfort is not high.  Another reason is 

that when the cooling area is large (e.g. an entire body segment as in our tests compared to the 

size of a thermode used in most of the literature), it might be easy to overwhelm the pleasant 

feeling associated with the removal of discomfort by the decreased comfort due to excessive local 

cooling.  We know that large discrepancies from neutral conditions cause discomfort.  From our 

overall comfort model, we also know that the most uncomfortable body part has a strong 

influence on overall comfort, so we have to make sure not to cause any local discomfort.  For this 

reason, a small step-change is recommended.  Haber (Haber 1958) studied the preferred water 

temperature  when subjects put hands in different temperature water buckets.  He found that 

smaller discrepancies (±1 °C away from the neutral water temperature) are the most preferred.  

Larger discrepancies caused negative feeling. 

 

We might spend more time in transient and non-uniform environments than in uniform 

and stable ones.  We possibly perceive these varied environments as more pleasant than the static 

ones.  A room designed for daylighting may creates a more interesting transient, non-uniform 

visual environment than the flat, possibly monotonous luminance environment provided by 

electric lighting.  From our tests results we see that under neutral condition people are 

comfortable, but hardly ever voted “very comfortable”.  For these reasons, the small step-change 

air-conditioning pattern may have advantages. 

 

This pattern could be designed for task ambient HVAC systems in buildings or the air-

conditioning in a car where often the local cooling is too strong.  We may have experienced this 
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in our daily life – an uncomfortably cool hand when the air-conditioning blows cold air directly 

on the hand while driving a car.  The strong cooling should only be applied at the beginning when 

the large heat load needs to be removed.  After that, a small step-change may be more welcome.   

 

A similar recommendation applies to cooling or heating of seats.  Back and pelvis both 

belong to the highly influential sensation group.  They are very sensitive to cooling.  So for seat 

cooling, certainly a small amplitude stimulus is recommended.  Again, strong cooling should only 

be applied at the beginning. 

 

There are two specific things to be determined for this cycling approach. 

 

(1).  Amplitude of the small step-change cycling 

Although in general we recommend a small step-change cycling for cooling air supply, 

for different body parts, different amplitudes need to be considered. 

 

For the most sensitive body parts, we should apply smaller amplitude of the step-change 

cycling.  Strong cooling is likely to cause local discomfort.   

 

Since hand vasoconstriction is very sensitive to cooling, one should not apply strong 

cooling to the hand.  Once the hand is vasoconstricted, it is likely to cause local discomfort, loses 

its ability to reject heat.  However, our IR-images showed that hand skin temperature recovers 

very quickly when the body is warm.  The warm body quickly pumps heat to the hand after the 

local cooling has been removed.  So a small step-change cycling pattern that avoids 

vasoconstriction may be especially beneficial for the hand in terms of both comfort and heat 

regulation. 
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The head region in general prefers cooler conditions and the blood supply to this region is 

not subject to vasoconstriction.  That means we can apply relatively cooler air with relatively 

larger amplitude to the head region.  This will serve both thermal comfort and thermoregulation 

requirements. 

 

(2).  Frequencies of the cycling 

In our tests when people voted very comfortable when a heat stress was removed, the 

very comfortable feeling (Kuno effect) lasted about 3 – 5 minutes before starting to decrease.  In 

those tests the local cooling stimulus was strong.  When this strong cooling stress is removed, the 

Kuno effect may last longer.  When people use a oscillating fan to cool the body, the fan changes 

directions at a frequency of about 30 seconds.  Tanabe (Tanabe 1988) did a test to examine the 

frequencies of different air supply patterns and found that 30 seconds and 60 seconds frequency 

sine curves took away the most heat for a given level of thermal sensation.  For this reason, we 

recommend a frequency between 30 seconds to 3 minutes.  More detailed tests would be needed 

to answer this question more definitively. 

 

The same study by Tanabe also showed that a constant air supply produced less cooling 

effect than the fluctuating airflow pattern, and had less effect on thermal sensation.   

 

The recommendation of small step-change airflow pattern from our tests is well 

supported by a study carried out by Nissan Motor Co. (Hagino and Hara 1992).  The authors 

tested human subjective sensation by supplying four different air supply patterns (natural airflow, 

improved natural airflow, periodically fluctuating airflow, randomly fluctuating airflow) and they 

found that the improved natural airflow (small magnitude but frequent air flow fluctuation) 

creates the best subjective responses.  They called it the improved natural airflow because it is 

similar to a natural airflow, but with more frequent air supply reduce the gaps between the 
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maximum and minimum airflow rates found in natural wind.  In the natural airflow, this gap is 

large, and in summer occupants feel hot and sweaty during a low velocity interval, and during the 

subsequent high velocity interval the sweat is evaporated and the occupants feel cold and 

uncomfortable.  This natural fluctuation airflow was deemed unsuitable for the air-conditioning 

system, because the supply air is cooler than in the natural ventilation environment. 

 

The authors also found that periodically fluctuating airflow was uncomfortable because 

occupants could predict the pattern of the fluctuation and they disliked the anxiety felt before the 

onset of the higher velocity discharge.  The randomly fluctuating airflow was also found to be 

uncomfortable because it involved abrupt changes in velocity.  Based these observations, the 

authors recommend a moderately fluctuating airflow with a certain degree of randomness like 

that of a natural wind. 

 

Another advantage of producing a changing environment rather than a constant 

environment is that people are different.  Even for an individual, metabolism changes with 

different activity levels and changes of clothing lead to differences in thermal balance.  Basically 

it is impossible to create a single environment that will always make all people in the space 

comfortable.  The changing feature of the environment would provide all people with a 

comfortable feeling at certain times, rather than a constant discomfort for some people in a stable 

and non-transient environment. 

 

2.  Cool head and warm feet preferred  

We did a regression analysis for the uniform environment tests (warm, cold, neutral 

conditions) and the results show that people prefer cool head and warm feet.  
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The regression correlates local sensation from each body part with overall sensation.  

Because under a uniform environment the local body sensations in general are all correlated (i.e. 

when the whole body is cold, every body part is cold), the regression is done for the overall and 

one local sensation only.  We did not use these equations in our overall sensation model because 

they only apply to uniform environment.  Our integration model includes the situation for both 

uniform and asymmetrical environments.  However, it is interesting to see from these regression 

results that all the intercepts for the head region parts are negative, and there is a large positive 

intercept for the foot (Table A7.1).  The negative intercepts mean that when the overall sensation 

is zero, the head region (different parts of the head) feels warm already.  The large positive 

intercept for the foot (0.6) means that when the overall sensation feels neutral, the foot sensation 

is –0.6, between neutral and slightly cool.  The intercepts for the trunk are close to zero.   

 

Table A7.1  Additional regression for whole body thermal sensation = a Local thermal sensation 
+ b (Stable Condition) 
 

a Local thermal tensation + b R2 

1.34 Breathing Sensation –0.235  0.54 
1.23 Head Sensation –0.4  0.86 
1.30 Neck Sensation –0.283  0.72 
1.20 Face Sensation –0.437  0.85 
1.16 Chest Sensation –0.026  0.81 
1.23 Back Sensation + 0.072  0.76 
1.34 Pelvis Sensation + 0.075  0.69 
1.00 Arm Sensation + 0.155  0.83 
0.95 Hand Sensation + 0.039  0.85 
1.14 Leg Sensation + 0.166  0.88 
0.88 Foot Sensation +0.606 0.69 

 

We need to clarify whether the positive and negative intercepts are caused by the air 

temperature stratification.  We see that the intercepts for chest and back are near zero.  Since the 

air temperatures for chest and back are close to the head and no positive intercepts are shown for 

these segments, air stratification is probably not be the reason. 




